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which permits it to accept either the BSR or ORR fuel elements.

This is

accomplished by means of "stacked" grid piates; the BSR-type grid plate,
which has round holes to accommodate the BSR end boxes, may be aligned on
top of the ORR-type grid plate, which has square holes to accommodate the
ORR end boxes.
The reflector normally consists of pool water adjacent to the core;
however, other simple arrangements are possible.

For example, dummy fuel

elements can be filled with graphite, beryllium oxide, or other material
as desired, and inserted into the grid around or within the core proper.

The Tower Shielding
The Tower Shielding Facility

Facility

(TSF) is a unique facility for shielding

research and shield design confirmation.
Shielding Reactor
may be operated

It centers around the Tower

(TSR), a small, spherical, water-cooled reactor, that

in a stationary shield at ground level or may be supported

between two 300-ft-high towers at levels up to 200 ft above the ground
(Figs. 9 and 10).

Portable shields made of iron, water, lead, etc., may

be designed to snugly fit the reactor vessel as a modifier of the reactor
neutron and gamma ray spectra and both the reactor and shield lifted as
long as the total weight does not exceed 55 tons.

A spherical vessel of

lead and water around the reactor that contains a cylindrical void in the
horizontal plane whose diameter can be varied up to 10 in. has been widely
used in the past to collimate the source.

For experiments to be performed

at ground level, the reactor is positioned

in a concrete shield, one face

of which contains a 30-in.-diam collimator in the horizontal plane that
focuses onto a large pad area about
configurations for test purposes.

100 ft by 100 ft used to place
This concrete shield is designed to

allow placement of the experimental mockup within 36 in. of the center
of the reactor.

The close proximity of reactor to the mockup and the

large collimator make it possible to measure neutron transmissions
shield attenuations of about

through

9

10 .

Mockups to be made for studies of reactor shield designs usually
consist of slabs of iron, fluminum, graphite, lead, etc., 5 ft or longer
on a side, and placed against the reactor shield collimator.

Many of

14
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GENERAL SEQUENCE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPING
EXPERIMENTS OR IRRADIATIONS

Preliminary Feasibility Determination
In most cases the feasibility of performing any particular

irradia-

tion or experiment can be readily determined as a result of long experience with reactor environments, physical and operating

characteristics,

and established requirements with respect to space availability, materials
compatibility, temperature and pressure limitations, and radiation limitations.
The feasibility determination is usually a joint endeavor of the
prospective experimenter, the Reactor Experiment Coordinator,

technical

advisers from irradiation assistance groups, and other ORNL technical
personnel.

Experimenters who are already acquainted with the ORNL

scientific staff are encouraged to initiate feasibility discussions with
appropriate ORNL staff members as a first

Cost

step.

Determination

The costs of performing an irradiation or experiment depend upon its
complexity.

Simple irradiations by the Radioisotopes Group of the Opera-

tions Division have standard costs.

Complex irradiations requiring special

designs or instrumentation are costed by the irradiation assistance group
involved and by the Reactor Operations Group.

Total costs of these more

complex irradiations can be supplied by the irradiation assistance group
chosen.

Selection of Assistance Group

In the case of new experiments developed as a part of established
research and development programs, the irradiation assistance group will
already be selected.

New experimental programs will require the selection

of an established assistance group or may require the establishment of a
new group.

It is recommended that established assistance groups be used
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when possible to take advantage of existing facilities and the use of
experienced personnel and procedures.
The Reactor Experiment Coordinator can assist in the selection of
the irradiation assistance group.

Selection of the Irradiation Facility

Selection of the irradiation facility will be determined by the needs
of the experiment, the availability of space, and the availability of
personnel.

Decisions concerning the selection should involve input from

the prospective experimenter, his selected irradiation assistance group,
the Reactor Operations Group, and the Reactor Experiment

Coordinator.

Preliminary Design Concept
Prior to undertaking the final design for the experiment or irradiation rig, it is helpful to establish a preliminary design concept and the
required criteria for its successful performance

(Appendix A).

This is

desirable to assist in obtaining preliminary safety and operability
approvals, guaranteeing that the facility selected is adequate, and
furnishing sufficient information to the groups that will do the final
mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation designs.

The irradiation

assistance group, in consultation with the Reactor Experiment

Coordinator,

either assists the experimenter in this work or will do this as a service.

Safety Considerations
The safety analysis for instrumented irradiation devices must identify
those parameters and their values which will need reactor power reductions
to avert unsafe conditions in the event that safe values are exceeded.
These usually include temperatures, fluid flows, and pressures.
items include loss of containment and excessive radiation levels.

Other
Pro-

visions exist for connecting experiment instrumentation to the reactor
controls to produce desired actions.

Reactor power reductions can also

be used to protect experimental information and specimens

(Appendix B).
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Reactor Experiment Review Questionnaire
As soon as adequate design information is available, an experiment
information and safety analysis form should be completed

(experiments

in the HFIR, ORR, BSR, or PCA) by the experimenter and/or the irradiation assistance groups involved

(Appendix C).

This form is used in the

final safety and operability acceptance review by the Reactor Operations
Group and by the Reactor Experiment Review Committee

(RERC), a select

group of experienced senior technical staff members from ORNL research,
health physics, and instrumentation divisions.

Acceptance and approval

by the Office o f Operational Safety must be obtained prior to instal'
tion of an experiment or irradiation assembly in the reactor.
Experiments at the TSR and HPRR are reviewed for safety and operability by technical groups responsible for these facets of the experiments conducted at those reactors only.

Guidance for presenting

information for these reviews will be furnished to experimenters by
the assistance groups involved.

Final Design

Although final design may be finished before completion of the
experiment information and safety analysis form and the final safety
review by the RERC, there is a risk that substantial redesign may be
necessary as a result o f the review.

This is especially true if the

experiment concept, operating parameters, and safety
differ greatly from already approved irradiations.

considerations
Throughout the

design phase, the Reactor Experiment Coordinator and other ORNL technical personnel are available to provide guidance and should be
consulted frequently to avoid delays, procurement of unstable experiment equipment, and associated increased costs.

Quality Assurance
In order to ensure that DOE quality assurance requirements are met
throughout the design, fabrication, pretesting, installation, operation,
and disposal phases of each irradiation device, a quality assurance program plan must be prepared if an existing plan is not appropriate.

This
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plan must be approved by the Quality Assurance Coordinator

(QAC) for

the ORNL division assisting the experimenter and by the ORNL Quality
Assurance Director (QAD) preferably before fabrication is started to
avoid possible rejection of components and unnecessary expense.

Procurement and Fabrication
Procurement of materials and purchasable components as well as
component and assembly fabrication for experiment and

irradiation

assemblies to be used in ORNL reactors are usually done by ORNL service
divisions.

This work can be done by non-ORNL organizations, however, if

there is sufficient evidence that all quality assurance requirements
are met.

Installation
Installation of non-instrumented

irradiation capsules and facilities

not equipped with lead tubes into the reactors is normally done entirely
by the Reactor Operations Group personnel.

More complicated assemblies

having lead tubes are installed by operations, experimenter, and ORNL
craft personnel under the direct supervision of the Reactor Operations
Group with technical advice from the experimenter if needed.
Installation of most mechanical, piping, electrical,

instrumentation,

and structural components external to the reactor is done by ORNL craft
personnel.

The installation of massive components and required altera-

tions to building structures are frequently done by non-ORNL contractors.
The functional checks of installed components prior to reactor
startup are done by the experimenter and/or the irradiation assistance
group.

Operation
Except for some minor surveillance activities by the Reactor Operations Group, the operation of experiments and irradiation facilities is
done entirely by the experimenter and/or the irradiation assistance groups.
The experimenter is expected to provide written operating procedures as
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ABSTRACT

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory has three multipurpose research
reactors which accommodate testing loops, target Irradiations, and beamtype experiments.

Since the experiments must share common or similar

facilities and utilities, be designed and fabricated by the same groups,
and meet the same safety criteria, certain standards for these have been
developed.

These standards deal only with those properties from which

safety and economy of time and money can be maximized and do not relate
to the Intent of the experiment or quality of the data obtained.
The necessity for, and the limitations of, the standards are
discussed; and a compilation of general standards is Included.
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INTRODUCTION

This report represents an attempt to collect Into one document
the general standards required in the preparation, operation, and
disposal of equipment for reactor experiments at ORNL. The need for
some of these standards 1s self-evident and have been requirements
since the research program began; the need for others, although
seemingly self-evident, has become apparent as a result of experience.
The use of nuclear reactors as research tools has introduced some
new practices in the performing of scientific experiments and engineering tests. Perhaps the greatest novelty has been the grouping of
a large number of independent endeavors Into one work location where
they must use common facilities with as little interference as
possible with one another.

Such common facilities generally consist

of the reactor, electrical power sources, radioactive and nonradioactive waste-disposal systems, compressed air, steam, water, working
space, service personnel, radiation control personnel, etc. Without
certain standards, such an arrangement would necessarily be chaotic;
and the hazards associated with research work in reactors would be
very much amplified.
The general economy of performing tests and experiments is also
enhanced by having established standards. This Is reflected in the
speed of maintenance, Improved reactor operating time, smaller parts
inventories, reduction of the frequency and severity of contamination
incidents, savings in time spent In trouble-shooting and scheduled
checking of safeguard systems, and other similar efficiencies. When
much of the work associated with preparing and performing of the tests
and experiments can be reduced to a routine, more time, money, and
effort can be expended on just those parts which are unique to the
particular work so that efficiency is further improved.
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Most reactor experiment or test f& <-:lli ties and irradiation
targets must, at least In part, be Installed remotely, and, therefore,
require exceptionally careful planning, design, fabrication, and
Installation. The need for great care in design and fabrication is
further amplified by the close tolerances required in the fitting of
experiment adapters Into the ORR and BSR cores so that the action of
shim-safety rods is not hampered and fuel elements are not difficult
to remove or to insert.

In contrast with most other types of equip-

ment where repairs may be made in the event of breakdown, if the inreactor portion of any apparatus fails before completion of the test
or experiment, it usually has to be discarded, causing great losses of
money and time; therefore, quality standards must be high. Although
rigid standards may seem to make initial costs somewhat high, the
actual long-term economies are vastly enhanced.

In another light, standards represent the collective known
experiences of personnel who have been associated with the type of
work for which they are written, and therefore, lessen the impact of
loss of experience as a result of personnel changes.

It has been

found that personnel, although experienced in related fields, tend to
repeat the same mistakes made by others when planning, designing,
fabricating, installing, and operating experiments In reactors.
Written standards, carefully studied and used, should minimize such
repetitions.
Some of the more common faults which the use of standard criteria
are intended to prevent are:
1. Lack of sufficient information in the proper nands to allow
coping with emergencies such as power failure, equipment
breakdown, and unexpected variations of operating parameters;
2.

Use of materials not competlble with the reactor environment
or test facility itself;

3.

Use of unreliable mechanical, electrical, and electronic
equipment .\nd components;
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4.

Poor fabrication techniques, mistakes in the usage of
materials such as welding rods, and poor Inspection and
testing practices;

5. Inadequate provisions for heat removal and for temperature
and pressure control;
6.

Inadequate or unreliable containment provisions caused by the
use of containment shells, structures, or gaskets which will
not withstand the pressure due to failure of a loop or other
test facility and/or the lack of safe ventilation and off-gas
cleanup arrangements;

7.

Insufficient radiation shielding;

8. Use of wrong water supplies and drains;
9. Lack of adequate handling tools and portable radiation
shields;
10. Failure to anticipate credible hazards and possible component
failures;
11. Lack of consistent, safe operating and servicing procedures;
12. Setting of safeguard-instrument trip points beyond the bounds
of safe operation;
13. Altering of approved safeguard instrument trip-point settings
without proper justification or approval;
14. Lack of preplanning for the disposal of equipment after
completion of an experiment or test.
Limitations of Standards
The safety and maintenance criteria for experiments and tests
perfomed In, and with, reactors are necessarily subject to progressive
changes due to the continuing development of Improved systems and components, discoveries of formerly unsuspected hazards, tightening of
restrictions on the exposure of personnel to radiation, and changes in
applicable codes, procedures, and regulatory requirements.

For these

reasons, the experimenters and testing engineers are being more and
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more confined to doing work In prescribed ways and to revising existing facilities to conform to new criteria.
standc

Since the generation of

criteria can lead to very detailed regulations, restrictive

listing., of acceptable components, and time-consuming inspections and
reviews, a great deal of care must be exercised to be certain that
they actually accomplish their Intended purposes.

These purposes are

only safety of personnel, safety of the reactor and other expensive
equipment, and economy of time and money.
Standards should contain positive and negative criteria which are
sufficiently flexible tr? permit the introduction of new materials, new
systems, and new concepts not specifically covered by the original
standards. A procedure for systematic review and updating of standards must also be established to ensure their continued usefulness.
Items Subject to Standardization
For the various types of experiments, those items which are generally subject to standardization are:
1.

Planning, design, and review procedures;

2.

Construction materials;

3. Methods of access (both to the reactor facility and to the
experiment or test facility);
4.

Fabrication and installation techniques and procedures
(Including test requirements and component and system
checkout procedures and requirements aB appropriate);

5. Containment (requirements and methods);
6.

Shielding (stationary);

7.

Instrumentation and controls (drawings, types of components,
methods of use, and checkout requirements);

8. Utilities (including emergency electrical power);
9. Handling (tools, portable shields, techniques, etc.);
10. Operating procedures;
11. Waste disposal;
12.

Procedures for modifying equipment and revising operating
procedures.
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Types of Experiments and TestB
The fact that the experiments and tests conducted In and/or with
reactors can be grouped into fairly well defined categories with
respect to types also makes possible the use of certain basic standard
design criteria which are desirable both for safety and for economy.
These categories are:
1. Noninstrumrnted capsules or nonreactive solids;
2.

Instrumented capsules or nonreactive solids;

3.

Nonlnstrumented experiments with access tubes;

4.

Instrumented experiments with access tubes;

5. Beam-type;
6.

Special.

Most experiments and tests are of Types 1-5 or a combination of
these types.

In addition to being subject to placement in "type"

categories, certain other common properties exist such as type of
reactor facility used and the use of common utilities and wastedisposal systems.
In the included standards, no attempt is made to fully justify
each one; however, such justification can be supplied in the event
that the reason for any requirement is not evident. Further, it is
realized that this compilation is not complete and will have to be
updated from time to time.
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GENERAL STANDARDS GUIDE FOR REACTOR EXPERIMENTS AT ORNL
1. General Requirements
1.1

Planning, Design, Fabrication, Review, and Installation

1.1.1

Information Requirements

1.1.1.1

All experiments to be operated in ORNL research

reactors must be reviewed for safety and operability by the
Operations Division technical staff and, in most cases, by the
Reactor Experiment Review Committee.

Experiments which may

cause significant effects on the reactor system because of failure or misoperation must be reviewed also by the Reactor Operations Review Committee (RORC).

The need for this review will

be decided by the Office of Operational Safety working in concert
Y'lth the review committees.

The review committees only recommend

approval or disapproval of an experiment.

Actual approval is

given by the Office of Operational Safety representing ORNL
Management.

In order to furnish complete information for these

reviews, a standard Experiment Information and Safety Analysis
Form must be filled out by the experimenter.

An Indexed, descrip-

tive report for the experiment may be substituted for this form
If all the information required by the form is provided in the
report in such a manner that it can be readily found.
1.1.1.2

The design of an experiment must be in the form of

sketches or blueprints of such detail that engineers and craftsmen can build all necessary parts and procure all components and
install them with a minimum of technical assistance. The
following blueprints or sketches are required:
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1.1.1.2.1

General physical layout of the Installation.

1.1.1.2.2

Dimensioned assembly and subassembly drawings for

all components fabricated at ORNL and for any other component
when this knowledge is required for installation.
1.1.1.2.3

Dimensioned details of all parts of assemblies and

subassemblies Including materials and parts lists, description
of fabrication techniques, types of welding materials, cleanliness requirements, and such other items of Information that
are required for correct fabrication and installation.
1.1.1.2.4

Piping and wiring layouts for all utilities and

instrumentation requirements.

Three-dimensional (isometric)

prints (or sketches) are frequently necessary for ensuring
correct Installations.
1.1.1.2.5

Flow diagrams and control-circuit elementary dia-

grams, where applicable, to show loation of all Instrumentation and controls components, Including the types and ranges
of all components.

The standard ORNL Instrumentation and

controls nomenclature must be used.

(Reference:

0RNL-CF-60-

10-62, Rev. 1, Instrumentation and Controls Division Electrical Design Standards and Graphical Symbols).
1.1.2 All print8 and/or sketches required for fabrication and/or
Installation are subject to approval by the Operations Division.
All prints and/or sketches required for installation mist be
approved and signed by appropriate Operations Division representatives.

(See Section 1.1.4.) All instrumentation and controls

prints and sketches must be approved and signed by the Instrumentation and Controls staff engineer assigned to the Reactor
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Operations Department locality. Other approvals may be requested
by the Operations Division for certain installations.
1.1.3

The design should be such that installation can be done

during the regular shutdowns of the reactor; I.e., the installation schedule should be compatible with the reactor operating
schedule.
1.1.4 Planning, Quality Assurance, Design, Review, Fabrication,
and Installation
The planning of each experiment, testing facility, and irradiation
target of any kind requires the participation of the experimenter,
the Operations Division representative, design and fabrication
engineers, and, in the case of unusual hazards or problems, the
Office of Operational Safety. The general procedure for planning,
quality assurance, design, review, fabrication and installation,
and final inspection Is as follows:
1.1.4.1 When the need for any test or experiment is determined
by any experimenter and the necessary management approvals for
its performance have been obtained, contact is made with the
Reactor Experiment Coordinator, a member of the Operations
Division.
1.1.4.2 The Reactor Experiment Coordinator will examine the
operational requirements for performing the experiment or test
and will arrange such other discussions that may be required
with other technical personnel of the Operations Division.

If

such an experiment or test is feasible and can meet requirements
of safety and operabllity, approval for design is recommended.
(If the Operations Division technical staff considers the experiment or test to be too hazardous or objectionable for other
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reasons such as excessive reactor down-time or inconvenience to
other research work, approval will be withheld.

In such an

Instance, the experimenter may appeal to the Office of Operational Safety. Assignment of space in a reactor will be done at
this stage if space Is available.

Space assignments in the

research reactors are made by the Reactor Experiment Coordinator
with the concurrence of the Reactor Supervisor and are subject to
review by the Operations Division Director.
1.1.4.3

After it has been established that the experiment or

test will be done, an Operations Division technical representative can be assigned to follow the design and to generally
assist the experimenter in meeting standard safety and operablllty criteria.

Responsibility for developing an acceptable

design, however, rests with the experimenter who normally
secures assistance from ORNL Engineering and the Instrumentation
and Controls Division and acts in the capacity of coordinator
for their activities. At or preceding this stage, a quality
assurance assessment should be made and a quality assurance program plan prepared If needed.
1.1.4.4 Although it is not always advisable to begin fabrication and installation of out-of-core parts of an experiment or
test facility before the design Is completed and the necessary
approvals for the design have been obtained, installation may
begin if the partial design has been approved by the Operations
Division.

Such approval must be indicated on each blueprint by

the signature of the Reactor Experiment Coordinator and the
Reactor Supervisor.

Operations Division approval in these

Instances only indicates that the installation of the equipment
is approved as not hazardous to personnel and the reactor and Is
compatible with continuity of operation. There is always the
risk that revisions may be required as a result of final review
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by the Operations Division technical staff and the Reactor
Experiment Review Committee.
For complex systems which require an extensive time for design,
fabrication, and installation, the Reactor Experiment Review
Committee may be requested to review various stages of design to
permit simultaneous design and installation.

This does not

preclude the possibility that revisions of installed parts may
be required when the design has been completed and the final
review conducted.

s

'

/
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1.1.4.5 When the design of an experiment or.'test has been
completed and the operating parameters have been established, an
Experiment Information and Safety Analysis Form (Section 1.1.1)
must be completed by the experimenter and submitted to the
Reactor Experiment Coordinator.

If the design is not accept-

able, revision to the design will be requested.

If the design

Is acceptable, the Reactor Experiments Coordinator will arrange
for a review by the Reactor Experiment Review Committee if this
Is required.
1.1.4.6 Notification of acceptance or rejection of a design by
the Operations Division, together with conditions required for
approval, will be Issued in the form of a memorandum by the
Reactor Experiment Coordinator. This memorandum will also state
whether or not a review by the Reactor Experiment Review
Committee is required and will serve as notification that the
experiment or test is ready for such review.

(Experiments or

tests which are being repeated, or those sufficiently similar to
others already approved, may not require review by the Reactor
Experiment Review Committee.) The chairman of the Committee and
the Office of Operational Safety are notified of either decision
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by the Operations Division so that a review may be requested if
they do not concur with the Operations Division's decision.
The completed Information and Safety Analysis Form should be
given to the Reactor Experiment Coordinator at least four weeks
before the review meeting for the experiment Is to be held by
the Reactor Experiment Review Committee.

This is necessary in

order to allow two weeks for final evaluation by the Operations
Division technical staff and two weeks for study by members of
the Committee before the review meeting.

Although some experi-

ment or test designs may be studied and reviewed in less time,
such scheduling cannot be routinely expected.
1.1.4.7 Following committee reviews when required and approval
by the Office of Operational Safety, the experiment or test
facility may be fabricated, installed, and placed In operation.
During this phase the Reactor Supervisor and the Reactor Experiment Coordinator should see that good workmanship practices are
being followed as required by QA procedures.

Responsibility for

good workmanship, however, belongs to the P&E and I&C field
engineers.

Installation scheduling should not require prolong-

ing normal reactor shutdowns nor require special shutdowns.
1.1.4.8 After complete installation of an experiment or test
facility, a thorough checkout of the performance of all components is required before reactor startup.

This checkout must

be satisfactory to the Reactor Supervisor and to other personnel
that he may designate.
1.1.4.9 After installation and Initial operation of experiment
or test facility, liaison beteen the Operations Division and the
experimenter becomes the responsibility of the Reactor
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Supervisor who may seek technical guidance, as required, from
the Reactor Experiment Coordinator and Operations Division
technical staff.
1.1.4.10

Approval of an experiment or test by the Reactor

Operations Section and by the Office of Operatic tal Safety is
for a period of one year, after which it is subject to a new
review at the discretion of the Reactor Operations Section
and/or the Reactor Experiment Review Committee and the Office
of Operational Safety.

In the event of undesirable behavior of

the experiment or test, a new review may be required at any time
by the Reactor Operations Section and/or the Reactor Experiment
Review Committee and the Office of Operational Safety.

1.1.4.11

If any experiment or test develops or Is found to

have a condition which may be hazardous to personnel or to the
reactor or which causes excessive downtime of the reactor and if
the condition cannot be readily corrected, its removal from the
reactor will be required by the Reactor Supervisor.
1.1.4.12

Each specimen to be inserted into a test facility is

subject to inspection by the Reactor Supervisor and such other
personnel that he deems advisable.

If the specimen is of a type

not specifically approved for the facility, review by the
Reactor Experiment Coordinator and, generally, by the Reactor
Experiment Review Committee will be required.
1.1.4.13

Revising Equipment, Operating Parameters, and

Procedures
1.1.4.13.1

Revisions of equipment which may affect the safety
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or continuity of operation of an experiment or loop must be
approved by the Reactor Experiment Coordinator and by the
Office of Operational Safety.
1.1.4.13.2 Revisions of operating parameters need only be
approved by the Reactor Supervisor unless the new values are
beyond the limits approved by the Reactor Experiment
Coordinator and the Office of Operational Safety.

If the new

values are outside these bounds, formal approval by the above
is necessary.
1.1.4.13.3 Any revisions which involve changes from an
approved flow sheet, alterations of piping or types of components, rearrangement of wiring, installation of additional
components, removal of components, etc., may not be made until
updated blueprints or sketches are supplied to and approved by
the Reactor Supervisor and such other personnel as he deems
advisable.
1.1.4.13.4 Revisions of operating procedures associated with
conducting an experiment or test may be requested either by
the experimenter or by the Operations Division.

Such revi-

sions of procedure must not jeopardize safety, regardless of
convenience or scheduling considerations.

Procedure changes

which affect safety must be reviewed and approved by the Reactor
Supervisor, the Reactor Experiment Coordinator, and, generally,
the Office of Operational Safety. Requests for such changes
must be submitted to the Reactor Supervisor in writing. An
Experiment Status Change Request form may be used.
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1.2 Construction Materials
In general, contructlon materials for che various components of test
loops and other types of experiments to be operated In reactors must
be of types which are structurally suitable and are compatible with
the environment.

Certain unique and specific regulations, however,

govern the selection of these materials for some components:
1.2.1

Any component installed in, and exposed to, a reactor system

must be compatible with the reactor materials which include the
structural materials, reflector, fuel elements, and coolant.

Some

materials to be avoided in the Bulk Shielding Reactor (BSR), Oak
Ridge Research Reactor (ORR), and High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
are:
1.2.1.1

Copper and its alloys;

1.2.1.2

Carbon (this includes organics which might be charred by

intense radiation);
1.2.1.3

Iron or carbon steel;

1.2.1.4

Silver or gold brazes;

1.2.1.5

Rhenium metal or compounds;

1.2.1.6

Aluminum alloys with high Mg, Cu, or Si content.
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1.2.2

Items made of plastics, rubber, or wood may be installed in

some portions of the reactor systems.

In general, these may be used

where the radiation which may be encountered is of low intensity.
Under certain controlled conditions, these materials may be inserted
into the reactor cores for short times.

Each use, however, must be

specially investigated and approved; this includes the use of plastics or rubber for gaskets.
1.2.3 All piping, pumps, etc., must be compatible with any circulating liquid or gas which they might contain, including materials
formed as a result of radiation acting on the pipe contents.
1.2.4 All pressure containing components must be designed and
fabricated to meet the requirements of accepted national codes.
Those components excepted from code requirements due to materials of
construction or operating conditions must be designed and fabricated in keeping with the intent of the codes. Acceptance must be
decided by ORNL Quality Assurance and Inspection Engineering.
1.3 Methods of Access to the Reactors and to Facilities
Methods of access to the reactor's interiors are, for most purposes,
prescribed by the built-in access openings; however, where the type of
experiment or loop is sufficiently unique and important, new openings
may be made in the reactor vessel or through the biological shields.
Decisions for providing new access routes will be made as the need
arises and must be approved by ORNL structural engineers to be certain
that the reactor and/or the building structural strength is not
jeopardized.
Access into a reactor tank or similar facilities must be such that
reactor coolant leakages are avoided by flanges or welds having the
same, or greater, strength and integrity as that prescribed by the
reactor construction specif lcatlons. Any access tube installed in a
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reactor tank must be so constructed that the reactor coolant pressure,
even In the event of accidental downstream blocking of flow, will not
either expell It from the reactor tank or collapse it. This must be
demonstrated either in a test stand or by standard calculational
techniques.
1.4

Fabrication and Installation Techniques and Procedures

1.4.1

Fabrication of components must be done under carefully con-

trolled conditions to ensure good workmanship and strict adherence
to prescribed methods approved by the designers and review groups.
Containment components, in particular, must meet the requirements of
established codes prescribed or approved by ORNL's Quality Assurance
and Inspection Department.

1.4.2

Materials used in fabrication must be exactly those specified

by the designers and review groups.

Substitutions may be made only

with the approval of these groups.
1.4.3

Fabrication techniques must be such that the following con-

ditions are met:
1.4.3.1

Articles fabricated of aluminum must not have inclusions

of carbon (graphite), copper, or other materials which might
accelerate corrosion if the articles are to be wetted by water or
aqueous solutions during the experiment operation.

Since some

alluminum alloys are soft enough to have these materials pressed
into them, work areas, tools, vises, pliers, etc., must be cleaned
of any filings or chips of prohibited materials before fabrication
of the aluminum is begun.

Also, lead-pencil marks (graphite) must

not be used on these aluminum articles during fabrication.
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1.4.3.2 Stainless steel must be kept free of chloride contamination.
1.4.3.3 Any surface of any article which will be exposed to the
BSR, ORR, or HFIR or pool systems must be kept free of mercury or
mercury compounds.
1.4.4 Access tubes to the ORR core and any new core pieces must be
checked for proper fit in the ORR tank-dimension mockup In Building
3005 before being installed In the ORR. Core pieces must conform to
the dimensions on ORNL Drawing No. D-24078 and must not bind adjacent core pieces.

Access tube pathways must be checked to be cer-

tain that they occupy only assigned space and do not hinder the
lifting of hold-down arms or reactor refueling operations. The
tubes must have sufficient strength to withstand the reactor coolant
flow forces and must not vibrate enough to cause damage to the reactor, to themselves, or to other experiments.

At the time of inser-

tion into the reactor core, adjacent fuel and reflector pieces are
to be checked by lifting to ensure that side pressure is not being
exerted by the access tube.

This check is to be made both before

and after bolting the access tube flange into place.

1.4.5

Access tubes and core pieces for the BSR may be fitted into

the core Itself during shutdowns. Adjacent core pieces must be
checked to ensure that there is no binding caused by the new core
piece.

Access tubes must clear existing tubes, the control rods,

and the control-rod magnets.

Tubes which are not routinely removed

during core servicing must be routed to prevent Interference with
core-piece removals and insertions.
1.4.6 Access tubes to the HFIR reflector must be checked in the
HFIR mockup in the reactor building.
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1.5 Containment
All radioactive effluents generated during the operation of tests and
experiments must be contained and/or directed to appropriate radioactive waste-disposal systems.

To accomplish this, a variety of types

of systems may be used; however, experience has shown that certain
requirements must be met and that some types of systems and components
are not reliable.

The more important guide rules to be followed in

designing an adequately contained experiment or test facility are:
1.5.1

The reactor building is not to be considered as emergency

containment for any radioactive material release from an experiment
or test except as a third "line of defense."
1.5.2 Any system which operates under a positive pressure or may
develop a positive pressure due to accident and contains, or is
expected to contain, amounts of releasable radioactive materials
which would, If released, jeopardize personnel safety and/or expensive equipment must have a second line of defense with the space
between the two barriers exhausted or capable of being exhausted to
an adequate radioactive-waste-disposal system.

If the space between

the two barriers Is not monitored to indicate when either the primary or secondary barrier has failed, the system is not acceptable
without further protection.

Under some circumstances, certain por-

tions of pressurized containment may be acceptable without a secondary barrier.

Such portions must not normally contain dangerous

amounts of releasable radioactive materials and must be free of components subject to developing leakages which would not be immediately detected.

Decisions concerning the acceptability of such

systems will be made by the Reactor Experiment Coordinator, the
Reactor Supervisor, and/or the Reactor Experiment Review Committee
and the Office of Operational Safety.
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1.5.3 Check valves usually may not be considered as constituting a
secondary barrier against the leakage of radioactive gases or
liquids, regardless of the number used In series, unless their
integrity can be routinely and Individually checked.
1.5.4 Any pressurized system must be protected from overpressurization.

If the volume is small and secondary containment is adequate

to contain the pressure which would result from failure of the primary containment, further pressure protection on the primary containment is not mandatory unless probable monetary and operating
time losses make such protection advisable.

If the secondary con-

tainment is not adequate to withstand the full release of normal
pressure from the primary containment, it Is not acceptable.

If,

due to misoperatlon or failure of pressure-regulating devices, the
primary or secondary containments may be subjected to pressure
higher than the design strength, they must be equipped with rupture
discs or pop-off valves vented to an appropriate waste-disposal
system.

Some pressure sources to be considered are:

1.5.4.1

Failure of pressure regulators on gas supply cylinders;

1.5.4.2 Misoperation of pressure regulators which are manually
set (such misoperation must be considered possible if the range of
the regulator is greater than the allowable system pressure);
1.5.4.3 Leakage of water into a high-temperature region;
1.5.4.4

Production of radlolytic gases and radiation damage of

organlcs;
1.5.4.5 Gas expansion or vapor production due to overheating;
1.5.4.6

Downstream stoppage of coolant flows.
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1.5.5

Containment shells or pipes inside reactor tanks (ORR and

HFIR)

must be designed to protect the reactor tanks from over-

pressurization.

Systems which may be capable of pressurizing the

ORR tank to more than 40 psl or the HFIR tank to more than 1,000
psi must have a secondary-containment shell capable of withstanding the rupture of the primary system unless the same protection
can be reliably provided by pressure-relieving devices and/or
flow-'.limiting devices.

1.5.6

Equipment cells for primary-containment components must

meet secondary-containment requirements.

Sampling hoods or glove

boxes must also meet these standards if the primary system is
directly piped to the hood or glove box during the sampling
operation.
1.5.7

Any system which requires instrument-initiated activation

of a closure or exhausting system as the only method for providing
secondary containment is not acceptable unless It can be shown
that containment cannot be impaired by any single failure or credible combination of failures.

1.5.8

Any pressure-regulating device connected to either primary-

or secondary-containment volumes must be of a type which does not
relieve overpressure directly to the environment and which will
not produce an unsafe condition in the event of loss of electric,
pneumatic, or other motivating power.
1.5.9

Both primary and secondary systems must be designed struc-

turally strong enough, or protected by physical barriers, to
withstand external abuse from the environment such a?:
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1.5.9.1

Pipes or shells being stepped on or climbed on by per-

sonnel if these are In frequented areas;
1.5.9.2 Bumping by handling tools, portable shields, etc., If
In close proximity to other systems;
1.5.9.3

Backup of pressure from waste-disposal systems;

1.5.9.4 Forces due to water flow and pressure in the reactor
tanks;
1.5.9.5 Breakage of thermocouple or heater lead penetrations.
1.5.10 Gas-filled containment shells must be of sufficient
strength to withstand inadvertent filling with water if they contain water lines or if they are immersed in water which may leak
inward.

Such containment shells which exhaust to the off-gas

systems must be designed to automatically dispose of water without
impairing the off-gas systems.
1.6

Stationary Shielding

All components of any experiment or test which normally contain
radioactive materials or which may, In the event of a failure of the
primary containment, contain radioactive materials must be shielded
to protect personnel.
1.6.1

In general, the following regulations apply:

Components which normally contain radioactive materials and

are located in areas frequented by operating personnel must be
shielded to maintain the radiation level below 2.5 mrem/hr.

In

areas frequented by ether personnel, the radiation level must be
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maintained below 0.25 mrem/hr.

Where the radiation level Is

greater than 0.25 mrem/hr, warning signs should be provided.
1.6.2

Components which normally do not contain radioactive

materials but may under abnormal conditions contain radioactive
materials must generally be shielded to limit the exposure of personnel to less than 1 rem/hr If they are located in areas frequented by personnel.

Areas which contain such components must be

furnished with radiation monitors with audible alarms which will
automatically warn personnel of a radiation Increase.
1.6.3

Special conditions to allow radiation levels to exceed 1

rem/hr through shielding or from unshielded components are as
follows:
1-6.3.1

The area must be established as a radiation zone for

the duration of the test or experiment in compliance with the
standard ORNL radiation protection procedures.

This Includes

erecting barriers to prevent Inadvertent entry by personnel and
posting of entry requirements.

(See the ORNL Health Physics

Manual.)
1.6.3.2

Routine or continuous radiation Intensity readings must

be made at the personnel barrier to be certain that the expected
level is not exceeded.
1.6.3.3

Approvals must be obtained from the Division Safety and

Radiation Control Officers of the divisions involved and from
the Reactor Supervisor.
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1.6.4

Shields may be constructed of any suitable materials as

long as they are structurally sound and are compatible with their
environment.
1.6.4.1

The following regulations apply:

Except for temporary emergency shields, concrete blocks

must be mortared, and lead bricks must be tack-welded
together.
1.6.4.2 Ample supporting structures must be provided, and floor
load limits must be checked before the erection of shields is
begun.
1.6.4.3 Tanks of water used for shielding must have safeguards
to maintain the required water level and to provide emergency
protective action if the water is lost.

Such emergency action

must include reducing the radiation level, If possible, and
warning personnel by an audible alarm. 1.6.4.4 The adequacy of shields must be established by computation or by tests if they are to be used for long terms or
are so complex in structure that the thickness cannot readily be
increased after Installation.

Such adequacy includes withstand-

ing the physical conditions of the maximum credible accident
associated with the experiment or test and providing protection
for personnel during and following the accident.
1.6.5 Equipment shields may constitute secondary containment provided they meet the structural strength, leak-tightness, and
venting requirements for such containment.
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1,7. Instrumentation and Controls
Instrumentation and controls required for data taking by the experimenter is not subject to limitations other than that their presence
and usage must not constitute a hazard.

Instrumentation and controls

required as safeguards are subject to strict regulations in order to
ensure reliability.

Unless justified otherwise and approved by the

Operations Division and the Office of Operational Safety, all safeguard, or protective, Instrumentation and controls must comply with
recommendations in ORNL-TM-5716, Guide for the Design of Safeguard
Instrumentation for Experiments in the ORR, and BSR.

Safeguard

instrumentation for experiments in the HFIR must also comply with the
same recommendations except for the method of connecting to the reactor control circuits. The general regulations as applicable to all
three reactors* are as follows:

1.7.1

All properties of an experiment which may generate an unsafe

condition with respect to personnel, the reactor, or expensive
equipment must be monitored and, if possible, automatically controlled.

If such control action fails, a reactor power reduction is

required if this will alleviate the condition or reduce the hazard.
1.7.2 All safefuard conditions which must be maintained and are
subject to change by malfunction of equipment must be monitored so
that corrective action is taken immediately if the required conditions are altered.

This includes such items as negative pressure

and/or ventilation of equipment cubicles and secondary containment
volumes, electrical power supply, coolant supplies, etc.
1.7.3

All effluents to radioactive-waste-disposal systems must be

continuously monitored if there is a likelihood of radioactivity
increase which will require special precautions or handling.
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1.7.4 Adequate instrumentation must be provided to indicate when a
system failure has occurred, what the failure is or might be, and,
if the consequences of the failure may be hazardous, initiate appropriate emergency action.
1.7.5 Protective instrumentation tie-ins to the reactor controls
must comply with the recommendations of ORNL-TM-5716.
1.7.6 After the operation of an experiment or test has begun,
changes of safeguard trip settings, revisions of protective circuits, and substitution of sensors must be reviewed and approved by
the Operations Division technical staff with the assistance of the
I&C Division staff engineer except as described in Section
1.1.4.13.2. Any revisions which extend beyond the limits of the
conditions imposed by the Office of Operational Safety must be
approved by that Office; such approvals will be obtained by the
Operations Division.

Such changes, If predictable, may be approved

as alternates of the initial operating conditions during the original review and approval procedure.
1.7.7 When the need for any safeguard Is questionable (due to such
situations as the inability to predict certain operating conditions
accurately), the safeguard must be incorporated into the design but
may be disarmed If actual operating conditions prove that it is not
needed.

The disarming of such safeguards must be approved by the

review groups that originally approved or required them; these
approvals will be obtained by the Operations Division.
1.7.8 In designing safeguard, or protective, instrumentation and
controls for an experiment or testing facility, it is desirable to
have a reasonable definition of what havs become l.nown as "credible
Incidents". These are Incidents which, without special safeguards,
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are sufficiently likely to occur that the safeguards must he provided If an Incident will or may result In an Intolerable hazard to
personnel, the reactor, continuity of reactor operation, or expensive equipment.

In order to evaluate the degree of reliability

required for the safeguards, It Is also desirable to establish the
"maximum credible accident (or incident)" which may result if the
safeguards should fail.

Some of the considerations which must be

included in postulating the maximum credible accident and in providing adequate safeguards are:
1.7.8.1

Any single component such as an electrical relay, elec-

tronic tube, thermocouple, pump, single containment wall, etc., Is
likely f:o fall.

It is, however, assumed that simultaneous failure

of two or more independent components is not likely unless the
failure of one can directly cause the failure of another.
1.7.8.2

If a component can fall in such a manner that failure

cannot be detected, it must be assumed to be In "failed'* status at
all times.

(An example would be "double containment" of a specl-

ment in two concentric tubes when the annular volume is not adequately monitored to detect failure of either of the two containment shells.

In this case, one of the shells must be assumed to

be lacking at all time.
1.7.8.3

See Section 1.5.2.)

If detection of a failed component is dependent upon con-

ducting special tests, such as a maintenance checkout, the component must be considered as having low reliability.

Providing

two or more independent components of this type for the same purpose Increases the likelihood that at least one will function when
needed.
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1.7.8.4

Protective Instrumentation trip switches are components

of the type described In Section 1.7.8.3; therefore redundancy of
such instrumentation Is required if the consequences of the maximum credible accident being safeguarded against would be serious.
If the consequences of the maximum credible accident would be
intolerable, further protection must be provided in the form of
adequate reliable containment or similar type of defense. Otherwise, the degree of hazard must be lessened by reducing the source
of hazard itself by such means as using smaller specimens, lower
pressures and/or temperatures, lower neutron flux, etc.

1.8. Heat Removal and Temperature Control
1.8.1

Normally any surface of any test or experiment facility in

the BSR, ORR, or HFIR must be sufficiently cooled to prevent boiling within the core and reflector regions of the reactor.
Unless it can be demonstrated that surface boiling will not occur in
the BSR, ORR, and HFIR, temperature monitors must be provided to
ensure that these temperatures are not exceeded during operation.
1.8.2 Adequate cooling must be provided to protect all parts of any
experiment or loop from damage due to excessive temperatures.

If

excessive temperature can produce hazards to personnel, the reactor,
or expensive equipment, reasonable safeguards must be provided to
guarantee that coolant supply is not lost or that the heat source is
removed or reduced.
1.8.3 Emergency measures for temperature control should have the
following sequence if response time allows:
1.8.3.1

Reduction of electrical heater power (or equivalent);
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1.8.3.2

Supply of emergency cooling;

1.8.3.3

Reduction of reactor power.

1.8.4 Temperature monitors must meet the minimum instrumentation
standards contained In Section 1.7 when these are part of the safeguard system.

Adequate spare sensors should be provided to ensure

meeting these standards after at least one sensor failure.

However,

approval for the use of a spare sensor in the safety system may not
be permissible unless operating data are available from this spare
for comparison with indications from the original sensor.

1.9. Reactivity Effects
1.9.1

The maximum reactivity change which any experiment or test

facility in the BSR, ORR, or HFIR may produce due to failure or
malfunction is normally limited to 0.5% Ak/k If such a change may
occur in less than one second.

A "ramp" change normally must not

exceed 1.0% Ak/k per minute nor a total of 1.4% Ak/k. The types of
failures and malfunctions to be considered are:

1.9.1.1

Replacing of any gas-filled volume with water due to

collapse of container walls, water leak, or expulsion of a container from the reactor core or reflector region;
1.9.1.2

Replacing of any solid with water if the solid may rea-

sonably be expected to be expelled from the core due to a pressure
surge in the reactor (a core access tube could be expelled if not
properly anchored at the access flange);
1.9.1.3

Expulsion of a test specimen or other material from an

Irradiation facility due to:

Inadvertent automatic specimen with-

drawal, breaking of a specimen support, steam formation resulting
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from a water leak or coolant flow IOBS, and similar occurrences.
1.9.2 Automatic or manual withdrawal of any experiment or test from
the reactor core or reflector while the reactor is critical normally
must not exceed the ramp reactivity limitations of 1.0% Ak/k per
minute nor a total of 1.4% Ak/k. Under special conditions these
limits may be increased.

Such conditions must be approved by the

Office of Operational Safety.
1.9.3

In determining the maximum reactivity effects which any

experiment or test facility may produce in a reactor, the effects
which may be produced by all the experiments in the reactor must be
considered.

If a single event can produce simultaneous reactivity

changes by several experiments or test facilities, then the sum of
these effects must normally not exceed the limits for step and ramp
changes.
1.9.3.1

Some of the events to be considered are:
A reactor excursion which elevates the temperature of

experiments or test specimens and causes automatic withdrawal
which, in turn, worsens the reactor excursion by increasing the
reactivity;
1.9.3.2 A pressure surge in the reactor which may expel access
tubes from the reactor core or reflector or may collapse gasfilled containers.
1.9.4 Minor reactivity fluctuations caused by an experiment or test
facility must not be great enough to prevent the reactor servo from
maintaining a constant power level. Objectionable fluctuations may
be caused by:
1.9.4.1

Boiling in the reactor core or reflector regions;
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1.9.4.2

Gas bubbles In a liquid coolant;

1.9.4.3

Too rapid Insertion and withdrawal of an experiment or

test assembly for temperature control purposes;
1.9.4.4 Vibration of an access tube;
1.9.4.5

Oscillation of a test specimen or other component by a

coolant stream.
1.9.5

The reactivity worth of each experiment assembly must be

measured at the time it Is inserted into a reactor.

If the measured

effect exceeds that normally allowed, approval from the Office of
Operational Safety must be obtained to allow the experiment or test
equipment to remain in the reactor.
1.10. Utilities
(Electricity, Hot and Cold Potable and Process Water; Steam; Compressed Air and Bottled Gases; and Radloactlve-Waste, Process, Storm,
and Sewage Drains)
Utilities supply lines are routed through the reactor buildings with
convenience outlets near each experiment facility.

Frequently, how-

ever, additional supply lines may have to be installed by the experimenter.

The need for these must be determined by the experimenter

and the design engineers.

Routing paths for new supply or effluent

lines must be approved by the Reactor Supervisor.

All such supply

lines must be clearly labeled as listed under requirements for each
utility.
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1.10.1

Electricity

1.10.1.1

All electrical power system installations must meet

existing ORNL standards and must, therefore, be designed and
approved by ORNL Engineering electrical design engineers or the
Operations Division Engineering Support Group and be Installed by
P&E craftsmen or by subcontractors secured by standard procedures.
1.10.1.2

All exposed electrical conduits must be labeled at about

20-ft intervals and at points of entrance to and exit from a room
to indicate voltage and phase.

Special electrical supplies whose

use is limited to certain applications must be so labeled both on
the conduit and on outlets.
1.10.1.3

All electrical wiring which forms a part of any safe-

guard system must be enclosed in conduit or otherwise protected.
Extension cords which pass through or across personnel thoroughfares (except for those for temporary lights, service tools, etc.)
must be protected from inadvertent damage by personnel and must
not constitute a hazard to personnel from tripping, etc.
1.10.1.4

Servicing of electrical power systems, such as replacing

fuses, must be done by P&E craftsmen.
1.10.1.5

All electrically operated systems which are required to

function for after-heat removal, containment, or other critical
functions to prevent a hazardous condition not immediately
remedied.by a reactor scram must be supplied with a reliable
emergency electrical power source which will function in the event
of loss of regular electrical power.
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1.10.2 Water (Hot and Cold Potable and Process Water)
1.10.2.1

Neither hot nor cold potable water is to be connected to

any experiment or test apparatus in any manner.

Usage of potable

water is limited to drinking fountains, lavatories, or safety
showers which might be considered necessary for the convenience
of research personnel stationed at a control center for an
experiment.
1.10.2.2

The usage of process hot and cold water is limited only

by the available supply and the waste-disposal system.

If the

already furnished supplies are inadequate for any installation,
new supply lines must be installed from the main supply line.
Before any new connection is made to any supply line, there must
be a careful check by design engineers to determine that the new
connection will not rob existing usages and thereby endanger other
experiment equipment or introduce hazards.

The written justifica-

tion for tying into any particular water supply system should
contain a listing of the existing flow usages, the intended added
flow, and the total flow and pressure available.

1.10.2.3

Usage of demineralized water from the Building 3004

demineralizer system or the HFIR. demlnerallzers must be specifically approved by the Operations Division due to the very llmltled
supplies.
1.10.2.4 All water pipes must be insulated to prevent dripping of
condensate from cold-water lines and to prevent personnel from
being burned by hot-water lines.
1.10.2.5

All water lines connected to an experiment must be

equipped with backflow preventers if backflow would contaminate
the water system.
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1.10.2.6

All water pipes

muBt

be labeled at about 20-ft Inter-

vals, at the place of entrance to and exit from the rooms, and
2-ft on both sides of turns or branches to describe the type of
water (hot potable, cold potable, hot process, cold process, or
demlnerallzed) and the pressure.

Special-usage lines which must

not be tapped for new uses must be so labeled; a distinctive color
for the pipe is preferable.

1.10.2.7 All valves must be labeled as to purpose, whether they
must be kept open or closed, and who must authorize changing the
valve setting if they are remote from the experiment control station.
1.10.2.8 All Initial pipe installations and subsequent revisions
must be approved by the Reactor Supervisor.
1.10.3

Compressed Air and Bottled Gases

1.10.3.1

All compressed-air and gas-supply lines must meet

existing ORNL standards for materials, pressure, flow, and
pressure-reducing systems and oust, therefore, be approved by
appropriate design engineers.
1.10.3.2 All pressure-reducing stations must have a pressure
gauge on the downstream side with appropriate valves for isolating
the pressure reducer. There must be no bypasses around pressure
reducers. The use of a pressure gauge upstream of the pressure
reducer is optional.
1.10.3.3 All high-pressure pipes (>15 pslg) must be of rigid construction and capable of withstanding reasonable abuse, from.inadvertent bumping when not confined to limited-access areas. Copper
and plastic tubing used for high-pressure gases must be sheathed
with protective conduit
or otherwise
protected
except
In limited•
.
.
.
.
; V-.!.,
-Ifj i
access areas or at gas-cylinder stations (pigtails).
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1.10.3.4 All compressed-air and gas-supply pipes must be labeled
at 20-ft Intervals, at places of entrance to and exit from a room,
and 2-ft on both sides of turns or branches to Indicate the type
of gas and the pressure.

All special-purpose supply pipes must be

labeled to prevent their being diverted to other uses.
1.10.3.5

All valves must be labeled as to purpose, normal posi-

tion, and persons authorized to change the valve settings if they
are remote from the experiment control station.
1.10.3.6

All gas cylinders must be handled in conformance with

ORNL safety standards and must be properly chained or strapped
when in use or In storage (see ORNL Safety Manual Procedure No.

1.6).
1.10.4

Process, Hot-Waste (ILW), Storm, and Sewage Drains

1.10.4.1

Sewage drains are not to be used for any effluents from

any part of an experiment or test apparatus.
1.10.4.2

All waste water which cannot contain radioactive

materials generated by the reactor or the experiment or test
apparatus will be drained to the storm-drain system when feasible.
This includes air-conditioner drains, diffusion-pump drains from
external cooling coils, and similar waste-drain systems.
1.10.4.3 Waste water which contains small amounts of short-lived
radioactive materials with half-lives up to 24-hrs (excluding
those which evolve radioactive gases) up to 10^ dpm/ml or which
may in the event of equipment failure contain up to 5.8x10^ dpm/ml
for a total of up to 5 mc for

90

Sr and

228

Ra or 5.8xl05 dpm/ml of

any other long-lived radioisotope is to be discharged to the
process-drain system.

If the failure of equipment may increase

the radioactivity of the water to more than the above, a radioactivity monitor and alarm must be provided.

In certain instances,
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liquid-waste storage facilities must be provided with means for
disposal to the hot-drain (intermediate-level-waste or ILW)
system; such requirements will be made by the review groups If not
provided by the designers.
1.10.4.4 Normally, all waste water or aqueous solutions containing long-lived radioactive materials must be discharged to the
hot-drain (Intermediate-level-waste) system. Taps to the hot
drain must be provided with valves or other flow controls.

Such

taps must be in the form of positive connections without an air
break except inside of equipment cubicles which are vented to the
off-gas system or cell-ventilation system if the negative pressure in the cubicle does not exceed that in the hot drain. Flows
Into the hot drain must be controlled to prevent pressurizing the
system, and strainers should be provided to prevent particles
greater than 1/8-in. in diameter from entering the drain.
1.10.4.5

M l pipelines which run from an equipment location to a

drain opening must be labeled at 20-ft Intervals, at places of
entrance to and exit from rooms, and at the drain opening to indicate the experiment or test to which they belong and the source of
the effluent.

Pipelines which run to hot-drain openings must be

adequately shielded as well as labeled and must be safeguarded
from physical damage. The routing of all such drain extensions
must be approved by the Reactor Supervisor.
1.10.4.6

Organic solvents are not to be disposed of through any

of the drain systems without specific authorization from the
Reactor Supervisor and the Radioactive Waste Management Operations
Group Leader for each discharge.
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1.10.4.7

Any new usage of any drain system must be approved by

the Reactor Supervisor.
1.10.4.8 All new usages of the hot (ILW) and process drains
must be approved by the Radioactive Waste Management Operations
Group Leader.
1.11. Disposal of Gaseous Wastes
1.11.1

General Requirements

Radioactive gaseous wastes must be disposed of in such a manner that
the carrier gases are released to the atmosphere through one of the
gas-disposal stacks with a radioactive material concentration below
certain prescribed maximums.

In general, the maximum permissible

release concentration is a factor of about 10^ greater than the
maximum permissible concentrations in air defined by DOE Order
5480.1, "Environmental Protection, Safety, and Health Protection
Program for DOE Operations."

The permissible average release con-

centration for routine discharge is a factor of ten less than the
maximum.

Since the stacks serve a variety of facilities, these must

all be considered when a new discharge of gases to the system is
planned.

Also, under controlled release conditions the concentra-

tion may be considerably increased during favorable meteorological
conditions.

In order to more nearly guarantee that these maximums

are not exceeded, all the gaseous-waste-disposal stacks are preceded
by cleanup systems to remove or greatly reduce the amounts of the more
objectionable radioactive materials.

These systems remove greater

than 99% of dust or aerosols larger than 0.3 micron in diameter and
from about 90% to more than 99.9% of iodine isotopes, depending
upon the chemical form and other properties.

Since these gas-

cleanup systems are the last barrier encountered before the gases
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are discharged to the atmosphere, Laboratory management has ruled
that they not be used as primary cleanup systems but as backup for
other systems located at or near the source of the contaminant.
These primary cleanup systems are to have the same or higher efficiencies as the systems at the stacks.

Generally, the dilution fac-

tor contributed by the total gas flow through the stack may be taken
into account when designing a local gas-cleanup system unless there
is a reasonable likelihood that gases will escape the ducting (or
other enclosure) before reaching the stack.

If such a likelihood

exists, then the local gas-cleanup system must reduce the concentration of radioactive materials in the effluent to less than
1/104 of that releasable from the stack.

maximum risk criterion

to be applied to any experiment with respect to failure of the
experiment containment system causing release of radioactive gases
through the stack is that such a release will not result in personnel exposures exceeding the maximum dally permissible dose. Experments which generate radioactive gases capable of exceeding this
must be provided with multiple containments and with highly reliable
gas-retention and/or cleanup systems.
1.11.2 Disposal of Gaseous Wastes at the ORR
The ORR is equipped with three distinct disposal systems for contaminated or potentially contaminated gases.

Each of these serves

an intended specialized purpose, and all three are exhausted through
the Building 3039 stack.
1.11.2.1

The Cell Ventilation System provides a low-suction,

high-flow exhaust (approximately 7000 scfm) for:
1.11.2.1.1

Maintaining a slight negative pressure in the

reactor building and exhausting the building air to the 3039
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stack tn the event of a release of airborne radioactive
materials into the building atmosphere;
1.11.2.1.2 Ventilating large equipment chambers which are subject to releases of airborne radioactive materials.

(Air is

drawn from the building through the equipment chamber and into a
duct of the cell-ventilation system.)
1.11.2.2

The Normal Off-Gas System provides a high-suction, low-

flow exhaust (500 scfm total at minus 35-in w.g.) for:
1.11.2.2.1

Ventilating small equipment chambers;

1.11.2.2.2

Exhausting gases from experiments which cannot

pressurize the off-gas system should downstream blockage occur.
1.11.2.3

The Pressurizable Off-Gas System provides a high-

suction, low-flow exhaust (500 scfm total at minus 35-in. w.g.)
for gases discharged from experiments which may pressurize the
off-gas systems if downstream blockage occurs.

This system must

not be used for exhausting equipment chambers which are not
sealed.
1.11.3

Disposal of Gaseous Wastes at the BSR

The BSR is equipped with two distinct gaseous waste disposal systems
similar to the cell ventilation and normal off-gas systems of the ORR.
The same requirements apply to these systems as to those at the ORR
except that the eel1-ventilatIon system is of lower capacity and is
used primarily only for exhausting the building when containment is
required.
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1.11.4

Disposal of Gaseous Wastes at the HFIR

The HFIR is equipped with three distinct gaseous waste disposal
systems for contaminated gases similar to the gas disposal systems
at the ORR.

Each of these serves an intended specialized purpose,

and all three are exhausted through cleanup systems and discharged
through the 7911 stack.
1.11.4.1

The Special Building Hot Exhaust System (SBHE) provides

a low-suction, high-flow exhaust (11,5000 cfm In each of two
branches) for:
1.11.4.1.1

Maintaining a slight negative pressure in the reac-

tor building and exhausting the building air to the 7911 stack
to properly dispose of any airborne radioactive materials
released Into the building;
1.11.4.1.2

Ventilating large equipment chambers which are sub-

ject to realeases of airborne radioactive materials.

(Air is

drawn from the building through the equipment chamber and into a
duct of the SBHE system.)
1.11.4.2

The Open Hot Off-Gas System (0H0G) provides a high-

suction, low-flow exhaust (500 scfm total at minus 35-ln. w.g.)
for:
1.11.4.2.1

Ventilating small equipment chambers;

1.11.4.2.2

Exhausting gases from experiments which cannot

pressurize the off-gas system should downstream blockage occur.
1.11.4.3

The Closed Hot Off-Gas System (CHOG) provides a

high-suction, low-flow exhaust (500 scfm total at minus 35-in.
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w.g.) for gases discharged from experiments or equipment which
may pressurize the off-gas system If downstream blockage occurs.
This system must not be used for exhausting equipment chambers
which are not sealed.
1.11.5

General Requirements for Use of the Gaseous-Waste-Disposal

Systems
1.11.5.1

All new uses of the gas-disposal systems must be

approved by the Reactor Supervisor and are subject to review by
the Operations Division technical staff, the Radioactive Waste
Management Operations Group Leader, and the Reactor Experiment
Review Committee.
1.11.5.2

The routing of all piping between an experiment location

and an off-gas tap must be approved by the Reactor Supervisor.
1.11.5.3

All off-gas piping must be shielded to limit the

radiation from the maximum credible accident associated with an
experiment to 1 rem/hr In areas where personnel are likely to be.
Such an accident must initiate alarms to warn personnel.

If the

piping is subject to frequent or continuous discharges of radioactive materials, the shielding must be adequate to reduce the
radiation to less than 0.25 mrem/hr in populated areas, to less
than 2.5 mrem/hr in infrequently populated areas (zone-controlled
areas provided with warning signs and blocked off to prevent personnel access except under controlled conditions).
1.11.5.4

Direct interconnections between the normal and the

pressurizable off-gas systems at the ORR and the open and closed
hot off-gas systems at the HFIR are prohibited.
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1.11.5.5

The use of the off-gas systems as "vacuum cleaners" Is

to be discouraged unless a local dust filter Is provided.
1.11.5.6

Discharge of water or other liquids Into any off-gas

system must be avoided.
1.11.5.7

Some special requirements for the use of the ORR

pressurizable off-gas system and the closed hot off-gas system at
the HFIR are:
1.11.5.7.1

All piping connected to these off-gas systems must

be capable of withstanding 100 pslg Internal pressure or be protected by pressure-relief systems which do not discharge to the
buildings or directly to the atmosphere.

This includes all

parts of any experiment apparatus subject to backed-up pressure
from the off-gas system.
1.11.5.7.2 All valved taps to these off-gas systems must be
closed by pipe caps or plugs when not connected to equipment.
1.11.5.7.3

These systems are not to be opened to the buildings

or to the atmosphere when any experiments or tests are
discharging gases into them which may cause a positive pressure
in the systems.
1.11.5.7.4 Although standard types of check valves may be used
to prevent backup of pressure from the off-gas systems, these
cannot be used as safety equipment unless they are designed to
be frequently checked for performance.
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1.12

Handling (Tools, Portable Shields, Techniques, etc.)

Well-tested handling tools, portable removal and storage shields, and
Insertion and removal procedures have been developed for most types of
experiments and tests operated In ORNL research reactors.

It Is both

economical and expedient for designers to make use of these rather
than to develop unique and novel equipment and methods unless these
are actually required.

Designers should, therefore, check the

existing supply of tools, shields, etc., and learn the various standard handling techniques before undertaking the actual design of new
equipment.

New equipment and handling techniques must conform to the following
specific regulations and to any other regulations in these criteria
which apply:
1.12.1

Tools

1.12.1.1

Tools to be used underwater in the reactor tanks or

pools are to be made mainly of stainless steel or aluminum if
usage is to be frequent or if they must be stored for long periods
between uses. Generally, some portions of the tools must be made
of mild steel, spring steel, or steel cable.
easily replaceable since they become rusty.
alloy tool parts are not permitted.
1.12.1.2

Such parts must be
Copper or copper-

(See 1.2.1).

Any lubricant used on tool parts

muBt

be of the heavy

grease type and used sparingly. Light oil should be avoided since
it may pollute the water.

Graphite lubricants are strictly for-

bidden since any graphite which lodges on aluminum reactor parts
will cause rapid corrosion.
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1.12.1.3

Any tool used for lifting heavy objects in the reactor

tanks or pools oust have a strength safety factor of at least ten.
Chokers and lifting or support tools which consist partly of
cableB must be routinely inspected by Quality Assurance and
Inspection Engineering.

Such tools and those of backup safety

provisions must be demonstrated to be adequate before usage and
approved by the Reactor Supervisor and by such other personnel as
he deems desirable.
1.12.1.4 All voids within a tool which will become filled with
water dur'.ng usage must be provided with bleed holes to provide
rapid drainage as the tool is lifted from the water.
1.12.1.5 Heavy underwater tools, if desired for manual handling,
should be provided with floats for buoyancy and must have lifting
rings to allow their being transported by an overhead hoist and to
be stored in a vertical position.

1.12.1.6 Tools to be used in the reactor beam holes may be made
of any suitable material.

Surfaces must be smooth to allow easy

decontamination of dust by wiping with moist cloths.
1.12.1.7

All tool designs must be approved by the Reactor

Supervisor.
1.12.2

Portable Shields

1.12.2.L

All new portable radiation shields must, if possible, be

designed to be versatile enough to be useful for more than one
particular job due to their high cost. All shield designs should
be reviewed by the Operations Division before fabrication is
begun.
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1.12.2.2

The weight of any portable shield must not exceed the

rated capacity of any lifting hoist or other device which must be
used in handling it.

A survey of the available lifting equipment

in the areas where the shield is to be used must be part of the
design criteria and adequate lifting devices provided If they are
not already available.
1.12.2.3

All lead-shielded casks to be used in the reactor tanks

or pools must be clad with stainless steel if usage will be frequent and decontamination is required between uses.

In certain

cases, cladding may not be necessary over the whole cask and/or
may be painted mild steel.

Such casks must be specifically

approved by the Reactor Supervisor for limited usages.
1.12.2.4 All external surfaces of reusable casks must be
accessible for

decontamination.

These surfaces, Including

weldments, must be smooth and free of weld spatter and crevices or
pockets.
1.12.2.5

All casks should be equipped with drains which can be

valved or plugged when required.
1.12.2.6

All casks to be used for transporting radioactive

gases, liquids, powders, or water-soluable compounds must be
capable of being sealed alr-tlght.

This also applies to casks

used for transporting materials which are likely to evolve or
generate radioactive gases, liquids, or powders.

Inner air-tight

containers are an acceptable substitute for sealing the cask provided they can be tested prior to uBe and need not be opened to
the atmosphere as part of the procedure for unloading the cask
into a hot cell or other repository. A plastic sheath over the
outside of a cask is not an acceptable cask seal.

Such sheaths
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should be used, however, to prevent the spread of surface contamination.

All sealable containers which must be unsealed out-

side a repository must be equipped with a means of exhausting the
cask atmosphere to an off-gas system before breaking the cask
seal.
1.12.2.7

The lifting lugs or trunnions on a cask or shield must

be capable of supporting at least ten times the weight of the
loaded cask or shield.

All such lugs must be equipped with safety

straps or other such arrangement which will prevent shackles,
cables, hooks, etc., from slipping off the lugs.
1.12.2.8 Any lifting device on the top plug of a top-loading cask
and the top lug, latch-down system must be capable of supporting
at least five times the weight of the loaded cask.
1.12.2.9

All casks used in the reactor tanks or pools must have

no loose parts such as gaskets which might drop off or be washed
off into the water.
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1.13

Procedures

Written procedures must be prepared for the performance of all
Important phases of an experiment or test before equipment installation or Insertion of test specimens is begun. These procedures must
be approved by the Reactor Supervisor and are subject to approval by
the Operations Division technical staff and The Office of Operational
Safety. Where applicable, each procedure should include a list of
personnel and equipment requirements for the work to be performed.
Any safety precautions should also be listed.

If a procedure consists

of several sequential steps which must be done in precise order, and
their having been done cannot be readily checked visually,

checklist

type of written procedure must be used with a place provided after
each step for the operator to write his initials to Indicate that the
particular operation has been completed and by whom.
Written procedures for the following are generally required:
1.13.1

Installation of the in-reactor portions of any test facility

or experiment equipment;
1.13.2

Installation and removal of test specimens in a facility;

1.13.3

Establishing operating conditions and checking out equipment

performance;
1.13.4

Sampling of coolants, sweep gases, or other materials which

may be radioactive;
1.13.5

Cleanup of loops which may become contaminated due to test-

specimen failure;
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1.13.6

Changing of sensors on safety Instrumentation and any other

servicing which might require temporary disarming of a safety system
during operation;
1.13.7

Coping with anticipated failures of equipment or specimens

which might require emergency action;
1.13.8 Removal and disposal of in-reactor portions of any test
facility or experiment equipment.
1.14 Maintenance
1.14.1

A listing of all components of an experiment or test must be

prepared with description of maintenance requirements and a time
schedule for routine checks, lubrication, etc., required to avert
undue failure.

A copy of this listing should accompany the review

information form, and copies should be furnished for the P&G and I&C
field engineers.
1.14.2

If maintenance or repair work is to be done on any experi-

ment or test facility during a reactor shutdown and if startup of
the reactor during the maintenance or repair work will cause a
hazard to personnel, the reactor, or the experiment or test facility, the Reactor Supervisor must be notified of the work to be
done.

If possible, notification must be given in time to Include

the work In the written shutdown schedule.
is requested.

A two-week notification

In addition to the schedule notification, the Reactor

Supervisor or his alternate must be notified when the work actually
begins and when it has been completed.
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2. Some Requirements for Specific Types of Experiments and
Irradiations
2.1

Noninstrumented Capsules and Nonreactlve Solids

2.1.1

The BSR, ORR, and HFIR have both general-usage and

assigned facilities for irradiating noninstrumented capsules and
nonreactive solids. Only those capsules and solids which have
the following properties may be Irradiated without Instrumentation.
2.1.1.1

The capsule or solid has a heat-productIon and

dissipation rate such that I O B S of coolant flow will not
damage it.
2.1.1.2 A capsule, if ruptured, will not:
2.1.1.2.1

Release Into the reactor or irradiation facility

a quantity of radioactive substance which will increase the
general radioactivity level of exposed piping to greater
than 1 rem/hr;
2.1.1.2.2 Release materials which will result in contaminating the reactor tank and pool surfaces with longlived alpha- or soft-beta-emitting materials to greater than
1100 dpm/100 cm2 of alpha or l.lxlO5 dpm/100 cm2 beta
(Depending

upon circumstances and with the initiation of

special procedures restricting the lowering of the pool
water level, these limits may be raised by approval of the
Operations Division technical staff and such other
groups or individuals as may be required.)
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2.1.1.2.3

Release a quantity of radioactive gases or vola-

tlles Into the environment which will produce airborne
radioactivity greater than masking tolerance in the general
building atmosphere or a localized concentration, In an area
occupied by personnel, which will produce an exposure
exceeding the maximum permissible exposure for one quarter
after breathing the contaminated air for one minute.
2.1.1.3

Capsules which are irradiated in hydraulic tubes, in-

reactor trays, or other facilities submerged in water must not
be buoyant enough to float. The weight of the capsule must be
at least 1.1 times the weight required to sink it in order to
allow for a possible slight amount of swelling due to accidental inclusion of organics or other materials which may evolve
gases.
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2.2

Instrumented Capsules and Reactive Solids

2.2.1

Any capsule or solid which may, due to excessive temperature

or pressure, produce a hazard to personnel, the reactor, or expensive equipment must be instrumented and equipped with safeguards
against excessive temperatures and/or pressure if these may be
generated by conditions which exist or may be expected to occur
during the Irradiation.
Such instrumentation and controls must comply with the regulations
in Section 1.7.

Instrumentation and control may be accomplished in

the following ways:
2.2.1.1

Temperatures may be monitored by thermocouples or similar

devices directly attached to or securely pressed against the surface being protected.

(See Sections 1.7 and 1.8.) These thermo-

couples are connected to a recorder or control device which will
limit the temperature by one or more of the following:
2.2.1.1.1

Supply a greater flow of coolant;

2.2.1.1.2

Reduce the heat supplied from a source external to

the reactor;
2.2.1.1.3

Retract the irradiation specimen to a region of lower

neutron and gamma fluxes;
2.2.1.1.4

Reduce the power level of the reactor.

(This action

is to be taken only if the above control measures fall or cannot
be used.)
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2.2.1.2

If the temperature versus coolant flow and coolant tem-

perature characteristics are well known, safeguards may be in the
form of only guaranteeing the coolant supply as Is done in most
hydraulic-tube facilities.

In such cases, the flow path must be

simple so that chances of bypass are not credible.
2.2.1.3

If the internal pressure of a capsule or other enclosed

volume Is only temperature dependent, controlling the capsule temperature may be considered as controlling the pressure also, and
pressure-measuring devices are not required.
2.2.1.4

If the internal pressure of a capsule or other enclosed

volume is not solely temperature-dependent and the maximum upper
bound of the pressure is unknown or is known to be above the yield
strength of the capsule walls, a pressure monitoring and control
system must be provided.

An alternate to the monitoring and

control system is an outer enclosure which will contain a rupture
of the capsule and either retain the capsule contents or route
them to a disposal system through adequate radioactivity cleanup
systems without causing reactor downtime or hazards to personnel.
2.2.1.5

Any facility used for the lrradiaton of capsules or

solids must be provided with radiation monitors and alarms if credible damage to the capsules or solids by temperature, pressure,
corrosion, etc., will release radioactive materials which will
cause radiation levels in populated areas greater than 0.25
mrem/hr or greater than 1 rem/hr in radiation zones.
Sections 1.5, 1.6, 1.10, and 1.11.)

(See
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2.3

Nonlnstrumented Loops and Access Tubes

2.3.1

Loop and access tubes (Including beam holes) may require no

safeguard Instrumentation under the following conditions:
2.3.1.1

Coolant flow Is required only to protect data or Is

automatically supplied by the reactor cooling system, and flow
stoppage Is no more credible than flow stoppage through a reactor fuel element.
2.3.1.2

The loop or access tube Is not required to operate at

an Internal pressure which Is either above or below that which
would result from loss of a seal; and it does not contain a
substance which would be hazardous to personnel, the reactor, or
expensive equipment if such a seal were broken.
2.3.2

Any capsule or solid which is put into the access tube and

which requires coolant flow or other conditions will be equipped
with sensing devices and safeguard instruments as required in
Section 2.2.
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2.4

Instrumented Loops and Access Tubes

2.4.1

Apart from the monitoring of irradiation specimens in loops

or access tubes, certain properties of some types of loops and
access tubes must also be monitored and controlled.

Some of the

conditions which make instrumentation and control necessary are:

2.4.1.1

Coolant flow is required whether the facility contains

an instrumented specimen or not.

This can result from the pre-

sence of shield plugs, an inner annular tube, specimen support
structure, or other fixture which cannot lose heat adequately to
an external coolant.

Such systems must have instrumentation and

controls to guarantee Internal coolant flow and/or to decrease
the heat source if coolant flow is lost.

2.4.1.2

The access tube must be maintained at a pressure either

above or below that which would result from loss of a seal.
Pressure controls are required for such systems with appropriate
safeguard action if the pressure becomes too high or too low.

2.4.1.3

The loop or access tube contains any substance which

can be released to the environment if a seal is broken and will
cause a hazard to personnel, the reactor, or expensive equipment.

Systems of this type must conform to the regulations

governing containment, Section 1.5.

Monitoring instruments must

be provided to detect and announce failure of either the primary
or secondary containment and to initiate required safeguard
action.
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2.4.1.4

The loop or access tube contains specimens which are

not monitored directly and would produce a hazardous condition
due to loss of coolant flow, loss of or Increase of system
pressure, elevation of coolant temperature, etc.

In these

systems, the monitoring and safeguarding of coolant flows and
temperatures are substitutions for direct temperature monitoring
of the specimens; therefore, coolant flow paths must be simple
with no bypasses so that stoppage of flow over the specimens
will be readily detected by the flow instruments.
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2.5

Beam Facilities

2.5.1

An open beam-hole collimator Is simply a penetration of the

reactor shield, and safeguards are required to protect personnel
from the emerging radiation.

Regulations governing the use of

radiation beams are as follows:

2.5.1.. 1

A "beam catcher" and side shielding must be provided as

close as possible beyond the point of usefulness of tf 2 beam In
order to minimize the likelihood that personnel will oe Inadvertently exposed to the direct beam.

(It should be realized by

all concerned personnel that most radiation survey instruments
are calibrated for exposure of the total chamber volume in the
radiation being monitored and cannot be used to measure the
Intensity of a small collimated beam.

Their readings will be

much lower than the actual beam intensity.

The use of such

instruments should be confined to locating beams only.)

2.5.1.2

If a radiation beam must cross a personnel thorough-

fare, it must pass longitudinally through a pipe firmly anchored
across the thoroughfare.

A stile or other method for crossing

the pipe must be provided for personnel.

2.5.1.3

The area around a beam-type experiment apparatus must

be zoned according to standard Laboratory radiation control
requirements.
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2.5.2

Beam holes which contain voids that may become filled with

water either intentionally (as a beam shutter) or accidentally
must have the effect of such filling with water evaluated with
respect to its effect upon the reactor reactivity and control
Ionization chambers.

If the effect of filling and emptying the

beam hole has a significant effect upon the reactivity and/or
ionization chambers, arrangements must be worked out with the
Reactor Supervisor for devising a safe procedure.

Filling and

draining operations are normally done only by reactor operations
personnel.

Accidental filling should be avoided by providing a

normally open drain or other system for guaranteeing that filling
will not occur.
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CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN THE SAFETY REVIEW
OF EXPERIMENTS TO BE OPERATED IN NUCLEAR REACTORS

C. D. Cagle

ABSTRACT
The reasons for safety and operability reviews of experiments are discussed along with the qualifications of reviewers
and the methods of reviewing.

Examples of the questions that

must be answered in reviewing noninstrumented and

instrumented

capsules, loops, and beam experiments are included with some
comments pertinent to the questions.
1.

INTRODUCTION

It has become necessary that all experiments which are to be performed
in

reactors at well-established research centers pass a safety and oper-

ability review.

It is of great benefit to experiment designers to be

familiar with what the review will involve.

It is of further benefit to

the reviewers themselves to know exactly what their function is and what
the review must accomplish.

The author has found that the answers to the

following questions are not always known by the groups involved.
there experiment reviews?
does it begin?

What is a review?

Why are

By whom is it done?

When

When does it end?

Conceivably, there are two types of experiment review.

One is the

review to determine if the experiment is worthwhile and if it will accomplish its intended purpose.

This type of review should be done by the

experimenter and his supervision.

The other type is the safety and oper-

ability review with which this paper is concerned.

An attempt will be made

to supply some of the answers to the questions in the above paragraph and
to illustrate some review

1.1.

considerations.

Some Review Difficulties

Many instances have been observed when a better understanding and
closer cooperation between experiment designers and reviewers could have
averted much waste of money and time.

Some of the symptoms of a poor

understanding of the necessity and purpose of the safety and operability.
review of experiments, both by the experimenter and reviewer, are:
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1.1.1.

Not presenting an experiment design for review until after the
fabrication of the equipment.

1.1.2.

Not supplying adequate information for an adequate review.

1.1.3.

The experimenter requesting a "last-minute" review when there is
not adequate time to perform a review or to make desirable revisions of equipment.

1.1.4.

The reviewer spending insufficient time and effort in performing
the review.

1.1.5.

The reviewer intruding into aspects of the experiment which do not
concern him.

1.1.6.

Inadequate communication between the reviewer and those whose concern it is to implement the decisions of the reviewer.

1.1.7.

Inadequate followup by the reviewer to determine if imposed conditions were adequate or justified.

It is hoped that the following discussions may be of some benefit in
avoiding some of these difficulties.

1.2.

Why There Are Experiment Reviews

Perhaps the best answer to the question, "Why are there experiment
reviews?" is that historically they have proved to be necessary.

The early

experiments and tests performed in low-flux reactors provided ample illustration of what the consequences of experiment failures in the newer higherflux reactors could be.

Already there were personnel overexposures because

of open beam holes, materials becoming more radioactive than expected, and
failure to supply adequate handling tools and shields.

There also were

building evacuations because of the release of radioactive gases; and
there were numerous instances of contamination from ruptured capsules,
spills of radioactive dusts and liquids, and mishandling of radioactive
tools and other items.
Although there was concern about these incidents, the consequences
were usually more annoying than severely hazardous; and what review work
was done was left to the discretion of the reactor operating staff.

However,

the advent of the high-flux reactors, which could magnify the degree of
hazard by a factor of ten to a hundred or more, made it apparent that
better guarantees of safety were needed.

It was obvious from reviews of
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the problems with the experiments in the low-flux reactors, that most or
all were due to inadequacies of operating safeguards, containment, handling
equipment, and personnel training and concern.

In order to insure proper

attention to these aspects, formal review committees were established.
Research reactors and their associated equipment represent large
investments of money and time.

Any contamination incident could, there-

fore, not only endanger personnel but could also cause losses of expensive
equipment and operating time.

Even when contamination does not result,

certain types of experiment failures could jeopardize the reactor or cause
long shutdowns.

It is, then, imperative that experiment and test equip-

ment be made as reliable as possible and that all hazards are either
eliminated or provisions made for coping with them if any should occur.
From management 1 s viewpoint, a reactor and its associated experiments
and tests must provide the maximum amount of accurate test results, and
perhaps a product like radioisotopes, per unit time for the minimum cost
and should continue to do this for as long as possible.

From the experi-

menter's viewpoint, the reactor should provide him with an opportunity for
getting test results and other data as rapidly as possible with the least
expensive equipment and the least amount of inconvenience.

From the reactor

operator's viewpoint, there should be as little disturbance of the operating routine as possible to insure the maximum amount of operating time
and also with the least amount of inconvenience.

It is the reviewer's

task to see that each experiment, test, or irradiation device is designed,
built, installed, operated, and disposed of in a manner as consistent as
possible with the desires of management, the experimenter, and the reactor
operator.

The review he conducts is usually called a "safety and opera-

bility review" since these aspects are of major concern with respect to
continuity of operation of the reactor.

1.3.

What a Safety and Operability Review Is

An adequate safety and operability review must consist of a detailed
check of the following items by a knowledgeable person (or persons) to see
that they conform to the requirements necessary for safety of personnel
and the reactor and cannot jeopardize continuity of operation unnecessarily:
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1.3.1.

Tbe complete equipment layout.

1.3.2.

Compatibility of all materials and ^nvironmuncs .

1.3.3.

Strength of all structural and pipl:g components.

1.3.4.

Reliability of all working pares

1.3.5.

Containment provisions.

1.3.6.

All critical dimensions.

1.3.7.

Fabrication, installation, operaii

6 instrumentation.

, removal, and disposal

procedures.
1.3.8.

Handling tools and shields.

1.3.9.

Supplies of electrical power, water, gases, etc.

1.3.10. Waste disposal.
1.3.11. Stationary shielding.
1.4.

By Whom Safety and Operability Reviews Are Performed

Although formal review committees are established at each research
reactor center, reviews are participated in by other personnel as well.
It is obvious from the foregoing list of items which muse be checked in
detail that a committee meeting for a few hours cannot always have time or
opportunity to perform the true details of a review.

It Is rather their

task to see that the details of review have been conducted and that the
results are acceptable.
At most research reactor installations, both necessity and convenience
have required the appointment of one or more specialists whose task it is
to assist experimenters in the planning, design, fabrication, installation,
operation, and disposal of experiment and testing devices.

It is these

people, together with the experimenters themselves, who do the major part
of the act vial reviews.

In this type of arrangement each detail is reviewed

as rapidly as it is developed so that the finished design is generally
acceptable to the review committees.

This naturally saves a great deal of

time and money during the design and fabrication stage as well as insures
that the best attention is given to safety and operability aspects.

These

specialists who work to assist the experimenters must maintain close contact with the reactor operator and the review committee as well as with
the experimenters.

For this reason, they are frequently referred to as

"operations-research liaison" personnel.
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Regardless of the type of position the reviewer occupies, he must
have certain qualifications in order to do an effective job:
1.4.1.

He must have an extensive knowledge of the following subjects or
have associates ac his service who have this knowledge:
a.

Reactor physics.

b.

Properites of materials.

c.

Compatibility of materials with one another and with various
environments.

d.

Behavior and durability of materials during and subsequent to
irradiation.

e.

Temperature effects on materials.

f. Heat production and dissipation mechanisms in irradiation
facilities.
g. Handling of radioactive materials.
h.

Biological hazards of various radioactive species.

i. Explosion hazards.
j.

Instrumentation and controls systems.

k.

Corrosion.

:nt^.. .

1. Use and limitation of the waste disposal systems for radioactive liquids, gases, and solids,
m.

Details of the various irradiation facilities and the related
operating procedures.

n.

Types and degree of hazards considered both tolerable and
intolerable by management.

1.4.2.

He must be able to judge objectively and know when he must ask for
assistance from others.

1.4.3.

He must be experienced in the accumulated history of making irradiations both by study of the available literature and by participation, if possible.

It should not be expected that all research personnel who perform
work in reactors or who prepare Irradiation targets can become expert in
determining the hazards or even the feasibility of performing work or
irradiations.

This can readily be judged from the required qualifications

of reviewers.

It is obvious that a great deal of time must be spent in

meeting these qualifications and that a few people can, therefore, be more
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efficiently used to do the review work for a large number of research
people rather than to require everyone to qualify himself so that reviews
are unnecessary.
1.5. When a Review Begins and Ends
Although the formal review of an experiment or test may be in the
form of a short-term meeting with a group of experienced people who give
final approval or rejection, the actual review should begin in the earliest
stages of the planning.

This was indicated in the foregoing section on who

reviews experiments. When this is not done, as is the case sometimes with
experiment rigs built as one site to be irradiated at another, the experimenter may find himself in the unhappy situation of having to greatly
revise an expensive rig or not be able to use it at all with the consequence,
in either case, of losing considerable time and money.

Sometimes such

questionable rigs may be installed anyway in an attempt to avoid a loss.
Frequently this practice will greatly magnify costs because of failures
which cause losses of reactor operating time and perhaps undue hazards to
personnel.
A review should end only when the experiment or irradiation has been
completed and all equipment disposed of. The reviewer must see that the
requirements made during the design stage are met during the fabrication.
He must also see that operating requirements are met and must then ascertain if such requirements were justified or if more stringent requirements
are necessary for future experiments of a similar nature.

It has been

found that some safeguards may be imposed time after time even though the
first rig proved them to be unnecessary.

The need of additional safe-

guards generally is discovered more dramatically so that they get immediate
attention.

1.6.

Review Decisions

The result of a review is naturally either accepcance or rejection of
a total assembly or the portion being reviewed.

Acceptance may be conditional--

that is, requiring special checks, special handling, etc.

Rejection should

include the reasons ior the rejection and possibly recorjnendations to make
the device acceptable.

In uaking such recommendations, the reviewer may
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find himself responsible for the success or failure of the experiment or
irradiation.
The reviewer, may be in a position of authority where his acceptance
or rejection is final, or he may be only in an advisory position.

In either

position, he will occasionally find himself under persuasive pressure to
accept a device which should be rejected.
Some assurance should be had that all conditions of acceptance are
relayed to the proper people.

It is especially important that facility

operators are made aware of any special hazards or handling.
2.

REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS

These considerations are presented in the form of the questions a
reviewer must as.k himself along with some comments that are pertinent to
the questions. Of course, the reviewer will not be expected to follow
through this entire routine when he reviews each rig or irradiation specimen since, as experience is gained, many of the properties will be obviously
acceptable or unacceptable.

However, when new situations are encountered,

this type of routine will be of considerable assistance in insuring both
that no hazard is overlooked and that unreasonable demands are not imposed
upon the experimenter.
It is not possible to completely separate the various considerations
into independent topics because most of them are interrelated.

It will be

found that this is essentially an examination of the materials and construction of the assembly from several points of view.
2.1. Radioisotope Capsules and Other
Noninstrumented Irradiation Targets
The reviewer of irradiation capsules for radioisotope production and
other purposes will encounter a large miscellany of materials, material
forms and methods of packaging.

In addition to those specimens irradiated

for radioisotope production, there will be those irradiated for radiation
damage studies, etc., which can be adapted for irradiation in standard or
special radioisotope production facilities.

This discussion, then, will

concern the reviewing of all nor.instrumented irradiation targets including
those for loops.
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2.1,1. The Outer Container (See 2.3.7)
a.

Is the material compatible with its intended environment?
The usual encapsulating materials are aluminum and stainless
steel.

For long-term usage in dry air or inert gases, no special

consideration of the surface is usually necessary.

For long-term

usage in water, however, aluminum surfaces should not be marked
with pencil lead (graphite), should not have been in contact with
mercury, and should certainly not have foreign materials embedded
in them.

Perforations may develop due to corrosion in such cases.

Certainly the capsule must be adequate for the normal irradiation
temperature and may need to survive a loss-of-coolant incident if
a very hazardous material is enclosed.
b. Are the dimensions correct?
A great deal of difficulty has been experienced because of specimens sticking in pneumatic and hydraulic tubes because of being
too large in diameter to clear certain restrictions, being too
long to move through turns, or being so small that much of the
driving air or water leaks past them.
c. Are there any dents, cracks, or deep scratches or other surface
imperfections which could cause a containment failure?
d.

Is the capsule sturdy enough to withstand the abuse it will
receive in normal handling, insertion, and removal procedures?
Will special precautions have to be observed to prevent its being
damaged?

a.

How is the container sealed?

Will the seal endure the radiation

and other conditions to which it will be subjected?
Containers requiring perfect seali
most irradiation facilities.

should be welded closed for

In cases where a leak will cause no

contamination hazard or other safety problem, the degree of leaktightness may be left to the discretion of the customer.
Silver solder should be avoided as a sealing material since it
will contaminate any surface rubbed against it with long-lived
radioactivity after it has been irradiated.
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Aluminum solder generally contains a high percentage of cadmium.
If this material is used in such a way that it can wear off onto
the walls of the irradiation facility, the neutron flux will be
reduced.
Lead gaskets may lose their sealing ability when the container
is subjected to impact in pneumatic and hydraulic tubes or when
there is thermal cycling,
f.

If the capsule is to be handled under water for shielding purposes,
is it heavy enough to stay submerged?
If the capsule is barely heavy enough to sink prior to irradiation,
a slight swelling during irradiation may cause it to float afterwards .

2.1.2.
a.

The Target Material
Is the material one that the irradiation facility is obviously
not intended to accommodate?
Special precautions must be observed for fissionable materials,
liquids, gases, and powders.

Pneumatic and hydraulic tubes which

are noc well contained should not be used for large quantities of
these materials since a leak may cause widespread contamination.
A milligram of some materials may be a "large" quantity.
If available shielding and shielded carriers are not adequate for
the radioactivity of the specimen, it should, of course, not be
irradiated.

If the amount of radioactivity is to be limited by

the irradiation time in order for the specimen to be able to be
handled in the available shielding, preparations should be made
to shut down the reactor if the specimen cannot be removed at the
specified time.
b.

Is the material one that is well known to the reviewer, and are
all its properties well understood?

Has the material been

irradiated before under similar circumstances?
Water of crystallization may be evolved as water vapor due to an
increase In temperature or may be broken down to hydrogen and
oxygen by radiation to cause a pressure increase in a capsule
as well as an explosive gas mixture.
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Most: organic materials r e l e a s e gases during irradiation.

These

gases can become a source of airborne contamination ( c h l o r i n e
from vinyl chloride) or may cause a pressure increase in a capsule.
Explosive gas mixtures may also r e s u l t .
Some materials may exhibit quite unexpected behavior.

Rhenium,

for instance, undergoes no appreciable corrosion in boiling water;
but, during neutron irradiation in contact with water, enough
soluble oxide will form on the surface to contaminate the water
appreciably.

Furthermore, this oxide sublimes at a rather low

temperature and easily passes through most "absolute" filters.
Is the weight of material actually that stated?
There is on record a case of a pneumatic tube capsule and part of
the pneumatic tube itself having been melted because the person
who put a fissionable material in a capsule arbitrarily increased
the amount far above the amount approved by the reviewer.
There is also on record a case of considerable personnel exposure
to radiation resulting from a number of "ounces" being misread as
that number of "grams" .
What degree of containment is required for the material?

Is the

leaktightness of the container dictated by safety or simply by
the needs of the customer?
For sar ty considerations, powders should be contained to the
extent

they cannot sift through any leak that might exist.

Radioai.

gases and liquids must be contained unless the facility

is equipped to dispose of them.

(It should be remembered that a

leaking gas or liquid container can continue to leak after being
removed from the irradiation facility.)

Soluble materials irra-

diated in water-cooled capsules require good containment.
The form of a material can have a considerable influence on the
degree of containment required.

A uranium-aluminum alloy, or UO2

powder well dispersed in a solid aluminum matrix, clad with a wellbonded aluminum sheath so there are no gas gaps or other voids
will evolve very little fission-product gases if the cladding is
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punctured.

The same amount of uranium in the form of a salt or

oxide contained in a capsule so there is a gas gap will, however,
evolve an appreciable amount of fission-product gases during (and
after) irradiation if there is a leak in the capsule.
Particular attention should be given to solids which easily
sublime, such as sulfur and iodine.
Simple halogen compounds, such as NaCl, will likely evolve very
little, if any, radioactive gases during irradiaton; complex compounds, particularly organics, may, however, be expected to evolve
some radioactive gases .
2.1.3.

Internal Packaging

In many cases, the person preparing the specimen prefers to package
the specimen in some chemically clean material which is then put into the
containment capsule. This procedure may be necessary to keep powders collected together, to protect the specimen from contact with the outer container wall, to facilitate handling subsequent to irradiation, etc.

In

addition to the packaging material, other materials may be used to pack the
inner package into the containment capsule to prevent rattling or damage
due to impact or to separate two or more internal packets.

Persons pre-

paring capsules frequently will not consider these materials when listing
the materials to be irradiated.

The reviewer must be sure that he is made

aware of the amounts of all materials in the capsule and also of their
arrangement.
a.

Is the packaging and packing material compatible with the expected
radiation exposure?
Capsules have been found to contain such things as paper tissues
for packing, cork or rubber as stoppers for small vials, wax
crayon marking on packets, etc. Although such items may be used
for short irradiations in low-flux facilities, they are not at all
suitable for long irradiations or for even relatively short irradiations in high-flux facilities.

b. Will the packaging or packing material absorb neutrons to such an
extent that the expected flux at the specimer will not be realized?

Vials made of high-boron-content glasses should not be used unless
the thermal neutron flux is unimportant.
The neutron depletion caused by stainless steel, tantalum, etc.,
should be considered when these are used as packaging materials,
heat shields, etc.
Although these effects may cause no hazard, it should be known
that the customer is aware of the situation and that it is
acceptable to him.
Will the type and arrangement of the packaging or packing materials
cause excessively high temperature of the specimen?
Quartz wool is frequently used as a packing material.

If this or

a similar material isolates the specimen from the side of the
capsule, the subsequent insulating effect may cause the specimen
to be subjected to a high temperature when gamma or fission heating
is appreciable.
Specimens in quartz ampoules can be expected to be subjected to
high temperatures.

(Fragile inner containers of this type must

never be relied upon as enhancing containment.

The reviewer

should always assume that they become broken.)
Again, a high temperature of the specimen may not be a hazard.
The customer, however, should be made aware of what the effect
might be.
Will the induced radioactivities in the packing or packaging
materials be a hazard or interfere with subsequent handling?
Ordinary glass sometimes gets substituted for quartz wool or
vials either accidentally or intentionally.

The high sodium con-

tent of the glass may cause serious shielding and handling difficulties in such cases.
Unnecessary uses of silver, tantalum, cobalt, bismuth, etc., should
be avoideu since these produce long-lived radioactivities and
increase the burden of waste disposal.
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Powdered materials used for packing, or those that crumble easily,
can cause serious contamination problems if the customer is not
well prepared to handle them.
2.1.4.

Heat Production and Dissipation

Any material placed in a radiation field becomes a heat source. The
temperature which it attains will depend only on the ease with which the
heat can be dissipated.

The temperature continues to rise until the rate

of heat loss equals the rate of energy absorption from the radiation. The
arrangement of the materials in the capsule and the choice of materials to
have high or low mass

and good or poor thermal conductivity can, therefore,

be used to enhance either high or low temperatures.

The choice of filling

gas for voids or gaps can also play an important role in temperature control.
Helium enhances cooling; and a heavier gas, such as air or nitrogen, will
reduce heat losses across gas gaps.
a.

Is the coolant flow through the irradiation facility adequate for
both the ueat flux and total heat from the capsule?
It must be remembered that in most pneumatic and hydraulic tubes
the coolant flow must be reversed to expel the capsule.

If such

an interruption of the coolant flow cannot be tolerated, the capsule shculd either not be irradiated or the reactor muse be shut
i
down during the removal procedure. In such cases, it is also
wise to provide for an automatic shutdown of the reactor if
coolant flow through the facility is accidentally stopped.
Although some amount of boiling of the water in a hydraulic tube
may not harm either the capsule or the tube, it may not be acceptable as far as control of the reactor and constant power requirements of other experimenters is concerned.
b. Will the maximum temperature attained by any part of the capsule
contents produce a hazard or objectionable condition?
Sublimation of some solids can result in their condensation on
the inner walls of the capsule so that the heat loss rate is
altered. This generally results in some reduction of the maximum
temperature because of gap changes but could, in some cases,
cause an increase if heat radiation is the principal method of
dissipation.
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Overheating of the central region of tightly packed capsules may
result in enough expansion to cause the capsule wall to bulge so
that removal from the facility becomes difficult or impossible.
When coolant flow past a capsule is through a small annulus,
bulging due to gas pressure or material expansion will restrict
the flow and worsen the condition.
In the case of specimens of fissionable materials, the temperature
will have some bearing on the equilibrium amount of fissionproduct gases or vapors in gas gaps.

Leakage from a high-

temperature capsule will likely be a greater hazard than from a
low-temperature one.
2.1.5.

Reactivity Effects

Reactivity changes in a reactor may be caused by insertion or removal
of neutron absorbers and moderators, insertion or removal of fissionable
material, and by moderator or reflector displacement.

The magnitude of

the reactivity change due to a disturbance generally depends upon its
proximity to the center of the reactor core and whether it is a widely
dispersed phenomenon or is confined to a small volume.

The reviewer must

insure that the reactivity effects, which may be caused by the specimen
being reviewed, in no way jeopardize the safety of the reactor.
a.

Has the neutron absorption rate for the assembly been determined?
Is the rate greater than that allowable for the facility?
One caution should be observed for high-cross-section materials.
The actual neutron absorption rate may be greatly overestimated
if calculated on a microscopic basis; i.e., number of atoms
multiplied by the absorption cross section per atom.

Actually,

no specimen can absorb more neutrons than the number which impinge
upon it; therefore, the maximum absorption cross section for a
specimen is approximately equal to the projected area.

As an

example, the maximum absorption cross section for a spher-. is
approximately the area of a great circle of the sphere.
Unless the facility has been calibrated for reactivity effect
versus neutron absorption rate, a calibration should be done
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before any specimen with a high absorption rate is introduced.
This may not be of great importance for those facilities where
specimens can only be inserted and removed during reactor shutdown unless some credible accident can expel the specimens.
b.

Is the volume of moderator or reflector material which will be
displaced by the capsule sufficiently large to cause concern?
As with neutron absorbers, the volume effect requires calibration.
In considering the effect of displacement or replacement of
moderator or reflector materials by specimen insertion and removal,
the effect of collapse of the capsule should not be overlooked.

c.

Is the rate of insertion and removal of the capsule sufficiently
slow, and is the movement adequately controlled?
In the case of pneumatic and hydraulic tubes, the speed of insertion and removal of specimens usually cannot be varied very much.
In other types of facilities, the speed may be varied sufficiently
to allow the insertion and removal of specimens having large
reactivity effects. Capsules or other assemblies must be moved
into and out of irradiation facilities at speeds which allow the
reactor controls to easily compensate the reactivity disturbance.
Furthermore, in the case of large absorbers, this speed limit
must be guaranteed by some mechanical arrangement rather than be
done entirely manually.

The mechanical speed-limiting devices

must, of course, be just as reliable as those for control rods.
d.

Will the capsule (or other assembly) be rigidly held in a fixed
position during the irradiation?
Although no actual hazard can result unless a specimen moves an
appreciable distance, annoying oscillatory disturbances of the
reactor power can result from a specimen being vibrated or
m

oscillated by a coolant flow or other cause. This is particularly
true in small reactors where there are steep neutron flux
gradients.

(Such oscillations or vibrations can also cause holes

to be worn through containment walls.)
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e.

If fissionable material is being irradiated, is the quantity
sufficiently large to have an appreciable reactivity effecc?
Unless the neutron production rate exceeds the neutron loss rate
in the assembly, the reactivity effect on the reactor caused by
introducing the specimen will be the same as for a nonfissionable
material (negative or positive).

Even though the net neutron

contribution is positive, displacement of moderator or reflector
material may still result in a negative effect.
f.

Can a leak in the capsule have an appreciable reactivity effect?
A leak in the container may result in filling of a void in the
capsule with moderator or reflector material to cause an increase
in reactivity or may allow dispersion of a neutron-absorbing
material from the capsule.

Great care must be exercised to

prevent leaks if soluble or finely powdered forms of materials
having high absorption cross section are being irradiated in
appreciable amounts.

Unless leaks are large or pressure dif-

ferences are high, a leak will generally produce only a slow
change.

The seriousness of a leak also depends, of course, on

the type of irradiation facility being used, whether hydraulic
or pneumatic and whether or not any material which leaks out will
be confined in a secondary system or will be released into the
reactor.
2.1.6.

Radiation Control

Radiation control has been discussed to some extent under other
subjects.

In order to include all aspects of radiation control under one

heading, some repetition of those considerations will be included here,
a.

Will the total radioactivity generated in the assembly exceed
the limits of the shielding and handling equipment provided?
The known upper limit of radiation intensity established for the
facility must be known to the reviewer.

Considerable time may

be saved in planning and reviewing if such upper limits are
clearly defined.
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Some pneumatic and hydraulic facilities rely upon time of flight
to prevent radiation exposures of personnel, so Chat some sections
of the tubes may be completely unshielded.

If there is a pos-

sibility that a capsule may stick in an unshielded portion, the
radioactivity of capsules should either be low or short-lived to
allow servicing to be done within a reasonable time.
Swift manual handling of radioactive specimens as a method of
preventing high radiation exposures to personnel can be very
disappointing if not thoroughly rehearsed with nonradioactive or
slightly-radioactive specimens to insure that adequate equipment
and procedures have been provided.
The reviewer should ascertain if the irradiation is to be done
in an established facility where well proved techniques will be
used or if the irradiation will involve new techniques or an
untried facility. Any new or untried procedure or facility may
also require a review,
b. What would be the consequences of a leak in the capsule or
cladding?
The practice of playing statistical games with consequences which
must be prevented at any cost is one that a reviewer must avoid.
If the consequences of a leak are intolerable, the irradiation
must be rejected.

It is usually possible, however, to avoid
a

intolerable consequences by proper choice of a well-contained
irradiation facility or by reducing the quantity or changing the
form of the material to be irradiated.
Multiple canning of a specimen withou" monitoring the annuli for
leaks is not a guarantee against failure and should never be used
as the sole method to prevent an intolerable leakage.

In some

cases, multiple canning can increase the risk of a leak by
increasing the temperature of the specimen so that the inner can
fails in such a way as co damage the outer can also.
Attention should be given to reducing the likelihood of a leak
occurring only after the consequences of a leak have been reduced
to the level of acceptable risk.
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When the results of leakage will be serious, the review must
extend beyond a simple inspection of the design drawings and
written procedures.

The actual fabrication, leak testing, and

rehearsal of handling should be observed.
It should be remembered that a leaking capsule evolving radioactive gases will likely continue to leak after being removed
from the irradiation facility.
A well fabricated container is not always a guarantee that a leak
will not occur.

Handling abuses, corrosion, and abrasion prior

to, during, and following the irradiation must also be considered.
2.1.7.

The Irradiation Facility and Associated Equipment

The success or failure of an irradiation depends not only on the
capsule (or other assembly) but also on the condition of the irradiation
facility and the condition and availability of handling tools and transfer
shields.
a.

What is the condition of the irradiation facility?
Because of accumulations of debris, presence of dents, etc.,
capsules may begin to stick in pneumatic and hydraulic tubes so
that nonroutine procedures must be used to dislodge them.
Obviously, specimens should not be put into such facilities if
the irradiation time must be carefully limited to prevent a
hazard.
If the reviewer is relying on the leaktightness of a facility to
prevent serious consequences in the event of a leak in a capsule,
he should ascertain that the facility is actually leaktight.

b.

Are the handling tools and transfer shields adequate and in good
repair?
These items should be checked before the irradiation is started.
If the irradiation time might be shortened due to some failure,
all tools and shields must be immediately available and usable.

c.

Are storage facilities available for the specimen if it is not
to be delivered Immediately to the customer?
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Storage facilities should provide protection for the specimen
from corrosion, handling abuses, and ocher types of damage.

It

should also be possible to easily locate the specimen when it
must be delivered to the customer.
2.2 . Instrumented Capsules and Rigs
Instrumentation is provided on capsules and rigs for at l«v:ist three
different reasons:
a.

Experimental data,

b.

Environmental control, and

c.

Safeguard.

Although it is true, to some extent, that instrumentation used for
experimental data and environment control can double as safeguards, the
mere presence of instrumentation should not imply that safety is enhanced.
Conversely, the loss of some instrumentation during operation does not
necessarily mean that safety is jeopardized.
The essential difference in reviewing instrumented capsules and rigs
and those which are not instrumented is a consideration of whether or not
the instrumentation is necessary for safety and, if so, whether or not it
is reliable and ample. To better ascertain the need of safeguard instrumentation, the reviewer should first review the capsule or rig as though
it were not to be instrumented.

If he finds excessively high temperatures

or pressures might exist, or that containment must be guaranteed, then
safeguard instrumentation must be provided with adequate safety action to
preclude any hazard.
2 .2 .1. Sensors
a. Are the sensors of a reliable type and are they adequate for their
intended purpose?
If the reliability in the intended environment is not known,
bench tests should be made.
b. Are the sensors properly located?
A thermocouple bead must be in contact with the object whose
temperature it is monitoring unless there are no temperature
gradients in the region.
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It is not safe to place a thermocouple near a surface whose
temperature is being safeguarded and to rely upon a calculation
of temperature difference to supply the true temperature.

This

practice may be acceptable for obtaining experimental data but
should not be used for a safeguard; the distance or thermal
resistance may change during operation.
It is likewise a questionable practice to use the central temperature of a capsule as the only safeguard when the wall temperature
is to be limited.

It may be acceptable when the central tempera-

ture is not allowed to exceed the safe temperature of the capsule
wall and when supplemental peripheral heating is not used.

Other-

wise, the part being safeguarded should be monitored directly.
It is obvious that the resistance-type monitor for water leaks
will not function in a heated region where water cannot exist in
liquid form.
c.

Are there sufficient numbers of sensors so that failure of a
relatively inexpensive sensor will not mean loss of the entire
capsule or rig?
There should be a" least one more than the minimum number of
required thermocouples since these are subject to failure.

Other

types of sensors, such as for pressure, are less easily duplicated
but fortunately are less likely to fail.
2.2.2.
a.

Lead Wires, Piping, and Access Tubes
Has the introduction of thermocouple wires, minitubes, and other
leads reduced the reliability of containment?
Experience has shown that glass seals around wire entrances are
not reliable since they are subject to cracking due to thermal
and mechanical stresses.
Metal-sheathed wires may leak along the wires if the insulating
material is not well packed, particularly if the length of the
lead is short.
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b. Are the leads well supported, and is there enough slack to allow
for expansion and contraction due to temperature and pressure
changes?
The adequacy of support and other protection for the leads must
be investigated for their full length.

The conduit or access

tube through which the leads penetrate to the outside of the
reactor is of particular concern since, in some cases, it must be
sufficiently strong and well mounted to withstand severe hydraulic
or pneumatic forces.

Some troubles which have been encountered

with access tubes are:
1. Ejection from the reactor tank by a water-pressure surge.
l
2. Leakage of water due to a hole caused by vibration against
an adjacent surface.
3. Weld failures due apparently to thermal or mechanical stress.
4.

Binding of reactor core components due to side pressure
exerted by the conduit.

5.

Impossibility of installation due to being of the wrong size
or shape.

6. "Streaming" of radiation through straight, gas-filled tubes.
c.

Does the use of minitubes for pressure monitoring violate containment requirements?
A minitube which is used to monitor the pressure in a primary
containment extends the primary containment to the pressure sensor.
In such cases, and when secondary containment is required, the
minitube should be enclosed in secondary containment for its full
length.

It may also be necessary to enclose the sensor.

d. Are the lead wires and tubes of suitable materials for their
environment?
Some trouble has been encountered when a transition was made from
metal-sheatb:d or ceramic-insulated wires to wires insulated with
organic materials too close to the reactor so that gamma-induced
damage occurred.

If the lead wires pass another radiation source

than the reactor, such as a spent-fuel storage rack, this must also
be considered.
The access tube must be considered in this respect also.
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2.2.3.
a.

Instruments and Controls
Are the Instruments of a well tried, reliable type?
New types of instrumentation should be bench tested, both to
determine their reliability and to familiarize personnel with
them.

Of particular importance is the immediate availability of

spare parts or even spare instruments.
b.

Is there adequate duplication or redundancy of instruments?
Because of a history of instrument failures of various types and
frequencies, it is customary to provide duplication and even
triplication of safeguard instruments when the hazard being safeguarded against is sufficiently serious.

The philosophy originally

was that having two instruments would more nearly insure safety
action.

Having the two instruments also may allow an orderly

shutdown of the reactor after a failure of one which does not
cause a shutdown.

(Such a shutdown would be required if a sensor

failed and there were no spares.)

If the failure is in the instru-

ment, repair without requiring a shutdown may be possible.

If,

however, the hazard safeguarded is sufficiently serious, some
organizations require triplication of such instruments so that
two are always still functioning to guarantee a shutdown while
the third is under repair.
If containment is guaranteed, more liberty may be taken with the
reliability of instrumentation as far as ultimate safety is concerned. This, of course, involves the risk of contaminating the
containment system.

When dangerous experiments or tests are being

performed which may, upon failure, release large amounts of radioactive gases or other materials, a safe philosophy is that containment must be provided for any credible event and that instrumentation
and controls are provided as a first and perhaps second line of
defense to avoid having to use the containment.
In the opinion of the author, the use of the two-out-of-three
response system to cause safety action should be avoided when the
hazard being safeguarded is serious.

A completely guaranteed
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monitoring system for such usage of instrumentation has not been
developed; and, furthermore, its use tends to reduce the importance
of good Instrument maintenance by reducing the importance of
instrument failure.

Experience has shown that a good instrument

maintenance program keeps the failure rate sufficiently low that
the additional investment in instruments (and additional maintenance) for two-out-of-three systems cannot be justified.
Are the instruments located in an arrangement which makes both
use and maintenance easy?
Instruments which must be observed simultaneously by the operator
should be close together.
A readout instrument for any property must be located close to
the controls for that property (rheostat, throttling valve, etc.)
so the operator can immediately see the results of adjustments.
When this is not possible, communication must be provided between
the two stations for use by two operators.
For the benefit of maintenance personnel, both the front and back
of instrument panels should be readily accessible.
Frequently observed instruments should be placed at eye level for
a standing person (unless a desk-type console is provided) and
less Important or less observed instruments located in the .high
and low positions.
When instrument racks must be located near a thoroughfare, critical
adjustment handles, such as for throttling valves, heater controls,
etc., may need some safeguard to prevent their being bumped or
otherwise tampered with.
Wiring or piping to instrument racks must be routed so as not to
be endangered by personnel traffic, janitorial work, or other
such activities.
Are environment controls adequately limited?
In the event of malfunction of controls, there must be some safeguard against exceeding safe limits.

For instance, the power

supply for heaters should be limited to the maximum that is safe
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for the system.

Also when the rig or capsule atmosphere is being

supplied from a source whose pressure exceeds that which the
system can withstand, a pressure relief should be supplied if a
failure or misoperation of the pressure-reducing controls can
subject the system to the full pressure.

When the access rube

is protected from this overpressure by a pop-off valve or rupture
disc, protection against the "waterlogging accident" is also
afforded.

(It is considered possible that some systems may

become overpressured if an inward water leak occurs and some of
the water flashes to steam. This may occur when a fast startup
of a reactor is made when water is present in a system which has
a high fission-heat generation rate.)
e.

If dual-purpose instruments are used (combined safeguard and data
or control functions) is the safeguard function in any way
restricted or jeopardized by the other function?
If a temperature controller is also used to cause a reactor-power
reduction, an open thermocouple will cause not only a failure of
the safety function but also an increase in the heater power.
If data taking requires special adjustments, calibrations, or
other action that temporarily blocks a safeguard action of an
instrument, then the two functions must not be combined in a
single instrument.

f. Are the intended instrumentation-and-cantrols, maintenance, and
checkout procedures and schedules adequate?
2.2.4.
a.

Safeguard Action
Is the intended safeguard action appropriate for the condition it
must correct or control?
If the operating time of a reactor is of great value, if the
reactor is used for a large number of concurrent programs, or
if refueling may be required in the event of a power reduction,
the reactor should not be used as a temperature controller for
an experiment or test. A reaccor-power reduction should be
required only as a last resort to avert or minimize a serious
hazard or to prevent loss of expensive equipment when the loss
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will exceed the cost of a shutdown.

Small power reudctions may

be of less consequence but can greatly interfere with other
programs if they occur frequently.
The controls should cause a reduction of heater power, increase
of coolant flow, or even retraction of a capsule from the reactor
before requesting a reactor-power reduction.
The ultimate pressure control is a pressure-relief system.
Can the safeguard action itself be the cause of a hazard?
In one test apparatus, the surge of extra coolant, supplied to
suppress a high temperature, increased the system pressure so
much that a seal was broken and a large quantity of radioactive
gas was discharged 10 the environment.
When an emergency discharge system on a high-pressure irradiation
device was activated, a rubber hose in the discharge line was
blown off and caused the release of a large quantity of radioactive gas into a reactor building.
If specimen retraction is used as a safeguard action, the•reactivity
effect must be within the controllable limits for the reactor
with respect to both the rate and the total.
Too rapid a reduction of temperature may produce thermal stresses
which may endanger specimens or containment.
Will the controls automatically assume a safe condition if electrical power or pneumatic pressure is lost?
Loss of control power must produce the maximum safeguard action,
such as a reactor scram or power reduction.

Pneumatically

or

electrically operated valves must automatically assume the maximum
safety position (open, closed, or mid-position) when control power
is lost. Where these types of valves are used to seal off dangerous gases or liquids, they should be backed up by hand-operated
valves.

(See 2.3.3.3.b.)
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2.3.

Loops

No attempt will be made to go through a complete routine of asking all ,
the questions necessary in the full review of a complex loop.
the major considerations are treated.

Only some of

With only minor modifications a

majority of the questions which must be considered for noninstrumented and
instrumented capsules and irradiation rigs can also be applied to loops.
Loops are usually installed in reactors for one or more of the following
reasons:
a.

To provide containment for a hazardous material,

b. To provide a special environment for an irradiation specimen,
c. To supply additional cooling,
d.

To circulate a liquid or gas through the reactor, and

e. To provide a means of inserting and removing irradiation specimens
(pneumatic and hydraulic tubes).
The degree of complexity will vary both with Che number of purposes
of the loop and with the amount and types of data required by the experimenter.

The hazards which must be safeguarded against will be of various

degrees, of various types, and of various origins. To discover them or to
know that adequate safeguards are provided, the reviewer must not overlook
any part of the loop or its auxiliaries.

All hazards are not necessarily

generated by the loop itself. During the review of one loop, it was
noticed that no continuous water drains were provided in the floor of a
well sealed large equipment cell although it contained several sources of
water leaks.

If a leak should have occurred and gone undetected, as during

a shutdown period or building evacuation, the weight of the water filling
the cell would have broken the floor so that both the loop and a part of the
reactor shield cculd have been destroyed.
Only the final review of the loop will be treated here, but from this
the day-to-day design-progress reviewer will be able to judge if the
necessary requirements are being met.

In addition to the review of the

loop as a whole, each component must be examined for its own'merits and
for its effects on all other components.
2.3.1.
a.

The Total Loop
Is the total loop concept well proved by experience or bench tests?
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Most of the possible types of loops have now been operated in
reactors, but it is not impossible that some new type of system
can be devised.

The reviewer should acquaint himself with the

history of the type of loop he is reviewing before proceeding.
One great caution must be exercised in comparing a loop (or other
experiment) to other similar loops.

The safety requirements of

the two locations may not be the same. For Instance, in some
remote locations, the safeguard systems may allow the discharge of
a large amount of radioactive gases to the environment.

In more

populated areas, this cannot be done and the safeguards must be
more elaborate and restrictive.
The reactor should not be used for making checks of a system that
can more safely and just as well be done outside the reactor.
Such effects include corrosion (except for the effects of irradiation on corrosion), pressure surges due to water inleakage producing steam, determination of burnout heat fluxes, etc.
b.

Has the most hazardous work foreseen for the loop been clearly
defined?
Limits should be set for the specimens and environments for which
the loop is being reviewed.

It sometimes happens that a loop

designed for one purpose is converted to other uses. When this
happens, a new review should be required. An example is the use
of a simple hydraulic tube for irradiating fissionable materials
when the tube was designed for materials having a low heat-production
rate. Although the water flow may provide ample cooling during
the irradiation, the flow direction must be changed to expel the
capsule.

Burnout may occur during the short time when the flow

rate is zero. To perform the irradiation, provisions would have
to be made to automatically scram the reactor if the water flow
is lost; and it may be necessary to provide for the disposal of
fission-product gases if the capsule should leak during the
irradiation.
shutdown.

The capsule should be expelled only during a reactor
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c . Has the necessary degree of containment' for the loop been determined and. provided for all components?
If any direct leak from the primary containment will not be
hazardous, then secondary containment is not justified.

If such

a leak would be a moderate hazard, then it may be justified to
provide secondary containment only for those parts most likely to
leak.

If, however, any leakage is defined as intolerable, reliable

secondary containment must be provided and maintained for ail
parts and all piping of the primary system.
The cladding of a test specimen or capsule is primary containment
only if it is unlikely to fail and operation is immediately discontinued when any failure occurs.

It should be kept in mind that

a system for irradiating fissionable material in capsules or other
cladding may become sufficiently contaminated with fissionable
material after a specimen failure that it must thereafter be
considered primary containment.

It will then be necessary to

dispose of the system, decontaminate it, provide secondary containment, or lower containment standards.

When the contaminating

event is very likely to occur, it is sometimes more economical,
and certainly safer, to provide a secondary containment for the
loop itself as part of the original design to allow for operation
with some degree of contamination.

The reviewer should be cer-

tain that safe provisions are made to remove specimens from the
loop under contaminated conditions.

It is also necessary to know

that a contaminated loop can be either decontaminated or safely
removed and disposed of.
Every sampling tap and other penetration of the containment walls
must be carefully checked.

Of especial importance is whether

sealing techniques will withstand the expected pressures and
temperatures and whether the method of support allows for thermal
expansion and contraction without breaking off the taps .
The support and clearances for all loop parts must also be checked
for allowance of thermal expansion and contraction.

Both external

and internal piping must be checked in this respect.

Also, bolted
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flanges are especially likely to leak due to thermal effects
which may not only damage gaskets but the bolts as well. Any
flanged connection in the primary system must be continuously
monitored if containment must be assured.
Any containment which must be guaranteed continuously leak-free
must be continuously monitored.
Two types of "containment" are possible--"dynamic" and "static"
or "absolute".

Their usage may be dictated to some extent by the

physical arrangement of equipment but to a greater extent by the
reliability of the available off-gas systems and the allowable
rate of discharge of radioactive gases to the environment through
the off-gas systems. As the name implies, dynamic containment
consists of simply discharging all gases from a containment volume
to a guaranteed off-gas system which is always maintained at a
negative pressure.

In this case, the containment shell may not

need to be leak-tight (except under water) since all leakages will
be inward. Also, shielding requirements are low since the residence
time of a radioactive gas will be short.

Static or absolute con-

tainment is the complete retention in the secondary containment
volume of anything that leaks from the primary containment.

This

requires leak-tight secondary containment walls which must sometimes withstand high pressures as well as provide adequate shielding
for the material contained.

Dynamic containment is far more

easily used, is more reliable, and is more economical than absolute
containment. The reviewer will, therefore, find that there will
be attempts to use dynamic containment when absolute containment
is necessary.

If leakage from a primary containment will release

amounts of radioactive gases which exceed the upper limit of the
off-gas system, absolute containment must be used. (See 2.3.5.)
Absolute containment generally results in lengthy shutdowns of
the reactor since the removal of contaminated equipment must
await the decay of radioactive gases.

It may be possible to

partly dispose of trapped gases into shielded evacuated containers
if provisions have been made to connect them to the containment
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system. There is always then Che risk of a leak occurring during
the connecting and disconnecting procedures so that such methods
must be carefully reviewed.
Dynamic containment may be used to some extent even when the offgas limits are severe if an adequate gas cleanup system is installed
with the experiment. The use of cold traps in such cleanup
systems must be reviewed carefully since the refrigerant may
become depleted during any time of inattention, such as during
a building evacuation so that the retained gases are released in
high concentration.

In any case, if there is the possibility of

releasing large amounts of radioactive dusts, a dynamic system
may require the use of filters to prevent distributing the dust
through unshielded pipes.
It should be further insured that containment is maintained
throughout specimen removal procedures if the specimens are
likely to release radioactive gases when damaged.

A large

percentage of gas release incidents have occurred during specimenremoval and subsequent handling procedures.
Containment may be necessary for purposes other than to prevent
releases of radioactive materials.

A secondary containment should

be required when the failure of a container will subject the
reactor to destructive pressures, release highly reactive materials
into the reactor, or release toxic materials into personnel areas.
In these cases, primary containment may not be the same as that
for radioactivity containment,
d.

Is the equipment arrangement such that it can safely and efficiently be operated by the minimum number of people?
Operators must not be required to enter containment cubicles to
make valve adjustments or do other work during times when a
release of dangerous amounts of radioactive material into the
containment is possible.
The comnents on the instrumentation arrangement for instrumented
capsules also apply to loops.
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All pumps and other components which require servicing or replacement should be easily accessible.
e.

Is the proposed routing of piping and placement of equipment such
that other Installations and access to the reactor for servicing
are not blocked or otherwise unnecessarily inconvenienced?
Further, is there assurance that the required routing paths will
be available and unrestricted at the time the loop is installed?
Because of the large number of activities and continuous alterations that occur at large research reactors, there have been many
conflicts in routing paths when insured space reservations are
not made with the proper personnel.

When such problems are

encountered during the installation, "last-minute" field changes
may have to be made so there may be poor welds, improper clearances,
and mechanical stresses which not only may cause containment
failures but also exert undesirable forces on the reactor components.
2.3.2. Cooling
a.

How dependable are the provisions for coolant flow in the loop?
If coolant flow must be guaranteed at all times, spare pumps or
blowers must be provided with guaranteed emergency electrical
power or other power source.

(An emergency pump or blower may be

operated by steam or compressed air.) Since some lack of dependability has been experienced with start-on-demand systems, the
best guarantee of continuous cooling is to provide at least two
continuously operating pumps, either of which will supply ample
cooling, with provisions for shutting down loop operation (and
the reactor) if one pump should fail.
In order to know that ample coolant flow exists, it is not always
adequate to monitor only if a pump is operating or if flow is
passing through some orifice or other monitor which is remote
from the object being cooled.

To avoid the possibility that

bypasses are open or that some flow path is blocked (particularly
where parallel paths are provided), the surfaces to be cooled
should be monitored. When surface temperatures cannot be monitored,
the use of parallel paths should be carefully controlled with some
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guarantee provided to prevent debris from plugging one or more
flow paths. When flow must be relied upon as a guarantee of
cooling, the flow monitor should be downstream from the surface
being cooled.
Where closed volumes of recirculating coolant are used, some
reserve volume needs to be supplied with provisions for thermal
expansion and contraction.

When liquids are used in radiation,

provisions must be made for disposal or recombination of radiolytic
or decomposition gases.
Water-cooled systems in which the water passes through highintensity radiation must be free of gas traps such as closed
vertical pipe sections where appreciable amounts of radiolytic
gases may collect and produce an explosion hazard. Where such
vertical pipes must be present, some provision should be made to
prevent gas accumulation.
When heat exchangers are used and the primary coolant is radioactive, or likely to become radioactive, the secondary coolant
discharge should be monitored for possible leaks in the heat
exchanger.
If a closed cooling system is used, the provision of an emergency
coolant supply which discharges to the environment should be
avoided unless a failure cannot contaminate the coolant.

If the

discharge of a contaminated coolant is less a hazard than failing
to provide cooling, then the discharge may be justified; however,
allowing such a need to ever exist is questionable.
Attention must be given to preventing large gas bubbles from
passing through the in-pile sections of water-cooled systems.
Such bubbles not only interfere with the control of the reactor
but may cause damage to the specimens being cooled.
2.3.3.

Components

It must always be kept in mind that in a reactor loop a component not
specially designed and built may be in an environment different from that
for which it was originally intended. Also, the acceptability may not be
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the same as for other purposes where shutdowns and repairs are easily
arranged and access is no problem.
2.3.3.1.

a.

Piping.

Are all sections of pipe of an acceptable material, dimension,
and strength for the intended use and environment?
The choice of the material and strength must be based on both
the internal and external environments.

Frequently, a pipe's

required strength may depend upon whether or not it may be stepped
on or otherwise abused by personnel.
Whether or not all welds can be properly dressed and treated to
prevent corrosion may dictate the choice of material.
The method of joining dissimilar materials must be such that
differences in thermal expansion or contraction will not damage
the connection.
2.3.3.2. Pumps. - The questions of the required number of pumps and
their accessibility for servicing have been discussed in other sections.
There are yet some questions which are more specific.
a.

Are all parts of the pump compatible with the loop environment?
Standard "off-the-shelf" pumps may contain parts made of unacceptable materials. A brass or bronze impeller would not be desirable
if aluminum piping is used.

Nonstainless steels and cast iron

will contribute to fouling water, particularly in recirculating
systems.
b.

Are the operating characteristics and limitations well known?
Has performance reliability been well checked?
Any pump used for a critical purpose must, of course, be highly
reliable.

Unless the type of pump to be used has a well estab-

lished history of reliable service for the intended usage, thorough
pretesting should be required.
A positive-discplacement-type pump may form an undersirable barrier
to natural convection if stopped.
may, however, be desirable.

In some cases, such a barrier
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The upper operating temperature for the pump should be known and
some guarantee provided to insure that it is not exceeded.

If a

separate coolant for the pump or pump-motor bearings is required,
the coolant flow or the bearing temperatures should be continuously
monitored.
c.

Will the pumps be firmly mounted and provisions made to prevent
objectionable vibrations of the piping?

d.

Are the shaft bearing seals suitable?
If only moderate radioactive contamination of the fluid is possible
and an adequate disposal system is available, some leakage may be
tolerated.

If leakage cannot be allowed, a canned-rotor pump may

be required.
Some types of pumps may allow' some inleakage of air through the
seals to prevent an outward fluid leakage.

These should be

avoided for most applications since they may saturate the water
with dissolved air which may not only interfere with cooling but
may be a source of radioargon.

The dissolved air will also be a

source of nitrous and nitric acids in radiation.
e.

What type of lubrication is required for the bearings?

Can this

contaminate the fluid with any objectionable material?

Can the

lubricant be replenished as often as required without violating
containment requirements?
f. Are the pump controls and necessary valves arranged so that they
can always be operated without exposure of personnel to radiation?
g.

Is there need for visual observation of the pump during operation?
If so, is such observation blocked by containment requirements or
by other equipment?
It may be desirable to provide an observation window in the containment wall and lights within the containment.

2.3.3.3.

Valves. - Valves are a frequent source of trouble.

The

reviewer must be satisfied not only that valves are located in proper
places but also that each valve is as reliable as its function requires.
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Are all Che materials of the valves suitable for their intended
environment?
"Stainless-steel" valves have sometimes been found to have other
materials used for seating rings, stem bearings, etc., when .
received from the manufacturer since stainless steel was substituted only for other steel parts.
Stem-packing and gasket materials must have been proved suitable
for the intended fluid, pressure, and temperature. Tests should
also include opening and closing the valve a sufficient number of
times to know how frequently servicing may be required.
In some applications the valve-stem packing may require special
cooling. This is especially likely in high-temperature systems
where pipes must be insulated.
How important is it that there be no leakage through the valve
when it is closed?

Can leakage be checked?

When such leakage is intolerable, it may be necessary to have two
valves in series to better guarantee total closure. A further
guarantee is to provide a safe drain for the volume between the
two valves.
Automatic or remote-controlled electrically

or pneumatically

operated valves may need manually operated valves as a backup.
Since only a limited force is available for closing them, a small
piece of debris, which could be crushed in a manually operated
valve, may keep a pneumatically

or electrically operated valve

from completely closing.
The use of check valves as the only seal against the leakage of
radioactive gases or liquids is a questionable practice.

In many

applications, their reliability cannot be readily and frequently
tested and leakages due to debris and corrosion are likely. They
can, however, prevent massive leaks so they have their applications; but they should be supplemented by other types of valves
if back leakages cannot be tolerated.
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What would be the consequences of a leak along the valve stem or
through the bonnet seal?
If a leak from any part of the valve to the environment would be
serious, the valve should be enclosed in a secondary containment
such as an equipment cell or glove box.

If a liquid is involved,

provisions for safe drainage or storage should be considered.

If

radioactive or noxious gases are involved, adequate off-gas provisions must be made.
Is each valve to be located where it can be operated under all
necessary conditions without exposing personnel to radiation or
other hazards?
Valves which must be frequently adjusted must, of course, be
located as conveniently as possible.

Those inside shields or

equipment cells may require extension handles through the walls.
Such extensions must not violate containment requirements.
Judicious placement of valves may also reduce the possibility of
burns and discomfort of personnel in the case of loops and equipment which operate at elevated temperatures.
Any isolation valves provided for containment purposes must be
accessible during the worst emergency condition.
Are all important valves replaceable uuder the conditions that
will exist after the loop has been operated?
Although the replacement of some valvss will be difficult and
acceptably so due to normally expected infrequency of failure,
the difficulties must be carefully considered.

If the difficulties

are such that an extensive shutdown of the reactor may be required,
it may be desirable to provide two valves in series just to
prolong the time between repairs.

Where leaks past valves are

serious, this should be a requirement.

Tt should also be required

that whbn are of these valves leaks, it must be replaced as soon
as a shutdown can be arranged.
Are the valves to be very clearly labeled so that misoperation
will be avoided?
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Clear labeling, color coding of handles, painted flow diagrams
on valve panels, or other methods may be used; but it should
always be clear what the function of each valve is . It should be
kept in mind that under emergency conditions the valves may have
to be operated by someone other than the regular operator.
When self-sealing, quick-disconnect hoses are used in lieu of
valves, clear labeling is also important.

In one case with an

air-cooled loop, the exhaust line which was being connected first
was accidentally connected to the air supply instead.

The air

blew through the loop and exhausted through the still-open inlet
pipe carrying radioactive dust so that personnel and the entire
experiment room had to be decontaminated.
In addition to clear labeling, it may be desirabLe to require
that those valves which must not be accidentally opened or closed
must be kept locked or have their handles removed between the
times of necessary operation.
2.3.3.4. Flow Monitors and Controls. - Any flow which must be
guaranteed must certainly be monitored in some way.

This can be done by

direct flow measurements or by monitoring the temperature of the specimen
which is being cooled. Flow monitors of the pressure-difference type
have been found most reliable for most fluids but may not be sensitive
enough for very low flow rates.
a.

If an orifice or venturi type of flow monitor is used, do the AP
transmission lines violate containment requirements?
If the flow being monitored is in a primary system and secondary
containment is required, the pressure transmission lines must
not extend beyond the secondary containment.
If the flow being monitored is in a primary or secondary system
which is likely to become contaminated, the pressure lines should
not extend to any personnel area which is not continuously monitored for radiation.

b. Can failure of the flow monitor or controller cause a hazard?
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In most cases a flow controller should always allow some minimum
flow to exist.

If a failure of the controller, the monitor, or

the power supply to the controller can result in complete closure
of the control valve, provisions must be made to guarantee that
the flow is not stopped.

This may be done by mechanically limiting

the stroke of the control valve or by providing an always-open
bypass so that the controller only operates on some fraction of
the total flow.
Flow controllers must also be limited so that they cannot allow
too high a flow which might damage some portion of the loop or
the specimens.
2.3.3.5.

(See Section 2.2.4.b.)

Strainers, Filters, and Traps. - Strainers or filters may

be required in a loop for protecting delicate equipment, purifying a
recirculating liquid or gas, or for cleaning a liquid or gas before it is
discharged.
a.

Has any need for a strainer or filter been overlooked?
Pumps or blowers should be preceded by a strainer if the loop
may contain debris which can damage them.
Gases which may carry radioactive particles must be filtered
before being discharged to the environment. Although off-ga^
systems usually contain filters, there is sometimes a requirement
that the gas be filtered before it is discharged into the offgas system.

This prevents distributing radioactive particles

through the off-gas piping which may not be well shielded and
also reserves the off-gas filters as a second line of defense
for the environment.
Liquid-waste drains should always be equipped with simple strainers
to prevent large objects from entering the pipe.

There may also

be a necessity of removing from the waste stream any radioactive
particles which are too heavy to be easily swept through all the
piping by the flowing liquid.

Such particles may collect in parts

of the piping r.o that shielding problems arise.

A particle trap

may be more desirable than a fine-mesh strainer since it will be
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less likely to become clogged.

Particles of radioactive metals

such as cobalt, tantalum, and silver are of particular concern
because of their long half lives and because they may be difficult
to remove from crevices and other traps in the piping.
When an aqueous system is equipped with a demineralizer, fine
particles of the resin may be expected to be swept into the system
unless a fine-mesh filter is installed downstream from the resin
bed.
b.

Can the failure of any filter or trap cause a hazard?

If so, how

is its integrity guaranteed?
Some types of filters require very careful handling during installation to prevent their being damaged.

When a filter is relied

upon as a barrier against severe contamination from radioactive
particles, its integrity must be guaranteed by a very careful
inspection or test after installation and at adequate intervals
later. Wtien the consequence of a failure of a filter is serious,
continuous monitoring for radioactive particles downstream from
the filter may be necessary.
When the dust load in any gas stream may be high, "absolute"
filters should be preceded by a "rough" filter.

In such systems,

the filter area should be chosen not only on the basis of the
initial pressure drop but also with some attention to the expected
dust accumulation rate.
If there is a possibility of a fire occurring in or near any
equipment cell whose ventilation must pass through filters, the
filters may be expected to become rapidly clogged with soot and
smoke particles.

If ventilation is to be relied upon to prevent

the accumulation of explosive gas mixtures or other hazards, a
serious situation can result.

In such a situation it may be a

lesser hazard to provide for automatically bypassing the filters
or flooding the cell with nitrogen or carbon dioxide.
When refrigerated traps are used to remove radioactive noble
gases and halogens from gas streams, a hazardous condition can
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result If the refrigeration is lost. Trapped gases can be released
as a burst and, if the trap should be isolated by valves at such
time.

" explosion can result from pressure buildup.

A further

hazaru .nay result from traps cooled with liquid nitrogen (or kept
at a lower temperature)--any oxygen in the gas stream will condense inside the trap and may react with other materials to cause
an explosion even at the low temperature.

The possibility of such

a reaction is enhanced by radiation which produces ozone.
Are all parts of the filter or trap compatible with its intended
environment?
If a commercially-available filter is to be used, it, like all
other parts of the loop, must be checked to be certain that no
objectionable metals or other materials are used.
In aqueous systems where the water circulates through high radiation, cellulose fiber filters will have a finite life after which
they disintegrate.

Until this period of time has been established

for the system, inspections at not less than one-month intarvals
would be advisable.

Such a disintegrating filter may suddenly

pollute the entire system with small bits of fiber.
Air filters must be checked to know that they will withstand any
chemical fumes which may be expected in the gas stream. They must
also, of course, withstand the maximum gas temperature and maximum
ambient temperature.

In this respect, not only the filter media

but also the mounting frame, gaskets, and other parts must be
checked.
Are all filters, strainers, and traps well located for easy
servicing?
If the filter, strainer, or crap will become radioactive and
require removal in a portable shield, ample handling room must
be available. This is sometimes not well provided since the
shield is not required for installing the filter and, unless a
trial removal is made, may not be proved until a radioactive
filter must be removed.
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e.

Has ample shielding been provided?
Since these components are installed to collect various types of
impurities, they may be expected to become more radioactive than
the average loop piping and must be shielded accordingly.

The

actual thickness of shielding should be based upon the maximum
radioactivity which can result due to a failure of a test specimen.
Although the component may be located within a shielded equipment
cell, additional shielding may be required to allow servicing of
other components in the cell.
2.3.3.6. Degasifiers and Recombiners. - It is so well known that
aqueous and organic recirculating systems will need some provision for
disposing of radiolytic or decomposition gases that such provision will
likely be made. The reviewer must, however, check that certain details
are acceptable.
a. Will .explosive mixtures of gases collect in any portion of the
loop which is not vented to the disposal system?
This has already been mentioned in Section 2.3.2.a.

If a vacuum-

type degasifier is used continuously, the gas concentration in
the liquid may be kept low enough that gas pockets will not form
in other parts of the loop which are kept under pressure.

However,

nearly continuous operation of the degasifier will be necessary.
If only a gas sweep through the gas volume in a tank is used to
purge the radiolytic gases, some provision must be made to connect
any potential gas pocket volumes to the purge tank.
A recombiner must be operated in such a manner that it cannot
subject the system to pressure surges, either positive or negative.
To do this, it must either operate continuously or be a part of
a side-stream degasifying system beyond a let-down valve.
If organic vapors or radiolytic gases are purged to an off-gas
line, there must also be a provision to prevent the accumulation
of explosive mixtures in the off-gas system.

This can be accom-

plished by providing a gas sweep through the off-gas line either
by admitting air or by supplying a source of carbon dioxide or
nitrogen.
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Has ample shielding been provided?
A degasifier may be expected to become one of the more radioactive parts of a loop in the event of a release of radioactive
gases into the system.

(See section 2.3.4.)

Will the degasifier or gas sweep violate containment requirements
in the event of a specimen failure?
If the maximum amount of radioactive gases which may be released
into the loop when a specimen fails cannot be discharged into the
off-gas system, there should be a reliable, continuously operating
gas cleanup or retention system preceding the off-gas connection.
3.3.7.

Demineralizers

If a demineralizer is installed in the loop system, have provisions
been made to maintain the proper environment for the resins?
Water from the loop may have to be cooled before it enters the
demineralizer. Also, if a commercially available demineralizer is
used, the water pressure may have to be reduced. Under these
conditions care must be exercised to be sure that the demineralizer
tank doe.i not accumulate a pocket of explosive gases.
How is the demineralizer to be regenerated?
The safest procedure is to change the resin bed when it is depleted.
This may be done by removing the demineralizer tank or by flushing
out the resin and filling with regenerated resin.

Either of these

methods may require using a portable shield unless the liquidwaste disposal system can accept the resin directly.
- If the resin is to be regenerated in place, there must be assurance
that the regenerating solutions cannot be accidentally injected
into the loop either through a leaking valve or by misoperation.
The best way tc insure this is to require that the demineralizer
be completely disconnected from the loop by removing pipe sections
for the duration of the regeneration.
Is adequate shielding or isolation provided?
If the demineralizer is not separately shielded, its radiation may
greatly interfere with other work in an equipment cell.
section 2 .3.4.)

(See
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d.

Will Che instrumentation or sampling caps violate containment
requirements?
Water monitoring probes are usually installed to be replaceable
so they must be gasketed.

They should, if possible, be located

in the low-pressure, low-temperature system provided for the
demineralizer; otherwise, the type of seal should have been proved
reliable for the intended environment.

This is also true for

the insulating seals around the electrical wires for the probe.
(See also section 2.3.3.9.)
2.3.3.8. Makeup Systems. - A closed recirculating system, whether
liquid or gaseous, will generally require some type of makeup system
because of leaks, sampling, decomposition, etc.

Such systems must be care-

fully checked by the reviewer since some types can be hazardous,
a.

Can the loop be overpressurized by the system?
Probably one of the safest methods of injecting a makeup gas or
liquid into a closed loop is to use a small compressor or pump in
order to best control the injection rate and pressure.
If pressurized gas is used to inject either the gas itself or a
liquid into a system which cannot withstand the full pressure of
the pressurizing source, an intermediate pressure tank should be
used to limit the possible volume of gas directly connected to the
system.
The use of such a tank also prevents having primary containment
extended outside a containment cell when pressurized-gas cylinders
may not be installed in the cell.
A single reducing valve should not be considered a safeguard
against overpressurizing if a failure or misoperation of the
valve can result in overpressure.

If a direct connection must be

made between a loop and a gas supply being reduced from a high
pressure, the connecting line should be equipped with a pressurerelief valve or rupture disc located between the reducing valve
and the loop. There must, of course, then be an isolation valve
between the pressure-relief system and the loop. This arrangement
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should also be used where containment volumes associated with the
loop must be maintained at some particular overpressure.
Does the makeup system violate containment requirements?
During the injection procedure, the makeup system becomes a part
of the primary loop (or other system being filled); therefore
it should, at least in part, have the same containment requirements as the system it services.
Are all parts of the system made of acceptable materials?
Injection pumps, pipes, valves, gaskets, etc., must, like other
parts of the loop, be examined for acceptability of materials.
3.3.9.

Sampling Systems

Does the sampling station violate containment requirements or
good radiation-control practices?
Liquid or gas sampling taps usually are extended outside the main
equipment cells.

These, then, may violate containment require-

ments by causing leaks at the place where they penetrate the cell
wall and by extending primary containment outside the ceil. If
the liquid or gas being sampled may be radioactive or toxic,
ample disposal and containment provisions must be made for the
sampling station. These would include a drain for radioactive
liquids and a hood or glove box with an off-gas connection for
disposal of radioactive gases.
If radioactive specimens of varying intensities are taken frequently
or if the radioactivity of samples may increase unexpectedly due
to a failure or misoperation, a permanently installed radiation
monitor at the station may be advisable.
Sample containers must be amply shielded.

If they may evolve

radioactive gases, they must also be sealed before they are
removed from the glove box or hood. The use of glass as a container for radioactive specimens, especially gases, should be
allowed only if the glassware is completely sealed in a secondary
container of metal or durable plastic during transport and when
stored outside a containment ceil.
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If a demineralizer contains fission products, the effluent may
have a higher concentration of xenon than the average water in
the loop due to the decay of radioiodine trapped in the anion
column. Although the quantity of gas from a water samplt? may uot
be hazardous, it should be known that the gas evolving from a
water sample may cause some increase in the background in a counter
room.
b.

Can any single valve failure produce a hazard at the sampling
station?
Any sampling tap from a pressurized radioactive system should be
at least double valved with two valves accessible at the sampling
station.

If the sampling line is long, an additional valve near

the loop may be advisable.

Failure of a valve may result in

severe contamination if a backup valve is not provided and immediately available.

This is especially important if the flow from

a sampling tap may exceed the off-gas or drain capacity.
c.

Is the sampling station to be well labeled and otherwise guarded
from tampering and environmental abuse?
The sampling station should be labeled with a sign which tells
what it is and lists any necessary precautions.

Also each valve

should be labeled as to purpose. The use of only a numbering
system may not be adequate during emergency situations. All pipes
must be well supported.

In the case of high-pressure systems,

valves should be of a type which can be mounted on a support to
prevent the force of opening and closing the valve from being
exerted on the piping if the pipe diameter is small.
2.3.3.10.

Dump and Drain Systems. - The contents of any liquid-filled

loop must, of course, be disposed of at some time.

Provisions for this

disposal must be made before the loop is filled and must be designed for
the most severe condition which can result from any failure within the loop.
Disposal may be final if an adequate waste disposal system is available or
temporary storage of the liquid near the loop may be required if one is not.
Such storage containers, may be portable.

Ic may also be possible to

remove the still filled loop from the reactor in some cases.
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If an existing liquid-waste drain is to be used, is it adequate
for the worst condition that the loop can produce?
If fission products are to be discharged to the drain, it should
be a closed type of drain system or must be kept under negative
pressure to prevent fission gases from being released from the
drain openings.

If the drain discharges to an open pit or tank

outside of containment, the gases will be released to the environment
The total drain system must either be shielded or isolated from
personnel during the draining of very radioactive systems.
Shielding for any traps or low-flow sections of the system may
require special attention due to the possibility of particle
retention.

It should also be possible to flush the drain with

clean water after the discharge.
It should be ascertained that the intended discharge rate will not
cause an overflow from other openings in the drain system.

This

should be checked by actually discharging an equivalent volume
of clean water. Even though the pipes may be more than adequate
in size, they may be partially plugged with debris, improperly
vented, or may have too little elevation change per unit length.
It should be ascertained that any fluid to be discharged to the
drain can be handled by the disposal system.

Large discharges of

oil, carbon tetrachloride, mercury, or other nonaqueous fluids
may be objectionable.
If either stationary or portable dump tanks are to be used, are
they of adequate size and properly equipped?
The dump tank or tanks should be capable of containing considerably
more than the loop volume if decontamination of the loop may be
required.
If fission products are to be discharged into a dump tank, it
should be vented to an appropriate off-gas system unless it is
first evacuated of air.
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Shielding for dump tanks should be designed for the highest
possible amount of radioactivity the loop may contain at the time
of draining.

It should be kept in mind that some types of failure

of a loop may require immediate draining without recourse to a
long decay period,
c.

If a dump tank is to be used, how will it later be emptied?

How

soon must it be emptied?
It should be planned to always have an adequate dump volume for
the loop contents and cleanup rinses before the loop is filled
each time. This may require a large dump tank or frequent emptying.
Emptying may be accomplished by simple gravity draining, pressurizing, or by use of a jet or pump. Simple gravity draining or
use of a pump are less likely to cause troubles resulting in
contamination.

Some of the precautions which must be observed

in pressurizing a tank are discussed in section 2.3.3.8.

In

pressurizing a tank connected to a closed liquid waste drain, the
consequences of pressurizing the drain system must be considered.
Also, a minor leak in the storage tank may become a major problem
when pressure is applied.

Such a leak may result from corrosion

during a long storage period. A jet must have a source of steam,
air, or water.

Unless these are completely disconnected or the

valves are kept in good repair, there is a danger of flooding from
a water or steam leak into the tank. A gas-operated jet may cause
expulsion of radioactive gases and particles during storage or
even during draining if there are valve leaks. The use of either
gas pressurization or a gas-operated jet will result in gas being
discharged into the drain system so that, if the drain is not
vented to an off-gas system, the gas will emerge from other drain
openings.
The materials of the dump tank must be such that it will not be
severely corroded by the materials it must hold. Before each
usage, the tank should be checked for integrity if it must hold a
hazardous material. This is of particular importance for portable
tanks which are used frequently and which are subject to being
damaged by handling abuses.
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2.3.3.11.

Pressurlaers and Controls. - An overpressure in a liquid

system is generally maintained by applying either gas or steam pressure to
a head tank connected to the loop. The gas supply is usually cylinders of
compressed gas; and if steam pressure is used, it will be generated by
heating the fluid in the headtank.
An overpressure in a gas-filled lopp is maintained by supplying gas
at the desired pressure from cylinders or a compressor.
The method of controlling the pressure in a gas-filled loop or in a
gas-pressurized fluid loop is to add or bleed off gas . Steam overpressure
is controlled by controlling the heaters or by bleeding off or condensing
steam.
a.

Is the pressurizer capable of overpressurizing the system?
If a failure of the pressure regulating system can exert a dangerous
overpressure, some type of pressure relief should be provided for
the pressurizer tank or for the loop system itself.

If an over-

pressure must be maintained to prevent failure of capsules or
flashing of a water to steam, a complete loss of overpressure as
by a rupture disc may be serious but not as serious as rupture of
the loop piping or other component.

A spring-loaded relief valve

may not always reseat properly after use but may be useful to
prevent total loss of overpressure.

A rupture disc is sometimes

backed up by a spring-loaded valve to prevent any leakage prior
to disc rupture and yet prevent total loss of the overpressure
suddenly.
If the gas or vapor discharged through a pressure relief system
may contain fission products or other radioactive materials, it
should go to a containment volume or to an off-gas system.

It

should be remembered that loss of pressure may cause failure of
fuel specimens in the loop and severely contaminate the system.
b.

Can the pressurizer tank collect an explosive gas mixture in the
gas phase due to the radiolytic gases in the system?
Provisions must be made for periodic or continuous venting of the
gas phase to preclude the possibility of accumulating explosive
gases.
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This is especially important for steam-pressurized systems sincethe steam will condense during shutdown periods, leaving only
radiolytic gases unless some volume of inert gas has also been
provided in the pressurizer.
If a recombiner is to be used, there should be sufficiently frequent checks of the gas constituents to insure that the recombiner
is functioning.
c. What will be the consequence of failure of the pressure-regulating
system?
This has been discussed to some extent under section 2.3.3.11.a.
with respect to the need for overpressure protection.
sequences of underpressure must also be evaluated.

The con-

The rapidity

of loss of overpressure following a loss of electrical power to
the heaters in a steam-pressurized system will depend upon a
number of factors including insulation and whether or not some of
the pressure is provided by a compressed gas.

It should be

required that the pressure loss versus time be determined experimentally for the installed loop to know what the minimum safety
action should be, such as reactor-power reduction or reactor scram.
Until that is done, loss of the heater power should require the
maximum safety action necessary for total overpressure loss.
Loss of overpressure maintained by a compressed gas or by steam,
if the heater power is not lost, should be ascribed to a leak of
undetermined size and the maximum safety action should be required.
If the consequences of a pressure increase or decrease will be
serious, the pressure-regulating system should not be the only
protection against these changes.

A regulating system can fail

or be mis-set in such a way as to try to maintain an undesirable
pressure, either too high or too low.

An independent pressure

monitor for safeguard purposes only may be used to increase the
reliability of the system.

The ultimate safeguard from over-

pressure should be a pressure relief system and/or secondary
containment.

Additional safety against the consequences of under-
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pressure may be had by monitoring the temperatures of the specimens
which are being irradiated in the loop and using these to initiate
safety action.
2.3.3.12.

Heat Exchangers and Controls. - The reviewer will encounter

a variety of heat-exchanger types and methods of use.

In addition to the

usual questions of material strength and compatibility applicable to all
components, there are questions unique to heat exchangers.

Due to the com-

plexity of their structure and the tendency to use minimum thicknesses of
piping, they are more likely to develop leaks than most other components
and yet are Tiore likely to violate containment requirements due to the
necessity of disposing of the secondary coolant.
The term "heat exchanger" as used here includes any device for removing
heat from any part of the primary system by a secondary coolant. This,
therefore, includes cooling coils or blowers used to cool valve packings,
seals, etc.
a. What would be the consequences of a leak from the loop primary
system to the secondary coolant system?
The answer to this question will depend upon whether or not the
primary system fluid contains an appreciable amount of radioactive material, either normally or following a failure, and whether
or not the secondary coolant is discharged to a radioactive-waste
disposal system.
If leakage from the primary system to the secondary coolant cannot be tolerated, an intermediate stage may have to be installed
with the pressures of the three systems adjusted so that onLy
leakage into the interdtSdiate system from either of the other
two is possible.
If some leakage from the primary to the secondary system can be
tolerated, it may suffice to install a radiation detector on the
secondary effluent line.

Since such a detector may only detect

large leaks which may also be observed as a loss of fluid (or gas)
from the primary system, it may only be useful to aid in locating
a known leak.

Small leaks may be detected by comparing the radio-

activity of samples of water taken from the secondary inlet and
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outlet lines . This should be done in a low-background laboratory
for maximum sensitivity.
What would be the consequences of a loss of the secondary coolant
supply to the heat exchanger?
In addition to simply removing heat from a loop to maintain the
desired temperature of specimens or the fluid itself, heat
exchangers may be necessary to protect certain temperaturesensitive components from damage. These may be the pumps, demineralizer resin, monitoring devices, or others.

In these cases,

loss of secondary coolant can lead to serious consequences. The
necessary type of safeguard will then depend on the time behavior
of the temperatures following coolant loss and whether or not the
component being protected can be isolated.

Isolation may be

possible in the case of a demineralizer but most likely cannot be
used in the case of the main pumps.

If immediate shutoff of all

heat sources, such as the reactor and supplementary electrical
heaters, cannot protect the pumps, it may be necessary to supply
emergency cooling^from a head tank or another source. These, of
course, cannot overcome downstream blockage so it is important
for such heat exchangers that downstream blockage of the secondary
coolant is not credible.
Will any pretreatment of the secondary coolant be desirable?
Although fouling of the secondary system may not cause any precipitous failure or emergency, cleaning operations may involve operational delays, contamination spread, or radiation exposure of
personnel.

If the secondary supply is known not to be reasonably

clean, it may be desirable to supply a strainer ahead of the heat
exchanger, especially when the pipe sizes are small and the supply
lines are large. Water-to-air or air-to-air heat exchangers
(radiators) are likeLy to become dust laden if not preceded by a
dust filter.
It is best to choose heat exchanger materials which do not require
chemical pretreatment of water to prevent excessive corrosion oh
the secondary side.
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d.

If the heat exchanger for the main system is installed in a bypass
arrangement with variable flow, can failure of the controls or
throttling valve produce a hazard?
If total loss of flow through the heat exchanger cannot always be
tolerated, there should be a guarantee of the minimum allowable
flow either by a mechanical stop on the throttling valve or by
an always open bypass around it.

If there are times when any

heat loss to the heat exchanger is undesirable (during startups)
and yet there must be heat removal at all times after startup, it
may be necessary to install supplemental heating to the system
during startups rather than compromise the safeguard xequirements
for the heat exchanger.

It is also possible to supply an auto-

matically opening bypass around the control valve for emergency
conditions although this is a less reliable solution.

If this

type of action is used, it must be known that opening or closing
of the bypass cannot produce a sudden pressure change that can
damage any part of the loop.
It should be noted by the reviewer that rather than giving a
great deal of attention to preventing failure of the control
system, the recommended approach is first to make such a failure
harmless. This, of course, should not imply that a reliable
control system is not important.

It is important for the opera-

bility of the loop and economy of operating time that the controls
be reliable.

The safeguard aspects, however, should be of first

importance to the reviewer.
2.3.3.13.

Heaters and Controls. - Heaters, usually electrical, may

be used for miscellaneous purposes such as direct heating of specimens,
heating of the loop fluid, or maintaining a steam overpressure.

They are

subject to such obvious failures as open circuits, short circuits, and
overheating; so they must be carefully examined with respect to their
influence, if any, on safety.
a.

Is the heater required in order to maintain safe operating conditions?
Heaters used to enhance recombination of radiolytic gases or to
maintain a steam overpressure may be required for safety. Whether
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or not spare heaters are desirable should depend upon the ease
and expense of replacement, expected likelihood of failure, and
the length of time available for safeguard action following a
failure of the heater.
If the heater is required for safety, then there must be safeguard action if function of the heater is lost. This will likely
involve a power reduction or scram of the reactor.

Attention

must also be given to seeing that such heaters are not likely to
fail. This would include ample pretesting, good installation
techniques, supplying reliable electrical power, use of a minimum
of fuses (or even no fuses), direct wiring to terminal strips
(not simply plugging into a receptacle unless it is a type that
cannot be easily unplugged), enclosing all wiring in conduits,
etc.

Loss of the heater should not be allowed to create an

intolerable condition, however.

This should be averted by use

of pressure protection, containment, etc.
What are the consequences of overheating?
Overheating will usually result in physical damage to test specimens, to the heater assembly itself, or to the total loop by
increasing pressure.

Perhaps the best insurance against over-

heating is limiting the power to the heatar.

If an automatic

control is used to prevent overheating, then the consequences of
overheating should be reduced to a tolerable level by providing
other safeguards such as overpressure protection, containment for
damaged specimens, etc.

This may be necessary when fast response

of the heater is required to maintain an even temperature, but in
no case should a heater have enough available power to destroy
itself. To provide such a limit it may be necessary to require
that mechanical stops be installed on variacs.

The use of fuses

should usually be limited to protecting the power supply from
gross damage only unless loss of heater power will not create a
hazard.
If automatic control of the heater is required, will the relative
location of the heater and the temperature sensor cause safety or
operational difficulties?
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The thermal-path distance between the heater and the sensor should
be minimized for good control, especially when fast response is
desirable.

If heat transport by a flowing fluid is required

between the heater and sensor, loss of flow should not be allowed
to result in overheating.

The heater power should be automatically

shut off if flow is lost.
d.

Are all regions or materials which the heater must not heat sufficiently insulated or isolated from it?
Special attention must be given to insure that overheating of
reactor coolant, entry tubes, and shielding does not occur. This
can usually be prevented by the use of insulation or by providing
ample coolant flow outside the heated section.

When the arrange-

ment is questionable, appropriately located temperature sensors
and adequate protective action should be required.
2.3.4.

Shielding

Most loops require an extensive use of shielding.

This may be

supplied by the facility arrangement at the reactor or may have to be
furnished as part of the loop equipment.

Almost any solid material which

is of sufficient mass and is not hazardous to personnel or to the reactor
system may be freely used for shielding if it is compatible with the environment.

The use of liquids for shielding should require certain safeguards,

a.

Are all parts of the loop supplied with an ample shielding thickness for both normal and emergency operation?
Although isolation while waiting for the decay of radioactivity
may be used in lieu of shielding, some parts of the loop may have
to be approached by personnel to cope with the emergency before
decay has taken place. A careful examination of the procedures
which are to be followed during any credible emergency must be
made to determine those parts of the loop which must be shielded
to allow the emergency procedures to be used.

(See section 2.3.5.e.)

Every part of the loop must be considered including sampling lines,
drains, ventilation ducts, off-gas lines, demineralizers, charcoal
traps, filters, etc., which may normally be radioactive or may
become very radioactive due to specimen or loop failure.
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Is undue advantage being taken of Che already installed shielding
of other experiments or of the reactor itself?
The use of common shielding walls or compartments for two or more
experiments may introduce undesirable problems such as failure or
maintenance activities of one experiment endangering the other
experiments.
If the loop extends through the water shielding provided for a
pool-type reactor, the radioactivity from the loop may prevent the
pool-water level from being lowered for servicing the reactor.
When it is necessary to lower the pool water in order to remove
such a loop from the reactor (for disconnecting flanges, etc.),
the problem may only be solved by a lengthy shutdown of the reactor
to allow decay of radioactivity or decontamination of the loop.
To avoid such difficulties, it will usually be necessary to require
that the loop piping can be disconnected and removed without
lowering the pool water or that it be adequately shielded to
allow lowering of the water even under loop-failure conditions.
Is the shielding to be adequately supported?

Can any credible

mishap cause a loss .of the shielding?
The support structures and the floor must, of course, be strong
enough to support the shielding as well as to also support the
weight of servicing machines or portable shields which may be
required for the area.

Reference must not be confined only to

blueprints or reports of what the floor may support; a survey
must also be made of what che floor is already supporting and of
what other weights may be added while the shielding is in place.
Shielding walls made up of stacked blocks of any material must
have a type of support which prevent"*, dislodging of blocks by
bumping or by forces that may be ge

,ited within the shield.

This may be done by support frames, by use of interlocking blocks,
by welding of metal blocks together, by mortaring concrete blocks,
etc. This is important not only from the standpoint of loss of
shielding but also to protect personnel and equipment from falling
shielding blocks.
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When tanks of water or other liquids are used as shields for
personnel protection, there must be some guarantee that the
liquid will not be lost due to puncture of the container or other
cause.

The use of liquid-level monitors, continuous overflow,

etc., should be supplemented by routine visual inspection.
2.3.5. Equipment Cells
Equipment cells may be provided for a number of reasons which include:
secondary containment for radioactive gases, liquids, or dusts; shielding
against direct radiation; suppression of noise from pumps, compressors,
etc; protection of equipment from environmental abuse; containment of a
possible explosion or violent rupture of high-pressure equipment; protection of personnel from electrical hazards; confinement of noxious or
explosive fumes; and provision of special conditions such as air-conditioning
or heating.
Therefore, the reviewer should not assume that the mere existence of
an equipment cell will satisfy all the requirements that may be necessary
for the loop. Also, since several or all foregoing reasons

for any

equipment cell may exist for a single cell, it should be ascertained that,
the cell is adequate for all hazardous events and that one of these events
will not destroy the cell's effectiveness for other safety requirements.
a.

In providing the equipment cell, have the designers foreseen all
the purposes it must satisfy?
It would be well to first establish the intended purpose of the
cell before proceding to a review of whether or not it meets all
the requirements for the loop.

This should aid in locating

inadequacies with respect to other purposes which the reviewer
may find that the cell must serve.
This question should be reconsidered after other aspects of the
cell and its contents have been reviewed.
b.

Should the equipment cell act as a secondary containment for
releases of radioactive materials?
ment is required?

If so, what type of contain-

(See 2.3.1.6.)

If the cell houses primary loop equipment which contains a liquid
or gas which is, or may be, expected to become radioactive due to a
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failure, it must provide some degree of containment.

If the

amount of radioactivity is minor and cannot become airborne, the
cell need only be a barricade against entry by unauthorized
personnel.

If the amount of radioactivity is not trivial and may

become airborne due to leaks in the equipment, containment by the
cell will be necessary.
If there is a guaranteed off-gas system with adequate cleanup for
any discharge from the cell, the containment provisions need only
guarantee that the airborne radioactivity be delivered to the offgas system.

For this to be done, all leakage through cell openings

must be inward even under the worst failure conditions of the
equipment in the cell such as rupture of a high-pressure system.
This can be guaranteed by a sufficiently gre^t underpressure in
the cell or by total sealing of the cell.

If sealing is used, then,

of course, the cell walls must be able to withstand the maximum
possible internal pressure that
an equipment failure might generate.
•
If an off-gas system is not provided or if the off-gas system
cannot be allowed to receive the full amount of radioactivity that
can result from a failure, then total sealing of the cell is the
only form of containment acceptable.
Total sealing, or static containment, introduces a group of
problems for the designer and experimenter and is more expensive
than dynamic, or continuously vented, containment.
be avoided when it is possible and safe to do so.

Its use should
Some of the

problems of total sealing are:
(1) The cell atmosphere may have to be air-conditioned to remove
heat generated by pumps, lights, etc.
/

(2) There must be some monitor to detect any accumulation of oil
vapors or gases from heated equipment to prevent an explosive
atmosphere in the cell unless it is filled .with an inert gas.
(3) If there are water lines in the cell which may leak, well
trapped drains must be provided unless accidental filling of
the cell with water is not hazardous.
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(4) Direct personnel entry into the cell should be prohibited
when the loop is in operation and contains radioactive
materials.

If a person enters such a cell under these condi-

tions, he should be considered in jeopardy.
(5) All penetrations for wiring, piping, valve stems, etc., must
be well sealed and well maintained.
(6)

In case of a failure and release of radioactive material
into the cell, a lengthy shutdown of the reactor will be
required to await decay and/or cleanup of the airborne radioactivity before any work can be started toward repairing or
removing the loop from the reactor.

(7) It may be necessary to provide the cell with remote handling
equipment for performing some operations.
The containment requirements which must be met must be those for
the site where the loop is to be operated.

Although it may be

allowed af: some sites to have no secondary containment or only
dynamic containment, the site in question may have to require
static containment for the same type of loop,

It is very important

that this point receives thorough attention especially at those
sites equipped with gaseous-waste disposal systems which automatically shut down when some upper limit of radioactivity of the
discharged gases is reached.
Can all equipment, especially that required for coping wiuh a
failure or other emergency, be operated without jeopardizing
personnel?
If a cell cannot be entered under emergency condition, it is
obvious that all valves or other equipment which must be operated
then must be equipped to be operated from outside the cell. The
use of only electrically or pneumatically operated valves for
this purpose is questionable since the emergency may include or
even be caused by loss of electric or pneumatic power.
Will all the loop primary components which might leak be located
in the cell or in other adequate containment?
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e.

Is the cell adequately shielded for both normal and emergency
operation?
If the cell is located in a region which must be frequented by
personnel even in an emergency situation, it should be shielded for
the worst credible case of discharge of radioactive materials
into it.

Since such shielding will likely be required for large

wall areas some economy can be realized by keeping in mind that
it is for emergency purposes and may not need to reduce the radiation to the eight-hour-per-day allowable level.
If the cell must be shielded for either emergency or normal operation, this shielding should not necessarily be considered adequate
for all conditions.

In order to allow personnel entry into the

cell for maintenance between operating periods, certain components
such as filters, demineralizers, and charcoal traps may require
individual shielding even though they are within the shielded cell.
2.3.6.

Instrumentation and Controls

As with instrumented capsules, loops are equipped with instrumentation
to provide:
a.

Experimental data,

b.

Environmental control, and

c.

Safeguards.

Therefore, as with capsules, the reviewer must not assume that the .mere
presence of instrumentation enchances safety.

For the most part, the

questions and comnents regarding instrumented capsules also apply to loops.
Comments which are specific to loops have been included in the discussions
of individual components of the loop.
2.3.7.

Fabrication and Assembly

The reviewer must be assured that the loop, as built, will satisfy
the approved specifications of the designer as well as those required by
the reviewer himself.
a. Will the fabrication and assembly controls specified by the
designer be adequate?
The following are some of the requirements which must be insured
by an interested and competent inspector who keeps close control
of the fabrication and assembly:
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(1) There must be 110 unauthorized substitution of materials or
components for those specified by the designer and approved
by the reviewer.

This includes not only all major parts

but also all small parts such as welding rods, bolts, nuts,
washers, gaskets, valve packings, cotter pins, etc.

Substi-

tutions should be allowed only by approval of both the
designer and reviewer.
(2) All dimensions must be as specified.

Any deviations must be

specifically approved by authorized personnel.
(3) All welds required for support or for containment must be
checked by standard approved techniques to guarantee their
integrity.

Some types may need only visual inspection, while

others require the use of dye penetrant and/or x-ray techniques*:
Such specifications are available in existing standard codes.
(4) Piping must not be installed in such a manner that it is
under severe mechanical tension.

Pipe supports and clearances

must also be arranged to allow fcr thermal contraction and
expansion of the pipe.
(5) All piping and other components of the loop must be cleaned
of grease, dirt, welding scale, etc.

Stainless steel must

be protected from chloride contamination and aluminum piping
~ from various materials such as graphite, copper, and mercury
which may enhance corrosion in aqueous systems.
(6) The bolts in critical flanges should not be tightened too
much.

This is especially important for those which will be

subjected to severe thermal cycling. A torque wrench should
be used.
(7) All components and the assembled systems which will be operated
under pressure must be pressure checked.

The overpressure of

the check above the intended operating pressure will be
dictated by the applicable code and will depend to some
extent on the intended operating temperature.

A minimum

overpressure of fifty percent is advisable.
(8) Any difficulty encountered during the fabrication and assembly
which jeopardizes the desired quality of the installation,
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or any pare, should be reported; and, perhaps, a revised
design can resolve the difficulty.

This would be illustrated

by the impossibility of inspecting a weld because of lack
of accessibility.
2.3.8.

Installation and Removal

The only acceptable answer to the following questions (a), (b), and
(c) for the reviewer is that some knowledgeable person or persons familiar
with both the loop and the reactor will directly supervise every detail
of the planning, scheduling, and installation work performed whether during
a reactor shutdown or during reactor operation.
a.

Has the installation of the loop been planned in such a manner
that it can be done during the time normally available between
reactor cycles?
If the total installation cannot conveniently be done during the
time available during a single shutdown of the reactor, prescheduled
increments of the installation work should be planned for two or
more shutdown periods. Although it may be possible to prolong a
reactor shutdown for the installation, it should be specifically
determined that this is possible for the particular loop. A
poorly planned partial installation may result in hazards to
personnel, to the reactor, or to the loop components.

Some points

to be checked are:
(1) The use of temporary shielding,
(2) The use of temporary ccolant supplies for components installed
in the reactor,
(3) The use of temporary support structures for shielding, loop
components, etc.
b.

What installation work will be done while the reactor is in
operation?

Can this jeopardize personnel or the reactor?

Work which may cause some item to be dropped into a pool-type
reactor or upon existing operating equipment should be avoided
or very carefully controlled. Equipment installation work is
frequently done by personnel who are not very familiar with
radiation hazards and do not know the dangers which might arise
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from abuse of existing equipment such as pipes, electrical w i r e s ,
stacks of shielding blocks, etc.

When climbing must be done by

the workmen, ladders or platforms should be provided to prevent
their using piping, conduits, etc.

The work area must be care-

fully inspected and the workmen instructed as to what they must
not touch, bump, step on, or move,
c.

Can the planned method of installation damage the reactor or other
existing equipment?
Activities -which create dust such as chipping or drilling concrete,
grinding pipes or welds, sawing wood, etc., may plug air filters,
harm delicate equipment, or dirty the water in pool-type reactors.
Such activities should be done in properly ventilated enclosures,
or wetting"down techniques should be used.

Otherwise, equipment

subject to damage or fouling by dust should be covered.
Items to be inserted'into the reactor must be handled carefully
and there should be a last-minute examination to determine if
dimensions are correct, surfaces are clean and free from scratches,
there are no burns on Che surfaces due to welding, and there is
no warpage of items which must be straight.

Those items which

may damage the reactor if inserted coo far, such as beam-hole plugs,
must be equipped with sturdy mechanical stops to prevent their
being accidentally inserted too far.

No reliance should be put

on the promise of the person doing the work to refrain from
inserting the piece too far.
Careful preparations may have to be made for connecting into
existing water lines and elecCrical supplies, especially when
this involves a shutdown of the service.

All users of the service

must be warned in advance of the shutdown so they can prepare for
it.
The use of a hoist to insert heavy items into a reactor must be
very carefully controlled.
operations.

This is especially true for lifting

If upward forces must be limited, the use of some

device to measure the lifting force is advisable.
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d.

If the installed loop is not to be regarded as a permanent facility,
will the intended method for its installation and removal leave
the reactor facility undamaged for future use?
It should be known that all alterations to existing structures are
reversible or that they are an improvement to the facility.

It

should certainly be assured that any alterations will not make the
facility useless after removal of the loop.

It should also be

known that all parts of the loop will be removable and not require
long delay times such as may happen in the case of dump tanks or
filters which are not accessible for removal in portable shields.
e.

Is a standard well proved procedure being used for the installation of parts in the reactor and for their removal?
If portable shielding or special handling tools will be required
for removal of loop components from the reactor, these should be
on hand before the installation is begun.

Otherwise an early

failure of the loop may involve a lengthy shutdown of the reactor
while the necessary tools and shields are being built.
If new techniques or new types of complex tools are to be used
for the installation and removal, a trial insertion and removal
of the system should be done in a mock-up of the facility if
possible. This is especially important when the actual installation will involve some radiation exposure of personnel and the
work must be done smoothly and swiftly.

If underwater manipulations

must be done which require some precision, these also should be
tried first in a mock-up. This is particularly important for
removal operations which must be done on a component which is so
radioactive that the water level cannot, be lowered.
The technique for removal of the loop must, of course, be adequate
for its removal after experiencing the worst credible failure of
an irradiation specimen or of the loop itself.
f. What disposal is planned for the nonreusable parts of the loop
when it is removed?
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This decision should not be put off until the loop is installed.
Since the loop may fail and have to be removed early, its final
disposal should be included in the original planning.
2.3.9.

Specimen Insertion and Removal

This discussion is concerned with specimens which have already been
approved for insertion into the loop.

It is assumed that they have been

reviewed as either instrumented or noninstrumented capsules or rigs and
are acceptable for the loop environment.
a.

Is the method of insertion and removal likely to damage the
specimen or the loop?
Almost any insertion and removal technique is likely to cause
damage to the specimen unless very carefully done.

The best

assurance against damage is for the specimen to either be difficult to damage or be mounted in some type of rugged package which
protects it.
Insertion and removal tools, if possible, should be manually
operated to detect unexpected obstructions and to better control
the forces being applied.
If the specimens are expensive, the insertion and removal techniques should be proved by use of dummy specimens.

(This would

likely be requested by the reviewer only if damage to the specimen
will result in a hazard or loss of reactor operating time.)
b.

If the Irradiated specimens are to be removed into a portable
shield, will the shielding thickness be adequate for the most
radioactive specimens foreseen for the loop?
New shields should be checked with sources to be certain that the
walls do not contain voids, especially if they are made by pouring
lead or concrete into a cladding shell.

c.

If the specimen should be damaged during insertion or removal,
what hazard, if any, may result?
If damage to the specimen will result in the release of an appreciable amount of radioactive gases, there should either be provisions for containing or disposing of the released gases or the
operators should wear appropriate gas masks.
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During the removal operation, is it possible to pull the specimen
too far (through a shield or above water) so that personnel may
receive excessive exposure to radiation?
Good intentions have not always prevented radiation exposure of
personnel from this cause.
required.

The use of mechanical stops should be

Specimens have been pulled all the way through removal

shields and too high in water.

Some shields have been too short

so that radioactive wires and tubes extended through the tops of
the shields when specimens were drawn into them.
Have provisions been made for removing damaged specimens?
Unless a long decay time and/or a very thorough cleanup of the
loop can be accomplished, the removal of damaged specimens containing fissionable materials may be expected to involve a release
of some fission-product gases.

If the removal technique allows

mixing of water from the loop with the water in pool-type or tanktype reactors, the problem of cleaning the pool or reactor water
must be considered.

Radioactive gases may be evolved from the

pool surface for several hours after it is contaminated with
fission products.
Unless careful planning has been done, it may be found that the
parts of the loop which must be approached by personnel to effect
the specimen or loop removal will be too radioactive to allow the
work to be done.

Long delays have been caused when the reactor

pool water was the only shielding and, because of radiation, could
not be lowered to allow access to flanges or other devices which
had to be disconnected to remove either a specimen or the inreactor part of a loop.
Specimens which are dry when removed from a loop or other facility
may evolve radioactive gases or release radioactive particles.
Particles may be shaken loose even from an intact dry specimen.
Direct withdrawal into a shield which is ventilated to an off-gas
system or to an efficient vacuum cleaner should eliminate most
radioactive dust problems.
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2.3.10.

Handling Tools and Shields

For economy of both money and storage space, new experimental rigs
should be designed to make use of existing handling tools and portable
shields if this is possible.

One of the most trying problems for reactor

operators is to provide adequate storage space for an ever growing number
and variety of long-handled special tools which are usually somewhat contaminated.

A similar problem exists for portable shields although these

can usually be stored a greater distance from the reactor.

If, however,

existing tools and/or shields are not adequate or if the designers can
pzovide truly superior tools or shields for safer or more efficient handling
techniques, then the new items should be supplied.
a.

If existing tools and/or shields are to be used, are they adequate
in all respects?
Following are some of the points which should be checked:
(1) The strength of the tool must be adequate for the weights
it must support.
(2) There must be a sufficient number of tools.
used simultaneously, then there must be two.

If two must be
(Sometimes a

common long handle is used for a variety of tool heads so
only one tool at a time may actually exist.)
(3) The existing tool may have been provided for a different
environment.

Some tools which may be acceptable for use in

a dry facility may not be acceptable for use in water.
(4) Pcrtable shields must be of adequate size, have sufficient
shielding thickness, and provide the necessary degree of containment. As with tools, a shield designed for dry usage
may not be appropriate for underwater usage.
b.

If new tools and/or shields are to be provided, will they be
suitable and dependable?
Some of the comments under question (a) apply here also.

The

best proof of the suitability of handling tools is to test them
in a mock-up of the facility or in the facility itself using
nonradioactive or slightly radioactive specimens.

It is of

extreme importance that any shortcomings be discovered prior to
actual use with very radioactive materials.
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Any new Cools or shields which must be provided for specimen or
loop removal should be on hand and pretested prior to installation

of the specimen or loop.
Following are some of the points which should be checked for new
tools and portable shields:
(1) Small items such as locking pins, nuts, or bolts which must
be attached or detached while the tool or shield is over the
reactor core should be attached to swivels on chains which,
in turn, are attached to the tool or shield body to prevent
their being accidentally dropped into the reactor.
(2) There must be some assurance that no part of the tool or
shield such as nuts, bolts, washers, tprings, etc., can work
loose or break and fall into the reactor .
(3) If the tool or shield is to be used in reactor water or
storage-pool water, it should not contaminate the water with
any objectionable material such as a lubricant or types of
metal ions which cannot be tolerated.
(4) If a tool or shield must be used in a radioactive fluid, it
should have no compartments from which the fluid does not
automatically drain as the tool is withdrawn unless the fluid
is to be intentionally retained.
(5) If a beam of radiation will exist during the removal procedure,
as from an unshielded beam hole, the tool or shield must be
designed so that it can be handled by personnel standing out
of the beam path or behind shielding.
(6) When extremely radioactive materials must be handled under
water by use of a tool attached to a hoist, accidental withdrawal of the material above the water can be prevented by
making the tool sufficiently long.
(7) New portable shields not only should be checked for adequate
thickness of shielding but also to discover if any voids or
other radiation leakage paths exist in the assembled shield.
(8) Portable shields must not be too heavy for the floors, hoists,
and handling tools.
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(9) Handling Cools and shields must be made of or clad with
materials which will not deteriorate under the expected
conditions of use, decontamination, and storage.
(10) Any shield or piece of handling equipment which must provide
positive containment must be capable of being tested for
leaks prior to usage unless it is of such simple design that
visual inspection is adequate.
(11) A plastic envelope around a portable shield or other equipment is not a guarantee against leakage of radioactive gases
unless the envelope is continuously vented to an off-gas
system which is kept under negative pressure, and there is
some means of protecting the envelope from damage.

If there

is no air sweep through the envelope, any leaking gases will
accumulate and produce a direct radiation problem. Plastic
envelopes are, however, helpful in preventing the spread of
contamination from surfaces.

(Plastic-wrapped contaminated

objects must, of course, be handled carefully to avoid damage
to the plastic.)
(12) It is important that the tools and shields supplied for a
special purpose are stored in such a manner that they are
immediately available and in good condition when needed.
They must be protected from damage, deterioration, and being
subverted to other uses.
2.3.11.

Operating Procedures

The reviewer must not be content with checking only the hardware and
instrumentation of the loop. He must know that the actual usage and operation will be consistent with the usage and operation which is approved.
To guarantee this, the various tasks which are associated with operating
the loop should be described in detail in writing, and deviations should
require new approval. Errors made by the operating personnel have caused
a high percentage of the cases of contamination spread and radioactive gas
releases from loops.
a.

Have written procedures been prepared for all important tasks
associated with operation of the loop, and are these in sufficient
detail?
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A written procedure is not only a description of how an operation
is to be performed, it should also include the following:
(1) A description of what is to be accomplished;
(2) A list of special tools, equipment, checklists, etc., which
are necessary for performing the task;
(3) The personnel requirements for the task;
(4) Any preparations which must be made;
(5) A step-by-step description of the task itself together with
any precautions which must be observed;
(6) Any follow-up operation which must be done such as checking
for contamination, locking valves, disposing of materials,
cleaning of tools, etc.; and
(7) Reporting the results of the operation if this is required.
Are the procedures acceptable for safe operation of the loop and
for the accompanying tasks of specimen insertion and removal,
prestartup tests, sampling, radiation and contamination control,
etc.?
Each procedure should be reviewed in detail; checking that a
written procedure exists is not sufficient.

If any procedure is

questionable, it should be proved by a test run before any hazard
is involved.
For complex tasks which involve several steps, such as valve
manipulations, a checklist type of procedure should be used.
This is particularly important if there might be a change of
personnel during performance of the task.
Have procedures been prepared for coping with ail foreseeable
emergency situations?
Adequate emergency procedures will dictate what emergency equipment must be supplied.

Such preparations can greatly lessen the

exposure of personnel to radiation and save reactor operating
time. A great deal of time can be lost if special equipment and
tools have to be built after an emergency situation develops.
It may not be possible to write some of the details of all emergency procedures; but it is possible to list the personnel who are
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tro be notified, to describe the method for shutting down the loop,
to list any precautions about firefighting, etc.

It should be kept

in mind that the regular loop operators may not be always available
to cope with the emergency.

It is, therefore, of great importance

to describe how to recognize that an emergency condition-exists
if it might not be immediately obvious.
d.

Where will copies of the written procedures be kept?

What are the

guarantees that they will be followed?
Copies of the procedures must always, of course, be available to
the loop operators.

They must be trained in the use of the

procedures and cautioned against deviations from them without due
authorization.

The reviewer, however, should not burden himself

or the loop operators' supervision with obtaining lengthy approvals
for deviations which are not hazardous.

The procedures should be

carefully examined and only those parts which might produce a
hazard if unwisely changed should require new approval by th**
reviewer.

Any deviation from any standard procedure should,

however, require approval of the loop operators' supervision.
It is not good practice to allow arbitrary deviations from the
written procedures by the operators; if this is allowed, the
written procedures will lose their importance and deviations
which will be hazardous will also occur.

Any procedure which

needs to be changed must be rewritten and properly approved.

It is important that operating loops be periodically reviewed to
see that the written procedures are being followed.
2.3.12 . Personnel Requirements
The number of personnel required for operating a loop will depend
upon its complexity and upon the requirements of immediate attention to
maintain the proper and/or safe operating conditions.
a.

Is the loop supervisor's estimate of personnel requirements
realistic?
It should be determined whether constant or only periodic attention
to the loop is required.

If constant manning is required, one

man per shift is not enough.
periods and lunch time.

Consideration must be given to rest
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b. What variations may the personnel requirements have?
It may be necessary to require higher technical supervision during
startups, shutdowns, and times when there are operating difficulties although a technician may be sufficient for manning the
loop routinely.
c. Will the required personnel be available and well trained at the
time the loop is initially started up?
A trained operator should have a knowledge of all the loop components, the written procedures for operation and for coping with
emergencies, and all safeguard requirements.

He must also have

instruction about what he may not do, such as disarming of safeguard instrumentation, deviating from the prescribed procedures,
making decisions about matters in which he is not competent, etc.
d.

Are there considerations other than attention to the loop controls
which determine a minimum number of personnel?
Even when the presence of personnel is not required constantly,
there may need to be a minimum of two people present for making
checks and adjustments.

This is especially important when the

loop components are remote from constantly manned personnel locations and there are hazards from steam, electricity, acids, etc.
2.3.13. Minimum Safeguard Requirements
The degree to which a loop is safeguarded will depend to some extent
on the cost of a failure in loss of data, loss of loop equipment, and loss
of reactor operating time as well as on actual hazards to personnel and to
the reactor. There will likely be a further dependence on whether or not
the loop is constantly manned.
a.

What safeguards may be replaced by constant attention from an
operator?
An operating temperature or pressure controller may be replaced
by an operator who keeps a coolant flow, heater, throttling valve,
etc., correctly adjusted; exceeding of an upper safe limit of
temperature or pressure, however, should not be safeguarded
against by only operator action.
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b. Which safeguards are required for actual safety of personnel and
the reactor?

What is the minimum number of each that should be

allowed?
Important safeguards are often supplied in more than the minimum
number to allow continued safe operation if one or more of the
safeguards is lost. The reviewer should prescribe the minimum
number of these safeguards (which should exceed one) and require
that the loop operation be immediately terminated when less than
the minimum safeguards exist if actual safety may be affected.
c. What single safeguards require immediate termination of the loop
operation if lost?
Loss of secondary containment may be a cause for immediate shutdown of a loop. For dynamic containment, this would result if
the ventilating system stops functioning. For static containment,
a leak in the containment wall would constitute loss of secondary
containment.

In either case, if a leak occurs in the primary

containment, the secondary containment system then becomes a
primary containment; and immediate shutdown should be required.
Other single safeguards whose loss may require immediate shutdown
include emergency electrical and coolant-supply systems.
d.

Under what conditions can the minimum number of safeguards be
reduced beyond those originally specified?
When a loop is being designed, it may be necessary to require some
safeguards because of lack of knowledge of what the actual performance will be. After initial operation and tests, it may be
found that these can be removed. The reviewer should approve such
removals only upon being supplied with sufficient evidence that
the safeguards are not required.

(Conversely, the initial opera-

tion may indicate a need for additional safeguards.)
2.3.14.

Maintenance

Good maintenance is required to keep a loop and its components in safe
operating condition. The reviewer should require that an appropriate maintenance procedure be established and followed.
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Has Che experimenter devised a thorough maintenance program which
will insure a safe and operable condition for the loop and all its
components?
A good maintenance program should attempt to prevent failures of
equipment rather than to simply replace or repair parts which fail.
In order for this to be done, a maintenance schedule must be prepared to insure that servicing and replacement of parts are done
at sufficiently frequent intervals to prevent failure.

Some of

the items which must be included in the schedule are:
(1) Lubrication of all components, which require it, on a schedule
recommended by the manufacturers and for the particular operating environments.
(2) Replacing filter media and cleaning of strainers at frequent
enough intervals to prevent their becoming plugged or deteriorating.
(3) Replacing of parts subject to radiation damage or wear before
they fail.

Some items to be considered are:

brushes on

electric motors, valve packings, gaskets, demineralizer
resins, filter media, bearings, and all in-reactor parts.
(4) Keeping all parts clean of any dirt or other material which
will impair their functioning.
Are the intended checkout procedures to be performed frequently
enough?
The frequency of performing checkout procedures will depend on the
expected life of components, the available time, whether some
alteration has been made, and whether or not some malfunction
exists.

It is of particular importance to require that emergency

systems and safeguard instrumentation be thoroughly checked for
performance at least before each startup of the loop.

If the

loop operating time is long, checkouts should also be arranged at
other intermediate times such as at the end of reactor cycles.
To guarantee that all checkouts are done thoroughly and on schedule,
the use of checklists should be required at least for complex
systems.
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c. Will the maintenance and checkout procedures be performed by
established, experienced groups?
If such groups do not exist, the reviewer should have some assurance
that personnel will be made available and trained before the loop
is operated.
If such groups already exist, the reviewer should have assurance
that they will be supplied with ample information and opportunity
to maintain the loop and its components.

Such information should

include design drawings, instrument and piping flow sheets,
manufacturers' servicing specifications for all equipment, wiring
diagrams, etc.
d.

Are ample spare parts and materials to be provided?
From a study of the maintenance requirements, a list of necessary
spare parts should be prepared.

It will probably not be necessary

to have a spare for every part, but spares for some items should
be required.

These would include:

(1) Any item which must be replaced routinely,
(2) All electronic tubes for instruments required for safe
operation,
(3) All important electrical relays and switches,
(4) Main coolant pumps or sufficient parts to rebuild one if it
can be done in a short time,
(5) Valves or valve parts, and
(6) Any other component required for safety or to prevent a long
reactor shutdown.
Spare parts and materials must be kept in a place where they can
be easily found and where they will be protected from damage.
An inventory should be made at properly spaced times to insure
that an adequate supply is always on hand.
2.3.15.

Emergencies

Handling of emergencies has been discussed in part in other sections.
The reviewer should consider the behavior of the loop and each component
under emergency conditions as he reviews them, but a resume of preparations
for emergency conditions should also be made.
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Hill the loop operators always know when-an emergency condition
exists?

Is it possible from instrument indications to foresee

and to preclude a hazardous emergency by corrective action?
An analysis of instrument responses to various abnormal conditions
should be made to aid the operators in making fast decisions.
Corrective actions for predictable abnormal situations should also
be prescribed.
Will any emergency procedure be of such importance and complexity
that it should be rehearsed?
The use of all handling equipment and procedures for removing
damaged specimens should be demonstrated; this is particularly
important if the removal procedure requires containment of radioactive gases or other easily spread types of radioactive materials.
Emergency supply systems for electricity, compressed gases,
coolant, etc., should be tested under

simulated emergency condi-

tions at sufficient intervals to demonstrate their reliability.
Any emergency system which cannot be routinely checked in this
manner cannot be considered reliable.
Are all emergency tools and equipment stored so they are immediately
available?

Will they be in working condition when needed?

If emergency situations do not occur frequently, the emergency
tools and equipment may be allowed to deteriorate or be subverted
to other uses.

The reviewer should have positive assurance that

this will not occur.
What groups other than the locp operators will be involved in
coping with emergencies?
Other groups such as the reactor operators, other experiment
operators, firefighters, and radiation control groups will likely
become involved in controlling some or all emergencies.

It is

important that they be furnished with ample information and any
training that may be required for their participation.
Who should be notified about the existence of an emergency
situation?
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If Che loop is continuously manned, the operators should be furnished with a list of the various personnel who must be notified
for the several types of emergencies that might occur.

If Che

loop is not continuously manned, this information must be supplied
to Che groups who will likely discover Chat an emergency sicuation
exists.

It may be necessary to furnish Chis information on a sign

posted at one or more places where loop components are located.
2.4.

Beam Experiments

Most of the equipment associated with beam experiments is external
to Che reactor and can be repaired or replaced without requiring a reactor
shutdown if a beam shutter is provided.

The reviewer, then, usually need

not concern himself with the reliability of this external portion of the
equipment unless failure can produce some physical hazard to personnel.
2.4.1.
a.

Collimating Plugs
Is the material of the collimating plug compatible with the
material of the beamhole liner?
If the space between the plug and the beamhole liner is to be
kept dry, materials compatibility is not a great problem with
respect to corrosion.

If, however, the space must be flooded

with water for cooling or shielding purposes, the plug must be
clad with a material which is compatible with that of the beamhole liner. This is particularly true if the plug material is
concrete or graphite and the beamhole liner is aluminum.
If the space between the plug and the liner must be kept dry,
neither the plug nor the liner should be cooled sufficiently to
cause moisture to condense on the surfaces.

If either must be

kept at a low temperature, a dry atmosphere should be provided
in the space between them.
A great deal of trouble with galling has been encountered when
aluminum-clad plugs were used in aluminum-lined beamholes and
when stainless-steel-clad plugs were used in stainless-steellined beamholes.

If the beamholes are lined with aluminum, the

plugs should be clad with stainless steel and vice versa. This
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is of particular importance when clearances are small.

The use

of dissimilar alloys of the same type of material may also be
possible if tested for tendency to gall prior to use.
Are the outside dimensions of the plug acceptable?
The length of the collimating plug should be such that it is not
possible for it to be accidentally jammed against the inner end
of the beamhole if it is of the thimble *:ype.
The outside diameter(s) of the plug must be such as to minimize
radiation streaming along the plug and yet leave enough Clearance
to allow easy insertion and removal. The clearance should be
as large as can be tolerated.

Since most beamholes are equipped

with steps to minimize streaming, clearances of as much as 1/8 in.
or more on the diameter are possible for most reactors.

If the

plugs are to be machined so that the dimensions, roundness, and
straightness are carefully controlled, minimum clearances may be
used; if not, maximum clearances should be required.
If the plug is to be water-cooled, is such cooling really necessary
and can any hazard result from a leak in the water system?
When possible, water cooling should be avoided.

It may be found

that, if the p.lug extends only the minimum necessary distance
into the beamhole, special cooling of the inner end may not be
required.
If water cooling is necessary for the plug or for any special
moderating material in the beamhole, the system must receive very
special attention to insure that it will remain leakfree during
the expected lifetime of the experiment.

Since collimator plugs

frequently must continue in service for a number of years, the
cooling system should be expected to withstand the resulting
amount of corrosion without leaking.
A water leak into a beamhole may have several objectionable effects
It may:
(1) Wash radioactive particles from the beamhole to cause a
severe contamination problem;
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(2)

Increase or decrease Che reactivity of the reactor if the
wacer is impounded in the inner end of the beamhole.

(In

water-moderated reactors, the reactivity change is usually
positive.); and
(3) Drastically change the output of any ionization chambers
located near the inner end of the beamhole if the water is
impounded there.

(Changes of more than 50% have been observed

and. if these are reactor power-level control chambers, the
results may be serious.)
When the plug must be water-cooled, it is far safer to install a
constantly open drain to dispose of the water from any leak which
may occur than to simply rely on the integrity of the cooling
system regardless of the care that is used in Che design and
fabrication.
If water or gas cooling of the collimating plug is necessary to
protect any part of the reactor system or to avoid a personnel
hazard, the reviewer must require that it be guaranteed with
appropriate instrumentation and that a reactor power reduction
occur automatically if cooling is lost. As with other systems
requiring cooling, the region being cooled should be monitored
directly with thermocouples or the coolant flow downstream from
the plug should be monitored.
If the water passes through a region having an appreciable fast
neutron flux, the exit water line may require shielding due to
the presence of nitrogen-16.

If the water contains dissolved

solids, objectionable concentrations of other radioactive materials
may also be generated. This will, of course, depend upon the time
the water remains in the neutron flux,
d.

Can standard handling tools, shields, and procedures be used for
installing and removing the collimating plug?
If the proposed standard method has been found acceptable to the
reactor operating personnel, then it should be required unless it
cannot be used for the necessary requirements of the experiment.
If only the design need be altered to accommodate standard
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procedures, the alterations should be required.

When the proposed

standard method (usually for new reactors) has not been found
acceptable, revisions may be required.

The reviewer should con-

sult the operating personnel about this point.
In some locations, operating groups may prefer that the collimating plug be installed in the form of interlocking segments
which can be inserted into the beamhole piece by piece. This
may be due to ease of handling, working space, available shields,
storage facility design, or other reasons . The use of a single
integral plug, however, enchances proper alignment and the integrity
of cooling systems.
2.4.2. External

Shielding

The amounts, types, and placements of external shields for beam experiments vary greatly.

The details will, of course, have to be worked out for

the type of experiment being conducted and for the available space for
installing it. The reviewer must be concerned with insuring that, under all
conditions, objectionable amounts of radiation do not penetrate beyond the
immediate working space assigned to the experimenter and with seeing that
the experimenter provides himself with means of protecting himself from
radiation at all times when working in the beamhole vicinity.
a.

Will the experimenter be working with the primary beam from the
reactor or with a secondary beam scattered from the primary beam?
The primary beam consists of neutrons and gamma rays of a wide
range of energies and so must be shielded by a combination shield
consisting of a neutron moderator, neutron absorber, and gamma
attenuator.

If there is to be a neutron scatterer to provide a

secondary beam, it must be surrounded by such a shield with a
lesser shield for final disposal of the secondary beam.

If the

work is to be done with the primary beam, then much of the apparatus may have to be surrounded with a massive shield. The
reviewer should ascertain that a study of past experience with
beamhole shielding has been made by the experimenter and designer
and that acceptable techniques are to be used (see section 2.3.4.).
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Because of the nature of beam experiments, it may be expected that
a radiation survey of the working area will have to be made after
installation of the equipment to determine where additional
shielding is necessary, both to protect personnel and to prevent
an increase in the background at adjacent experiment locations.
2.4.3.

Beam Shutters

If the reactor power cannot conveniently be reduced at any time the
experimenter must make alterations to the equipment, a shutter for the
primary beam should be provided.

It is also convenient to have shutters

for secondary beams if the primary beam shutter is cumbersome to operate,
a.

Can the primary beam shutter be operated without hazard to the
reactor?

Is it adequate for its purpose?

Is there a positive

indication of whether it is open or closed?
One method of shutting off the primary beam is to flood the collimating tube with water.

If this method is used, the water-

filled volume must not be close enough to the inner end of the beam
tube to appreciably influence the reactivity of the reactor or the
signals from any nearby ionization chambers used for reactor
control.
A primary-beam shutter located outside the reactor shield must be
roughly equivalent to the massive shielding that must be used
around a mcnochromator crystal.

Unless such external shielding

exists in part in the structure for the experiment, the shutter
should be in the beam tube to take advantage of the collimating
plug and reactor shield.

The collimating tube may be shut by

being plugged with a rod or bar of shielding material, by being
filled with water for an appropriate length, by rotating plug
segments to misalign segments of the beam collimator, cr some
variation of these.
There must be some method of easily determining whether a shutter
is open or closed.
needed.

If the shutter is visible, no indicator may be

If its position is not clearly visible, there should be

some indication cf whether or not a beam of radiation exists.
Since valves may leak or be misoperated, sliding gates or plugs
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may stick, and other mechanisms for shutting off the beam may also
fail, the most reliable technique is to check with a reliable
radiation monitor to know whether or not the beam has been stopped
by the shutter-closing procedure. Although this may be done by
portable instruments or by a permanently installed monitor, the
latter is a better guarantee that a radiation check will always
be made.
2.4.4.

Instrumentation

Usually the instrumentation of concern to the reviewer will be that
for guaranteeing coolant for the collimating plug and for warning of high
radiation.

Breakdown of most other beam-experiment instrumentation cannot

cause harm to the reactor, loss of reactor operating time, or danger to
personnel.

(See sections 2.2.1, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4.)

2.4.5. Miscellaneous
Some of the considerations for other types of experiments may also be
applied to the review of beam experiments.

This is particularly true of the

discussions in sections 2.3.4, 2.3.7, 2.3.8, 2.3.10, 2.3.11, 2.3.13,
2.3.14, 2.3.15, and 3.
2.5.

Industrial Hazards

If the organization which operates the research reactor has a special
safety group devoted to detecting and controlling "industrial" hazards, the
experiment reviewer should be alert for such hazards also and bring these
to the attention of the safety group.

If such a safety group does not

exist, the reviewer himself should see that control measures are devised.
Following is a partial list of the more common industrial hazards
which may be associated with reactor experiments together with a few
typical comments.

Some of these have already been discussed in other

sections.
2.5.1. Electrical
Electrical wiring should be in conduits in areas where it is likely
to be damaged by environmental abuse.

Circuit disconnects should be

installed near the area where the electrically operated equipment is
located. High-voltage systems should be clearly labeled; and, if the
power source is of high enough capacity to cause death, the high-voltage
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system should be behind an interlocked barricade which automatically shuts
off and grounds the system when it is opened.
2.5.2.

Harmful Chemicals

The various solvents and decontaminating agents frequently used around
experiment installations may be toxic to personnel or may produce fire and
explosion hazards when imporperly used. A high concentration of carbon
tetrachloride fumes can be deadly.

Also, this material should never be

used as a fire-extinguishing agent in poorly ventilated areas since phosgene
gas may be produced.
The vapors of acetone and similar volatile combustible solvents form
explosive mixtures with air. The quantities of such materials which may be
brought into containment shells should be carefully controlled.

Also, the

use of breakable containers for these materials is questionable.
When appreciable quantities of acids and caustics must be handled, as
for regenerating demineralizers, proper safeguard clothing should be worn.
Safety showers should also be available.
The alternating use of acids and organic materials for loop or other
system decontamination must be carefully done with full knowledge of what
products may be formed from any chemical reactions between the acid and
organic material or other materials which might be involved.

Such a pro-

cedure being used in chemical equipment in a hot cell produced an explosive
compound which detonated and severely damaged the cell.
2.5.3.

Explosive Gas Mixtures

Explosive gas mixtures resulting from the use of combustible solvents
have already been mentioned.

They may also result from an improper use of

hydrogen, methane, acetylene, butane, natural gas, and other common combustible gases.

One of the more common hazards results from experimenters'

use cf hydrogen as a refrigerant and as an atmosphere for irradiation
targets.

Other sources cf explosive mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen are

radiolytic gases from water and the electrolytic gases evolved from wetcell batteries while they are being charged.
2.5.4.

Inert Gases

A person entering a room filled with an inert gas, nitrogen, or carbon
dioxide may be expected to collapse within seconds and die within minutes.
Pcorly ventilated rooms or other enclosures where sources of such gases
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exist should always be suspect.

Recently a man died when he entered a

valve pit which had become filled with argon gas leaking from a pipe which
was being pressure tested. Another incident involved a man who barely
escaped a nitrogen-filled room before collapsing; the source of this
nitrogen was a large liquid-nitrogen-filled flask being used as a source
of coolant for a cold trap.

Carbon-dioxide ice is another refrigerant

which can produce the same type of hazard.
Any large enclosure which is intentionally kept flooded with an inert
gas must be clearly labeled and barricaded against entry by unauthorized
personnel.

If any enclosure capable of being entered by personnel contains

appreciable sources of inert gas, it must be well ventilated or equipped
with a detector and alarm system.
2.5.5. Compressed-Gas Cylinders and Supply Pipes
If a cylinder of compressed gas falls over, the top valve may break
off. This is especially likely to happen if a pressure-reducer assembly
is attached to the valve.

When this happens, the gas cylinder suddenly

becomes a deadly, highly destructive jet-propelled missle.

Gas cylinders

should always be firmly fixed to some substantial structure when the protective end cap is off the valve.

If the cylinder is kept in an upright

position, it need only be chained to prevent its falling sidewise since,
in this position, the force exerted on the cylinder by gas escaping from a
broken top will be harmlessly spent against the floor.

If the escaping

gas is combustible, a serious explosion hazard may result.

If it is pure

oxygen, any combustion hazards in the vicinity will be temporarily greatly
magnified.
Pipes and tubes containing high-pressure gases may be a source of
several types of hazards . A jet of high-pressure gas can penetrate skin
and produce painful damage or even death. A jet of high-pressure hydrogen
may ignite spontaneously and cause an explosion from the gas which escaped
prior to ignition. An explosion which occurred in this way once severely
damaged a section of a reactor building and injured four people. The leak
was caused when a carpenter accidentally drove a nail into a hydrogen-gas
supply pipe which was hidden under structural material.

Tubes and capil-

laries which contain high-pressure gases should, if possible, be inclosed
in steel conduits particularly in areas where they might be subjected to
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abuse.

Direct handling of pressurized capillaries should be considered

hazardous.
2.5.6.

Dust, Smoke, and Vapors

Dust and smoke will foul many types of delicate instruments and other
equipment used in reactor experiments.

They will also rapidly plug abso-

lute air filters and impair other filter systems.
Corrosive vapors from acids and some other types of chemicals can
damage many types of equipment as well as be dangerous to personnel.
2.5.7.

Overloading of Floors and Other Structures

This was discussed in Section 2.3.4.C.
2.5.8.

Fire Hazards

In most cases, these should be obvious. The reviewer should know
that ample fire-fighting equipment will be available near any fire hazard.
This equipment must be appropriate for the type of fire which might be
expected.
2.5.9.

Falling and Tripping

Elevated working platforms and balconies should be surrounded by
handrails and klckplates.

Personnel thoroughfares must be kept free of

pipes, electrical wires, etc., which might cause people to trip and fall.
Any equipment which may leak oil should be placed in or over a catch pan
to prevent the oil from producing a slipping hazard on the floor.
2.5.10.

Vibration

Besides producing objectionable noises, vibration may damage equipment.
Proper design and support of equipment should minimize vibration or limit
its transmission to vulnerable components.
2.5.11.

Noise

A high noise Level may not only annoy personnel but will greatly
reduce their efficiency.

It may also mask audible alarms and will inter-

fere with announcements over public address systems.
2.5.12.

Low Clearances

Head Injuries occur frequently around reactor experiment installations
due to suspended shields, low-clearance thoroughfares, etc. Clearly marking
or cushioning the offending objects with foam-rubber padding greatly reduces
the injury rate.
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3. FOLLOW-UP REVIEWS
The initial approval for the operation of an experiment should be for
some specific period of time after which a new review should be requested.
a. What should the frequency of follow-up reviews be?
As soon as operating data are available, a short review of the
adequacy or over-adequacy of safeguards should be made. Overadequacy may be of no real importance if the experiment is to be
operated only a short time.

If, however, the experiment is to

be operated for a long time, the experimenter should not be
required to maintain unnecessary safeguards.

(See section 2.3.13.d.)

Other reviews should be planned on such a schedule that the reviewer
keeps informed of difficulties.

This is important not only to

improve review techniques but also to demonstrate that the experiment and its operation are under surveillance.
b. What should be checked in the course of follow-up reviews?
The reviewer should check that the system is operating as predicted, that any difficulties have been safely corrected, and
that all components are in good condition. Attention should be
given to the following items:
(1) All changes which have been made in the components.
(2) All changes which have been made in operating limits.
(3) All changes which have been made in operating procedures.
(4) The adequacy of maintenance practices .
(5) All operation difficulties.
(6) The cause and correction of any emergency situations.
(7) The proved reliability or unreliability of all components.
(8) The adequacy of shielding.

QRNL/TM-8308 APPENDIX C

Appendix C is the "Experiment Information and Safety
Analysis Form for Experiments in the ORNL Research
Reactors." This form is frequently referred to as
the "Experiment Review Questionnaire."

EXPERIMENT INFORMATION AND SAFETY ANALYSIS FORM
FOR EXPERIMENTS IN THE ORNL RESEARCH REACTORS

Form Completion Date
Experiment Number
Research Person in Charge
Research Division (Sponsoring)
Reactor
Experiment Facilitv (Type)
Experiment Assembly (Type)
Location in Reactor
Operations Technical Coordinator
I&C Lead Designer
UCC-ND Engineering Lead Designer
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Duration of Experiment Program
Date of Planned Insertion
Charge Code
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
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EXPERIMENT REVIEW REQUIREMENTS
Procedure No. 1.5 of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Health Physics
Procedure Manual requires that all experiments and Irradiations performed in the ORNL research reactors be reviewed and accepted by one
or more of the Laboratory Director's Review Committees before management approval. Usually this function is performed by the Reactor
Experiments Review Committee (RERC). The policy statement contained
in Health Physics Procedure No. 1.5 Is as follows:
"It is the policy of the Laboratory to require that
proposals for new programs and/or major modifications to continuing programs involving significant
quantities and/or levels of ionizing radiation or
fissionable materials shall be reviewed by designated committees prior to construction or operation,
and that continuing programs shall be periodically
reviewed. Approval of such proposals is contingent
upon the provision for adequate safeguards against
the hazards involved."
Prior to the safety review by the RERC, a detailed review of all
aspects of the experiment or irradiation proposal must be made by the
Operations Division to ensure that it can be performed as proposed.
In addition to safety aspects, this review includes:
1. Space accommodations both within and outside the reactor.
2. Installation, removal, and disposal of components.
3. Access accommodations for coolant, instrumentation, and
electrical conduits.
4. Effects on reactor characteristics and on existing or planned
experiments.
5. Materials compatibility with environments and other materials.
6. Structural integrity.
7. Utilities and waste disposal requirements.
8. Use of reactor controls for safeguard action and/or information protection.
9. Operating schedules.
10. Personnel requirements.
The primary purpose of the Reactor Experiment Information Form is to
supply adequate information regarding both the operability and safety
aspects of the experiment for both the Operations Division and RERC
review in a standard format to expedite the review process. Subsequent to the reviews, the completed and updated form serves as an
information source during the performance of the experiment or irradiation. Referral to references as a means of furnishing required
information should only be used when a copy of the reference is
appended to the form and, In this case, location of the information in
the reference (page, paragraph, etc.) should be given.
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Experiment Personnel
List below in the order to be contacted in the event of an emergency.
Table 1
Name

i

**

Office
Room Bldg.

Phone
Business
Home

•Persons qualified to make technical decisions regarding the
experiment.
**Persons qualifed to operate the experiment.
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1.2 Manning of the Experiment by Research Personnel
Continuous?
Other?

Explain:

1,3

Special Assistance Desired from Operations Personnel (Nature and
Extent of Assistance Desired)

1.4

Special Requirements of the Reactor
1.4.1

During power level changes (startups, shutdowns, power
adjustments).

1.4.2

During the operating cycle.

1.4.3

During shutdowns.
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1.5 Health Physics Services Required

1.6

Utilities Required
Table 2
D.C.

Pxc>perty
Electrical
Power

Emerjjincy^* Other

Volts
Amps
Power
Process Demineralized

Water

Reactor

Pool

Pressure (psig)
Flow (gpm)
Plant
Supply

Compressed
Air

Emergency
Supply

Other

Pressure (pslg)
Flow (scfm)
Pressure (psig)

Steam
Quantity (lb/min)
Process Radioactive

Drains
Flow (gpm)

Normal
Off-Gas
Capacity

Emergency

Other

Negative Press,
(in. H z 0)

Flow (cfm)
•Designate whether clean or standard power source is required.
••Designate the source of emergency power.

Disposal
(Describe Che final disposal of the total facility and the
experiment assemblies.)
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2.

EXPERIMENT FACILITY INFORMATION

An experiment facility is that group of components which are installed
once to provide an access guide, environment control, monitoring capabilities, etc., for the targets or test specimens irradiated periodically. Examples of experiment facilities are: pneumatically or
hydraulically operated capsule irradiation tubes; specially cooled
and/or pressurized loops; access guide tubes; instrumentation for a
succession of experiments; a neutron spectroscopy installation at a
beamhole.
2.1

Objective of Experiment Facility

2.2

Description of Experiment Facility
2.2.1

Space requirements.
(Provide a layout sketch showing the amount and location of
floor space to be used.)

2.2.2 Containment barriers.
(Provide a drawing or description of the facility and its
location with respect to the reactor and designate containment barriers.)
2.2.3 Flow or functional diagram, drawings, and specifications.
(Provide a flow diagram showing the functional relation to
the system mechanical components. This should include
numbers and sufficient nomenclature for later reference in
description. Indicate containment barriers. Provide a
drawing and specification list for components and materials,
Attach assembly drawings.)
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2.2.4

2.2.5

Major mechanical components and special design features.
[Describe each major mechanical component and special
design feature (e.g., pumps, filters, heat exchangers,
containment provisions, automatic withdrawal mechanisms).]

Operating, design, and test limits.
(List in Table 3 the design, test, and operating limits and
ranges of all the system mechanical components and materials that are Important in ensuring the safety of personnel, the reactor, or the experiment with respect to
temperature, pressure, mechanical loads, etc.
Clearly
indicate units for values listed.)

Table 3.

Experiment Facility
Pressure

Temperature
Component or Material

Design

Test

Oper.

Design

Test

Other
Oper.

Design

Test

Oper.
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3.

EXPERIMENT ASSEMBLY INFORMATION

This refers to the assembly or system of materials to be irradiated
including containers, insulation, etc., as distinguished from the
experiment facility which includes instruments, external shielding,
motors, pumps, access tubes into the core, etc.
3.1 Objective of the Experiment

3.2

Description of the Experiment
3.2.1

Assembly.
(Supply a sketch or drawings showing the experiment assembly components, coolant passages, thermocouple locations,
and other pertinent information. Provide a list of detail
drawings and specifications.)

3.2.2

Description.
(Describe the experiment assembly, the normal operating
conditions, and the limiting conditions with respect to
structural integrity and safety. List design, test, and
operating temperatures, pressures, etc., in Table 4.
Clearly indicate units for values listed.)

Table 4.

Experiment Assembly (Test Piece)

Pressur e

Temperature
Component or Material

Design

Test

Oper.

Design

Test

Other
Oper.

Design

Test

Oper.
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4.

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

4.1

Instrumentation Space Requirements
(Provide a layout sketch showing the location of instruments and
the space to be occupied.)

4.2.

Functional or Flow Diagram
(Provide a functional or flow diagram showing the locations and
types of sensing elements.)

4.3

Wiring Diagrams and Specifications
(Include copies of detailed wiring diagrams and specifications
for the instrumentation and controls. If a safeguard instrumentation or controls component or circuitry does not comply with
I&C standards, explain the variation and the reasons for it.
Supply evidence of the reliability of any newly developed or nonstandard equipment.)

4.4

Instrumentation Identification
(Using Table 5 identify each instrument and control channel.)

Table 5.

Instruments and Controls Identification*

Action Required (state conditions for)
Property or
Condition
Being Monitored

Sensing
Type and

Element
Location

Type of
Monitor

Alarm

Reactor
Setback

Reactor
Scram

Other
(turn off heaters,
pressure relief, etc.)

•Indicate by an asterisk those instruments which must remain in operation for the facility when no
specimen is installed.
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4.5

Spare Sensing Elements
T F o T each safety instrument channel, list acceptable spare
sensing elements (e.g., thermocouples) which ray be substituted
in the event of failure, and describe the provisions and procedures for making these changes.]
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Recovery from Instrumentation Failure
(Describe the methods and procedures for restoring normal reactor
operation following the failure of a safety instrument.)
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5.
5.1

MATERIALS

Hazardous Materials
6, list all materials (such as acid, caustic, highly
flammable, toxic, or otherwise potentially hazardous materials)
to be used in conjunction with the experiment.
Clearly indicate
units.]

TlrT Table

Table 6.

Material

5.2

Intended
Use

Hazardous Materials
Maximum
Inventory

Type and
Location and Storage

Materials to be Irradiated
[In Table 7, list the types and quantities (mass) of all material
to be located within the reactor core or reflector. List separately the facility materials and experiment assembly materials
(if applicable). If these are itemized in a work sheet or other
compact form, attach copies and give reference to them below.
Clearly indicate units for values listed.]
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Table 7.

Materials within Reactor Core or Reflector

Facility
Material and Type
(e.g., 304L SST)

Quantity
(Mass)

Experiment Assembly
Material and Type
Quantity
(e.g., 304L SST)
(MasB)
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6.

RADIOACTIVITY

Attach (In work sheet or other compact form) calculations and/or
experimental data to provide the following information for the normal
and maximum credible cases.
6.1

The quantity and types of radioactive materials which might be
distributed throughout the experiment facility or assembly.

6.2

The radioactive source which must be provided with external
biological shielding.

6.3

The radioactive source strength to be shielded during removal of
the experiment components from the reactor.

6.4

The radioactive materials to be removed by any cleanup systems
such as charcoal traps.

6.5

Personnel exposure (direct and Ingested dose) resulting from complete rupture of the containment system.
[The purpose of this calculation is to establish the importance
of the containment system(s).]
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6.6

Radioactive Effluents
(In Table 8, list the radioactive materials to be discharged to
the liquid and gaseous waste disposal systems.*)
Table 8.

Radioactive Effluents to be Discharged

Discharge Rates
Nuclei

Mass
No.

Kr

85
87
88
89

Xe

133
135

I

131
133
135

Sr

89
90

Ce

144

Normal

(curies/day)
Emergency
(Maximum)

Disposal System
(off-gas, hot drain,
etc.,)

103
Ba

140

Others

*L±st values for the specific nuclei Indicated.
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Table 8.

Nuclei

Mass
No.

(continued)

Discharge Rates (curies/day)
Emergency
Normal
(Maximum)

Disposal System
(off-gas, hot drain,
etc.,)
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7.
7.1

7.2.

SHIELDING

External Biological Shielding
(Provide the following items and

Information.)

7.1.1

Layout sketch showing the location and space to be occupied by the external biological shielding.

7.1.2

Sketch of the Installation showing the effective shield
thickness and geometry.

7.1.3

Description of the materials, design, and constructional
features, including absorption coefficients and other
pertinent data for special or new materials.

Removal and Transport Shields
(Provide the following items and information.)
7.2.1

Sketch showing dimensions, cavity shapes and sizes,
shutter operation, etc.

7.2.2

Weight of the transport

7.2.3

Description of the method of transport, and a list of
safety factors for lugs, handles, etc., for lifting the
shield.

7.2.4

Copies of shielding calculations for nonstandard or
special shields.

shields,
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8.

THERMODYNAMICS

In making the thermodynamic analysis, two cases shall be distinguished
when applicable:
(1)

The experiment facility contains components located in an
operating reactor, but contains no experiment asembly or
test materials.

(2)

The experiment facility contains an experiment assembly or
test materials located in an operating reactor.

In addition to this distinction, analyses of Cases 1 and 2 above shall
include consideration of the following conditions:
(1)

Normal design operating conditions with the reactor at full
power.

(2)

Reactor power constant at the maximum level allowed by its
power-level protection system (110% of nominal power).

(3)

Loss of experiment coolant flow and:

(4)

8.1

8.2

(a)

The reactor continues to operate at full power.

(b)

The reactor Is shut down as precribed by the experiment safety circuit tie-ins to the reactor controls.

The reactor power is brought froui zero to the maximum level
allowed by its power-level protection system in 90 seconds.

Coolant Flow Paths
8.1.1

Experiment facility without experiment

8.1.2

Experiment facility with experiment

Installed.

lustalled.

Calculations and Measurements
(Attach, in work sheet or other suitable form, calculations
and/or data to establish the following information for all
cases and conditions described above. State all assumptions
and sources for constants used in calculations.)
8.2.1

Heat generation

rates.

8.2.2

Fluid temperatures, pressures, and

8.2.3

Temperatures of heat transfer surfaces.

velocities.
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8.3

8.2.4

Heat fluxes through heat transfer

surfaces.

8.2.5

Heat to be dissipated by or discharged to the reactor
water, pool water, and off-gas system!

Tabulation of Calculated and Measured Results
(The following tables are Included for use in tabulating the
requested information. Clearly indicate units for values listed.)
Table 9.

Heat Generation Rates and Operating Temperatures
Surface

Heat Generating*
Element
(Name & Location)

Temp.

Heat Flux**
(watts/ft 2 or
BTU/hr ft2)

Heat Generation

Fission

Gamma

Other

(kW)

Total
kW

*Refer to the functional sketch and use the nomenclature given
there to specify names and locations of heat-generating components.
* If SI units are used, clearly indicate units used.
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Table 10.

Fluid

Point
Reference*

Physical
Form

Fluid Conditions

Temperature

Pressure

Velocity
lb/min.
ft/min.

*Use numbers given on flow diagrams to Indicate the point in the
system where the flow conditions apply.
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Table 11.
Heat Receiver
Reactor Water
Pool Water
Process
Drains

Hot

(ILW)

Other
Off-Gas System

Heat Disposal
Heat Received

(kW)
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9.

ESTIMATED OR MEASURED REACTIVITY EFFECTS

The reactivity change that will be caused by the insertion of an item
into the core or reflector region of a reactor can best be determined
by a measurement using either the Item itself or a physical mockup.
Good estimates can usually be made by comparison with the worths of
similar items for which measurements have already been made. Although
calculations of reactivity effects can be made, they are lengthy and
difficult and are for specific fuel and experiment loadings. In this
section, state the best estimates of the reactivity worths for the
conditions listed and explain the bases. Actual reactivity worths
will be determined at the time the facility and/or experiment is
installed.
9.1

The Experiment Facility (Exclusive of the Experiment Assembly
and/or Test Materials)
9.1.1

Installation of the In-reactor (core or reflector) facility components (excluding the experiment assembly).

9.1.2

Displacement of gases by accidental water in-leakage.

9.1.3

Other causes.

9.2

Installation of the Experiment Assembly and/or Test Materials
into the Facility

9.3

Intentional Repositioning or Any In-Reactor Materials and/or
Components During Reactor Operation
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10.

PROCEDURES

Describe briefly in outline form the procedures to be used in performing the following operations. Include radiation and contamination
control measures. Estimate the time requirements for each operation.
10.1

Installation and Removal of the Experiment Facility In-Reactor
Components
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10.2

Installation and Removal of the Experiment Assembly and/or Test
Materials

29

10.3

Sampling, Experiment Position Adjustments, Etc.
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10.4

Instrumentation Pre-Start or Checkout Operations
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11.

HAZARDS

Evaluate all recognized personnel and reactor hazards associated with
the experiment.
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12.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Describe the quality assurance requirements for the design, procurement, fabrication, installation, operation, and maintenance of the
experiment facility and each experiment assembly.
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